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; ' ■ ABSTRACT  ̂ ■; ' ■ ■
■Problem-Solvl,nR Ability 'in Clinical Samples 
■ , of Agg r e s sive and -No n a g gressive Boys
David W. Cox - 
- ' ' April 18, 1986
The prlnc.n pal objective of this- study was to examine
' : ' : 
the hypothesis that mSlad^pfively.aggressive elementary--
\  . ' - . - - ' - 'schoolt-age boys would show specific deficits In cognitive
' - ' ' ' \  . - . : ' ' . /problem-^-ÿôlving' abili t y . . . ' ,
A pild^t study using the-Purdue Elementary Problem- ' 
Solving Inv^'tory .(PEPSI) was first conducted with 123 
Grade 2. t,o Grade -6' children in two-' schools which differed 
in the .probable socioeconomic status (SES) of their pupils 
Scores also tended to be greater in the higher SES school) 
although the effect of SES was inconsistent and àcci» 
for a'small proportion' of- the variance in scores;
. The PEPSI was then administered to -12 clinically 
Identified aggressiye boys, a second clinical sample -of 
12 boys whose behavior problems were j.udged not to. he 
aggressive, in nature, and 12 controls from the classrooms- 
of the clini'cal subjects.. Subjects were als.o given a (self 
report behavioral' rating measure;. ■ Teacher ratings were 
obtained using- a standardized behavior checklist." A peer- 
\ nomination sociometric procedure wa.s; carried out in t h e ' ,
.1
■PC
. V i . ' . . . . ■ . ■
classrooms -(Grades 3‘ to 6) of a.ll subjects.
.'No significant differences in PEPSI scores .were . f otind •
among tbe subject groups. Thus the '.results did not support
' .  . ■ . .
■ the hypothesis o f 'problem-solving ‘deficits in aggressive 
boys. The clinical a g g r essive,/boys obtained significantly 
higher aggressiveness scores than the controls on the self- 
report measure. This replicates findings from other.studies 
which have d.emonstrated a preference for- aggressiv^^_p%_olal.emi__ 
'Asolut j.ons in aggressive boys. /Teacher -ra t ed aggressiveness 
'was also higher f o r ■aggressive boys relative./o controls:
Onl'y ■ the aggression 'scores on the -soci.ometç/ic measure •
.' discriminated between the clinical, a gg re sis ive and clinical
■ . ■ . ■ , ' ' ' ' '. ' npriaggressive groups. 'The pattern of results from this
research did not change appreciably when subjects were ..
r e g r o u p e d , ac-cording to peer- and teacher-rated aggressiveness
The implications, of the findings for further, research ,
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■ ’ ' i n t r o d u c t i o n  ' ,
A  Problem-Solvlrig View of Hunran Adju stment
•tîuman ad'justment problems may be c one ep l̂ u a j. i z ed in 
■ tepTis of" mental disorders, emo.tlonal in s t a bi l̂ L t y.'beTia vior s 
learned or not learned, or in relation to statistical or „ 
social norms.. Regardless of which of these views Is taken, 
individual maladjustment could also be seen as the repeated 
fallur'e 'to achieve effective solutions to problems, 
especially thoj,«" encountered in interpersonal or social'
3 j. t u a t .1 o n s .
■ Jahodà '( 195 3, 1 958) -was among the first to redefine
" - ,  - '   ̂ . " ' ' ' ' - '  < 'mental health in ‘terms of problem 'Solving. A "healthy"
1 n.d 1V1 d u a 1 was defined a s ch af ac t er 1 s t. i c a 1 ly .approaching > 
problems in orderly stages,' with an appropriate feeling, „
tone (positive and c h a n g e - o r i e n t e d ), as directly as possible, 
and in a manner which maximizes the probability of success,. 
D'Zurilla .'and Goldfried (1971) and Gol.dfried, and Goldfried 
(1 975.) have proposed that much'-of the "abnormal", behavior 
encountered by clinicians .might be seen as ineffective . • 
behavior, 'together with its situational and-emotional " 
consequences. Spivack and Shure (19 74), whose work is •
discussed below, have also adopted a problem-solving . ,
conceptualization of me.ntal health, which was well .summarized, 
by Shure (1981): '. . . . '■ ‘ '
'1 ' .
• An ''ândlv,ld.ual w.ho plans his, or her actions, can, .waigh 
the pros and .cons, and -consider the' ef f ec Cs of 
ihterperppnai acts upon -others is less likely t,.o- fail 
and make impulsive, mistakes, and thereby.suffers less 
frustration. If problem after.problem should remain 
unsolved, and interpersonal needs' remain consistenf.1 y 
unsatisfied,.maladaptive behavior and other social 
. -d i f f i c u 1 1 i es c ou 1d subsequently e n s u e . (p. 159) '
. . If one views -human adjirq.tment in- problem-so) ving' terms,
d i e  nature and development bf problem-solving ability in
childhood is of major, t h e o r e t i c a l , clinical, and research ■
'interest. The influences upon'problem-solving ability'
■of cognitive and emotional development ■; and of experience •
and learning, are of great importance'. Of particular
relevance to the research reported here is the need to ■ '''
specify ,the relationship between problem-solving ability ,
and emotional and, behavioral ma.lad just ment in children..
" ■ ■ Aggression and Cognitibh
As individuals are faced witli problematic situations,, 
a l t e r n a t i v e ■courses, of action must be generated, evaluated, 
and chosen for im-plement.ation. .-Aggression is one such . 
alternative solution which may .'be■considered or attempted. • 
Ho we v-er, the aggressive behavior of some .individuals can 
be repeatedly maladaptive, either because it is.ineffective 
■in solving problems., or because of t he -.count err eac tions 1  . 
it elicits. A high level of-aggressive behavior has been 
shown to be ^n. important, antecedent of active rejection 
by peers (Dodge , 1915)3). Çhildre'n whose hggress.bye behavior
' A  'X"..
domïna't es their behavioral repertoires ' are frequently'
' encountered by clinicians -(Patterson, Reid, Jones, & C o n g e r , 
J975), 'and highly aggressive children have among the poorest' 
pfogn'oses' in terms of .later behavioral ad j u s tmen t • (Conger ■
r & Kea;'ni>.';'1981.; Lefkovitz, Erort-, W a i d e r , & Huesmapn, 1977).- 
It is with such problem, aggression that this thesis is 
■ • concerned . : - ■ ,
A number of explanations have been proposed to account 
for aggressive behavior. At^fhe mo'st fundamental level,
f ■. b ' . ' '
. - aggr es sioq may be regarded as an impulse with whJ.ch all .
: Individua'ls .mnst' gradually learn to contend (Hartup, 1976 ;'
.Williams & Stith, 1974), As Feshbach ■( 1 9 70 ) - point, ed,-out ; ■
The control of aggressive .behavior poses a fundamental 
. , developmental' problem for the child , who must' learn
' to inhibit his r a g e ,' to discrimina te between those. ' ■
..situations in 'which it is appr-opriafe.’ or inappropriate ' ' 
to behp.ve aggressively, - and to modulate his a g g r e s s i v e - 
response to match,the degree of. frustration .or 
iprovocation 'to which hé may be subjected , (p. 159.) ' ,
However, developmental changes -in the. ability to Manage
aggfe's'sion are not well documented in the literature' ,(Parke
& S l a b y , 1983 ). The . bulk .of research evidence concerns
t he chaf ac'tef 1st les of aggressiqn in .'preschool.' children ; .- - . ,
for e x a m p l e , the p r o p o r t i o n s .of verbal and physical d g g r e s s i ô h ,
" the frequency and d u r â t :|.oni of - aggressiye outbursts/^jand -. -
'• the'.s t imn 11 'and events eliciting aggression at various
’..ages . The greater f r e q u e n c y  of instrumental ( object-oriented )
.relative, to hostile ( person-oriented ) aggression in
vp.reschobl.ers , when compared to s.chool-age c h i l d r e n , has
also been reported (Feshbach / '197Q ; Hartup ,! ip74 ; Shaf fer , '
" '. 1979^-- \ \ -
• ' ■ ■ /  ( .
■ Genei^ally, t^oug'h, th&re appears to'be little , . .
jLpf.orina t i on . about Che development' of aggr e ss ive '.beHa vi or - 
or i.ts regulation in ml.ddie childhood /(Feshbach, 19‘70;
Hartup, 1974; Shaff.er, 1 979: Wi 1.1 la ms & St'ith, 1 974 ).
' A  decline in t h e 'frequency of aggressive behavior around ■ . 
the ages of 6 to 9. .has been reported (Hartup, 1 974 ). There 
^ ' is some evidence of a'' further.dec line in aggressive behavior
between 10. and 14 (Kagan & Moss, 1962, cited In Williams,
& ”Sti'th, 1 974 ), suggesting another bhsls for considering 
hi'gh' levels of . aggression to be ah' important çlinical problem 
in this age period:' . ' .• ,
.Although there ha.s been a lack of recent attention 
to developmental processes related to aggression, Freud s 
work in the 1920s and 1930s emphasi.zed the i.ndividu-al ' s ' 
development of controls and .outlets.for aggressive impulses. 
Subsequent psychodynami c ■ f ormu la t i on s of . a g g r e. s slon wh 1 le 
.tending to'accept -Freud s not ion' of’.a basic aggressive • • ■
. ’ drive, als.o recognized that aggression was. a response to
external events. Post-Freudian theories also paid greater ■ .
attention to the. -mechanisms by which aggressive energy.-.
 ̂ is .controlled and neutralized, and the role .of ̂ adaptive. -
ego functions (Feshbach, 1970). ' ' '
Other early' psychological theories of aggression w e r e . 
domina ted by the frustration-dggre'ssi.on hypotheses ' of 
-'ho 11 à r-d , .Hi.ller, and others ( Del la rd , . .Doo.b ,; Mi 11er Mowrer ,
. \ . ■ f
& . Sears, 1939). These writers disputed the psychpdynamic
: ■ ' I
notion of an aggressive, instinct, and instead viewed ■ ' .
- ' ' V ■ - ' - '
aggression as "the result of a frustrating experience
' ..
■ instigating-an aggressive drive. The t h e o r y ■proposed a
number of factors governing the strength of instigation ’
to aggression, such as the degree of interference with ' ■
a frustrated response arid the number of responses which
are frustrated,. Similar explanations were hypothesized ,
. . - ' ^  :
■for the inhibition, displacement, and reduction of aggression
-(Bandura, 197’3.; Feshbach, 1970.)■. While elaborations .of
the frustration-aggre s sion hypothesis took into account
the' role of experience ' and learning' (Mil 1er & -Dollard ,
1911), f;he, major focus was still upon motivational rather'.'.
than experiential factors. -From the large body of research
generated, by the f r u s t ra t i on~a ggr es-^ion hypothesis, Feshbach
(1970),'and Bandura ( 1973 ) concluded that this theory has
■ not accounted adequately for the maintenance, .acquisition,
and modification of aggressive behavior. They also contended
fhat the frustration-aggression hypothesis lias paid inadequate
-attention,to"the fact that aggressive responses.are dependent
largely upon -developmental level and learning history.
Finally, the theory has not accounted for the. many .situations^
when . f rus,tration. and aggression do not co-o"ccur (Parke '
& -Slaby 19.83; Shaffer-, 1.9 7 9 ),. . . ..
Efforts b y 'learning theorists to,explain the production.
■of aggressive behavior have generally emphasized either . ■
a reinforcement or social learning perspective (Feshbach,
■-civ.
" l  ■  ̂ , -
6
1970). Pa t ter son, and . hi s colleagues (Patterson, LIttman,- 
& Brlcker, 196 7 ; Patte'rson et al., 1 975 ), exemplified' the 
reinforcement approach. They regarded aggression as operant 
' h.e'havior which demands, and is shaped by, responses from..
. the environment. Aggressive,- behavior., they suggested,
, can be very successful in eliciting reinforcing responses 
such as compliance, or submls s;i on . Some environments, such 
as f a m i l i e s 'which encourage aggression, enhance this,effect. 
In most cases, aggressive, behavior 1 n children i s o  f 
relatively low frequency and intensity. -In children who . 
are prob'lomatlea 1 ly aggressive, however, such behavior 
has been strengthened first by a high- degree of; reinforcement 
(in itself; and relative to other behaviors) and second 
by a conditioning process through which certaj.n motivational: 
stated (e.g /, frustration, anger) both elicit and are,- 
terminated, by .aggressive, behavior . -
' Social learning theory (SLT) not -only considers the 
role of rei.nf'orcement and motivational states irr the 
production of aggressive behavior, but also proposes 
specifically soci.'al mechanisms by .Vhi'ch Aggression Is ^ , ..
strengthened .and maintained through rel.nfqrcemeht'; SLT' 
similarly ac.Colints for,, the inhibition and moderation _of ' 
■'aggressive behavior in the. presence of "internal" sta.tes 
which., according ,'to instinct or’ drive • theories , would elicit 
'• .aggression (Bandura, 19 7 3 ).
The role of modelling has also received considerable 
emphasis from SLT theorists and researchers. A number. ,
of - studies, (Bandura, Ross, & Ross, ,1.961, 19 6 3a , 1963b;
VLovaas , 196,1) have demonstrated that children exposed ,to 
the aggressive behavior of others (live or on’ film) were 
more lilcely to behave -àgg.r.essiyely a s - a result, -even -when . -
this modelled aggression was not directly reinforced.
Although a detailed examination of'these theories 
, of aggression is beyond the scope of this thesis, one 
important ' common feat'hre is emphasized. This i’s the limifec) 
attention most have given to the role of cognitive variables'
' 'in the.mediation of aggressive behavior (Feshbach, 1979).
As Feshbach (197'9) .pointed out in relation tb the 
frustration-aggression hypothesis, humans make a variety
of responses to frustration, and whether aggression is
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ • . . . " \
one of-these responses depends 'largely'u.pon the cognitive'
operations by which they interpret the behavior of- a ' .
frustrating agent .•■ Similarly, both Rule (1979) and Fraczek 
{197O')" argued that aggression, the subject .of various 
définitions and explanations by early theorists, is a highly 
complex phenomenon,. . To - explain the many, interactio'hs . bet-ween 
individual characteristics -and situational, factors in 
■producing aggression, a cop sidération of cognitive processes .. 
is essential.. ... ' . , ' ' ' y
, Fraczek (1979 ) summarized'.research which supported ' , •
..his argument that ' even .simple cues must not' only be
registered before an aggressive response is elicited, but
' - ' " ' ^
■ must ;also be given specific signal and emotional meaning
by, an Individual. In several experiments (Berkowitz ,'
. ■ . . ■ . ,  ̂ 8 ' 
1974), the manipulation of visual and other situational
characteristics produced variation in 'the levels of '
.  ̂ . ' , ' ■ - ' . 
punishment administered by one subject to a n o t h e r . Many
of the-features which were varied were too complex to have -
been re.sponded ', to as - simple cues , and it was, concluded ' '
, that their effect upon .aggressive behavior was mediated
through cognitive activity. - Berkowitz (19 7 7), cited studjes •
specifying' such co'gnitivë mediators as judgments about ' ■
•the , propriety of hostile impulses , the meaning assigned
to cues, how realistic objects and ev-ents appear, and w h i c h , /
■ ' ■ ■ faspects of a situation are being attended to. In other 
studies, the direction and form of 'angry or aggressive 
reactions were shown to be. determined by. the interpretation 
' of. ynondif f erentiated arousal, or by tbe content of feedback 
r e g a r d i n g .the effects of performance on experimental tasks;
The appraisal of feedback from victims of aggression has 
also b e e n , shown to mediate further aggressive behavior'. 
Depending on the spechi.fics of the .aggressor's evaluation 
of this feedback, a g g r ession c^n be inhibited or-intensified 
(Fraczek, 1979)..
Similarly, Feshbach (1974) has argued that the existence 
•and effect of social norms d.g important in understanding 
the relationship between cdgAition and a g g r e s s i o n . Social 
norms and thé . expectations ,6f parents and others permit 
some aggression, but at the same time require that it .be 
appropriately e x p r e s s e d . /This presents children with a , -,
,'1 V 1. -
'difficult set of discriminations to make wit
. . f -
both stimuli and potential aggressive responses, in an
1 .regard to
effort to attain or '.approximate, society's "aggressive ideal". 
Many.of the processes involved, h e . c o n t e n d e d , are primarily ■ 
cognitive, including judgments, inferences,, and .attributions, 
and are closely related to the child's, level of moral ■ 
development. • . ■ . • • '
An example of a cognitive process which is important-
in the mediation, of aggress behavior is potential
aggressor's evaluation' of the intentions un,derîjyihg 
frustrating or injurious behavior on the part of a m  
(Hill, 19 79; Rule, 1974.). • ; .
It .was proposed by Piaget (1965)..that in middle
childhood, children attain a stage .of .ijioral development
■■ ' ' Iin which they are able to judge the behavior of others ■ >
' . ' . ' " -V 'according to their intentions By contrast , younger childfen
.' . ■ . ' \ 
make such judgments largely on^the basis of the consequences.,.
of the b e h a v i o r , or other fixed criteria- such as adult
authority or .the requirement of. rigid equality of treatment.
Cle there is experimental and cross-cultural evidence this .developmental progression, the age at which .such'
- transif.ions occur has proven difficult to specify (Hill, .
' 19 79; Rule & Duker, 1973 ; Rule, Nesdale, & M e A r a , 19 7 4;' ' ;
Shantz & Voydanoff, .1973). It has been suggested that 
the' inconsistent results obtained in developmental studies 
may have resulted from methodological differences in subject
... lo'
testing a n d .Draining ; the specific acts the child was asked 
to judge, or ’variations in social structures and influences 
( H.éthering ton & Parke, 1 9 7 5 Hil X , 19 7.9 ; Shantz, 1975 ).
■ Research .by Dodge and his colleagues examined ’more 
specifically the role of ttie attribution of intentions 
'in mediating aggressive behavior, as well as possible 
differences- in this hrea between -aggressi ve., and nonaggressive 
boys.. Dodge ( 1980) .found that both aggressive and 
nonaggressive. boys from Grades' 2 y  i, and 6 were more likely . 
to respond with defensive aggression in an experimental 
condition where the intent,, of an aggressive peer in a video 
simulation was hostile, as opposed' to benign. , Aggressive , •
- , ■ . ' : X ■ : ■ V' -■
a.n|4^,,nonaggressive boys differed only in another condition 
when the intent of.'.the other child was ambiguous. In this 
case., the aggressive boys responded s i g n i ficant!y more . : 
aggressively, as if the intent of the other child had .been 
clearly hostile, -Dodge concluded that inappropriately 
aggressive children .do not lack the ability to utilize ...
cues, relating to 'the intentions of others , but teh'd to 
distort such, cues in ambiguous situations .' ' - .' '
In a subsequent .study (Dodge & Newman , 1981 ) , i.- .
aggressive ' and nonaggressive boys played a detec tive game .' ■ 
involving the accumulation of .evidence to determine whether 
■persons in a story had acted wi'Ch or without- hostile intent . . 
Aggressive boys from Grades 3 to 5 again demonst.rated a 
bias toward the attribution of hostile intent. A,similar ■
. . . ■ - , ■ . . . • ■ ■ Il
a t trib"utiona 1 bJ.as was found Co be positively associated 
with the degree of. care taker-rated aggressiveness among
emotionally dis.tiirbed boys i'n residential treatment (Nasby
■ ' "  . ■ 'Hayden , St De Paul -0 , 1980) -• .
■ ' ' - ' . y --
■ ’ Dodge and Newman sugge-sted that their finding was
related to the tendency which the .aggressive boys in this .
'• study had displayed to respond impulsively, with incomplete
attention to-available, relevant social cues. .
' A third series-of studies (Dodge & F r a m e , 1982) further
specified the-nature.of the attribuCiohal biases which
had been demonstrated in aggressive boys. .In the first
study, it was found that -the tendency of aggressive boys
to over-attrlbute hostile intent applied only when actions
were directed toward themselves. In the second, the
selective bia.d toward recall .of hostile cue.s was demonstrated
in both aggressive and nonaggressive..'sub 1 ects . However , d- ' - 
- - - ' '' '■ the aggressive boys made significantly.more erroneous ->  ̂ ■'
intrusions into their free recall, and" .more "false positlilTb"--
errors on a recognition task. l%eir performance in this
regard was similar to that of younger subjects, 'suggesting ' ■
a possible developmental lag. '
It ,was concluded -that aggressive boys, demonstrate.
highly s p e c i f i c 'cognitive deficits, rather than a generalized
. deficiency or, deve.lopmental delay. The defitilb,' they
. suggested , may relate primarily to a developmental "lag
in the ability to inhibit highly available first responses'-
: - . . , • . , ■ ■ • 12 
on, cognitive tasks. This possible difference between
aggressiye and nonaggressiveJboys will be discussed further
I n a  latersectio.ri of this thesis. '
It was also suggested that these cognitive deficits
in aggressive boys may be part of a cyclical, pr ac e s s by
which their aggression is maintained and I n t e n s i f i e d . .
The (j)ver a 11 r ibu t ion ‘ of hostility to peers,might lead to
more, frequent retaliation toward these peers, who in turn
view and retaliate toward the child as characteristically
aggressive. As a result, the aggressive, chi id ' s biased
attributions acquire some basis in r e a l i t y .(D o d g e , 1980;
'Dodge & Frame, 1982). •
Thus it can be concluded that aggressiye behavior
in children must be u.nderstoOcj largely in terms of cognitive
mediators, and not viewed simply as a direct 'react.!on to
frustration or as a response to fei.hforcement contingencies .
or environmental cues. If this were the -case, it would
be expected that children.who exhibit repeated, problematic,
interpersonally aggressive bèhavior will- differ .from those
who do not 'characteristically exhibit -such b e h a v i o r - a  long
some dimensions of their -cognitive abilities and p r o c e s s e s . -
T h e ■research reported in this.thesis examines such a
prqposit ion ; n a m e l y , that clinically identified aggressive ,
children will differ from other children (from both clinl-ca].
and none 1 inicà 1 populations) with' respect to' the orderly
cognitive problem-solving operations by which a range of
effective solutions might, be - found to problem ■'«l'ouations . '
REVIEW OF THE .LITERATURE
• ' Pef initions ' •
Before with the literature review,'several
terms central to. the-discussion will be d e f i n e d . First, .
. . a .number of definitions relating to "problem solving-have 
been given by D'Zurilla and Goldfried (1971), and are 
■ su].table for use in this thesis.
1. Problem is, defined as ''a specific situation or 
set. of .related situations to which a person must 
respond in order to function in his environment'.'
(p. 10 7). ■ • , ■ '
2. Pr o b l e m atic situation is. one in which , "no effective 
response a It er na five ’ is .'immed i.a t ely available
' . to the individual confronted.-with the situation"
. ' . (f, 108), - ' ' "  .'
3. • Problem so Ivlng . i. s defined as "a behavioral pro.'c.ess ,
whether .overt or c o gnit fye. in -na t ur e , which .. ,
(a) m.akes available a variety of potentially 
■ ■ effective 'response alternatives for dealing with
the problematic situation and (.b) ..increases 
the .probability of selecting the most effective 
response from these"alternatives" (p. 109),.
4. Solution js defined as "a response or pattern
of responses which alters the. situation so thaf '•
• • . . .. . 1 4
, it Is no longer problematic to the individual 
and at the same time maximizes other positive • 
consequences and minimizes other negative ones"C.
(p?. 108-109). " X '
To these defini.tions is added the definition of 
aggressive-behaviors used by Hartup (1974).
5. A g gressive .behaviors are defined as " intention.a 1
. - ' "  ' ■ .
physical and verbal respons.e.s that are directed '
toward an object or,another person .and that have
the capacity to damage' or injure" (p. 339).
The Nature of -Problem Solving
.While tlie conciseness of the preceding definitions 
.- , ■ is necessary to facilitate the- discussion which follows)
■ it is nevertheless important to recognize that problem
, . solving is a c p m p l e x 'phenomenon which has been considered
.  ̂.in terms of various' theories, models, and taxonomies (Asher
et al., 1971 j Davis,' 1973 ). The selective overview -wh tch 
fol.lows is intended -to indicate where i.n. this complex fipld 
the focus of this thesis l i e s , and to emphasize aspects 
of- problem 'solving, which are central to -subseque.nt discussi on
Classical theoretical views of problem solving have 
tended coward either a learning theory or a Gesta.lt/ 
cognitive approach.
Learning theory formulations assume' that problem
- ■ . ' • ■ ■ ■ . ■ . 15
solving is largely' a trial-and-error ^process. An individual
confronted wi'th a probleTnatio' situation w i l l - engage In
overt exploratory behavior, and correct .problem-solving
behavior will be reinforced by Its success. The fact that
even trial-and-error problem-solving responses are rarely
■ completely random has been' explained in terms of Hulllan
))ab 1 1Y'hierarchy mechanisms. That' Is, a problem situation
will elicit a hierarchical, fami.ly of responses', with the
strength and p r o b h b i l 1 ty 'of each response determined by
the Indlvidua 1 ',s reinforcement history. In fact, a problem
can be redefined in these terms as "a stimulus situation
for which the strongest, first-emitted response is incorrect"
(.Davis,- 19 7 3., p. .48). The hierarchy of solution responses-
undergoes continua'l modification through the learning
experiences which accompany subsequent, problem-solving
experience' (Asher et al.'., 1-971; Davis, 1 973 ). .
According to Davis (1973),. the principal contribution
of learning theori.es has been the clarification and 
- ,
objectification of the complex field.'^of problem solving,.
Ho'wevèr, he suggested, this simplicity has ...been g a,! n e d
i -
at the expense of completeness. For e x a m p l e , a great deal 
of'conscious and deliberate mental behavior ha s been 
ignored. Davis also viewed the learning, theory based 
problem-solving literature as limited in its ability to
X ' ' ■ ■ .
suggest how problem-solving ability might be enhanced.
In contrast to the deterministic approach inherent -.
,V . '. , -
1.6 ■
in learning r.heories .of problem s o l v i n g , Gestalt and modern ' 
c o g n i t i v e . cheoris^ts have emphasized the role of productive,
1 and creative thinking in the Individual, who not only
responds to, but also redefines and restructures , a problem
.situation . ■
Building upon Kohler's early work with "insigh,t" ini 
chimpanzees, mid-century Gestalt and cognitive ps.ychol ogists
■ considered the limit.ing effects of habit and mental set
; ; • . - 
upon problem s o l v i n g , and the f ac.ilicative role of hints,
■ directions, and instructional cues-. Other more co.ntemporary 
views of problem sp.Tving emphasized t.he importance of such ' ' 
cognitive processes as concept learning and categorizing.- 
The solution ..of unfamiliar problems, for ’ example , .can become
.much more simple and .direct if the problem'can be identified 
with -a cl ass of problemp for which t'he' solution strategy ■
■ i's already known ( Davis ,-1 973) . ' '
, ' Of course, it _is not suffi.ci'ent to describe and. explain 
cognitive problem solving as..à st̂ .ati'c phenomenon'. One 
must also, consider its develo.pmen,t over time add the.
1 influence of previous and subsequent ' experie.nce . ' All aspects 
of .cognitive, develbpme'nt involve the buiding of increasingly 
complex cognitive structures on the -basis of,previous 
experience. The emerging structure's can subsume and solve
■ some problems which are encounte.red," or.be modified to 
accommodate new information 'or o t h e r ,m o r e .complex problems 
(Asher et al-, 1971), ■ ■ h-. .
' ,17.
While -learni.-nR and cognitive theories' have frequently 
■ ■ '  ̂ ■ ■ '
■been dichotomized (D a v i s , 1973 ; Kendler, 1964), it is more
common that contemporar.y treatments of problem solving
will, vary in t-h.eir relative' empha'sis on the two approaches,
and incorporate both fo some e x t e n t . ..Two examples of-the
manner in which learning and cognitive' yie'Ws of problem " ■ ' -
solving have, been integrated, a .re of interest here .
• . -Ga gnd ',( 196 4 )■ viewed any form of proble^s^olvipg. h s
•a type of learning, since it involves a m e a s u r a b l e ■change
in performance over time. Hi's hierafohical model presented
problem solving a s , the ..highest .form of learning, preceded ,
, by behavioral .and cognit i v e - p'rocè.sses of lesser corap.lexity;
■ response .learning, response chaining/ verbal association,
and -concept- and prrnciple- learning.. The development' of
- the ability to solve - a problem depends u p o n •the prior
acqu'i'sltipn of simpler, cognitive processing. Also of.central
'.importance.,'- according to Gagné', i's the phenomenon of .
transfer.. While .solution-specific. fearn^ing may .occur during -
the prbbleir-s.Olying process.' '.(AsT\er' et a l ■ 1 9'71 ) , problem
solving by nature involves, the ''gener.alizability of •solutions
from one- problem ' si tua t ion'.t o another: ■
'Problem solving is an -in.ferred change In human ■
- . palpability- that results in -the .a-cquisition of a' ' .
.-' g e ne r alii able rule which is Ippvel to : the individual,
■ which cannot have ..-been/established by direct recall 
and -which cap ■manifest itself in ap.pliC.ability to' .' -V 
: the solution - of a class of problems / (Gagne ,. 1966
I-':' y:/:' 1 : :
. '. -Davis ( 1973) also ptoposed an intégrât ion of behavioral.--
. . ■ . ■ . . . .  ‘  ̂ .: . . 1 9
and ' cognitive processing-wi\ich postu.lated a .unique role 
for e'ac-li in. solving prob.le.ms .■ .He suggested th.àt overt, 
(behavioral op t r i a l - a nd-error) problem solving is likely' 
to be elicited in a problem situation where the individual ■ 
has at 'least minimal knowledge of the outcomes of alternative 
courses of action. -If the individual does not possess . - i
■such knowledge, alternatives wiil be tested covertly before 
■ selection and implementa t i o h . Generally, cognitive processing 
wi#l.be preferred: "The. problem solver will think if he
can, h e w l i l  m'anipu late if he .'must " (Davis ,-1973 , p. 43).
In addition to .theoretical emphases, one must also 
consider the- types of models by which problem spl.'ving .has 
been described arid explained. These perspectives on problem- 
solving processes 'and .abilities have been classified in 
a review by Feldhuse'n ànd Guthrie ( 19 7 9).,
. I n f o r mation-proces sing models assume t hat the individual 
engaged' in problem solving'operates on information by 
executing an orderly set of Cognitive processes.' These . '
models are sometimes associated wit'h, or' derived from, 
-computer s.imulations , of ■: by ma n i nt e 1 li.g'enc e arid decision 
making. Other .inf orm.ation-processiij.g' models spec-if-ying ' ■ , 
the operations involved in' cognitive prpblem sol'ving will- 
be .discussed in later sections of this thesis ' ’■ ' .
. M o d e l s  which stress abilities, may in some ways resemble 
information-processing models, but emphasize the 'mental . 
abilities which are presumed or. demonstrated to underlie ;
. . ' ' .  . . ' - "  ' 1 9  .
problem solving. G u i l f o r d '.y ( 1967 ) struct ure-of,-intellect
• - ■ i: ?;• - '
mode3^1-s—Ttnrbaps the best known abilities mode], of pro'blem / n
■■ ■ ' , • , ' : • ■ ' ' ~ l
s o l v i n g . ’
Feldhusen and bis colleagues (Feldhusen, 11 o u t z , &
Ringsnbach , 19 72 ) have developed a probleni-solvi.ng inventory ' .
wbl'ch combines information-processing and abilities models 
. -by measuring specific problem-solving abilit.ies which 
have been derived on the basis of a' sequential view of 
the problem-solving process. This test, the Purdue Elementary ■ 
■Problem-Solving Inventory (PEPSI), is the principal measure'
•in the"present research and will be discussed in detail 
later. ' . ■
Models of creative -problem solving, ,as well , as'-. ■ -.a . .
computer -and log ic a 1 -ma t hema t i c a 1 appr o'a c hes to problem ■ 
solving-, appear frequently in ‘the.' lit.çrature., but are, beyond 
the scope of this discussion .
One final consideration rs Hïfghly relevant to problem • . 
solving.a^d -its treatment in this thecis: .This is the
type of .problem or task toward which .the -individual s 
problém-s.olying efforts are directed.- As Pe.ldhusen and 
Guthrie (1979) pointed o u t , problem solhing-not only consists 
of a complex variety of -behavioral and cognitive p r o c e s s e s ,  ̂
but the specific, set'of processes employed may also vary 
according t o T h e  type of problem -the Individual faces.- 
Much of the early problem-solving .research involved tasks.
/  - : : - ' - 9 L  . ' - - .. . ^  . •' "
with -a retnote or questionable connection to day-to-day. - -
s
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problems or to human adjustment; for example, puzzles,.- .
manipulation of objects, or anagrams (Gagné, . 19 6 ='i ) . ,
' - *
'Similarly, most experimental studies have been based upon
discrete pr-oblems which were well defined for t he--'su bj ec t . ■ , 
It has been suggested , however, that the level of de f i nit ion 
of a problem is an important determinant of'problem-solving 
behavior. lll-^def ined - problems. ,(\uch' Ss the interpersonal 
difficulties which are theVfocus ,af .tbis thesis) place 
far different and greater dc man eus upon the individual,
especfM^l ly with regard; to such fundamental pr obi’em-s o 1 v 1 ng' 
processes as understanding the nature- of the problem and 
planning a solution (Asher et al., 1971; G-agné,' 1961 , 1966; 
Glass, Jlolyoak, , & Santa; 1979). / N  . .
To summarize, problem solving' may' be viewed from both 
■cognitive and learning theory perspectives. The relative 
utility' of these two approaches may depend to a large degree 
upon- the type of problem'being considered. It can be argued 
that/cognitive views of problem solving have greater 
applicability to relatively ill-defined problems, which . 
the individual must first .identify arid relate to , pr e.vi ou s ly- 
encountered problem situat-lons and the capabilities he- - 
or she possesses ; . The integration of both learning ànd 
cognitive views may provide a set, of -organi.zing concepts . 
with which to consider both the acquis it ion and modification 
of problem-solving ability through -pxper'i e n c e -, and the 
mental operations vdiich must be relied upon in the case
■ . ' ' ■■ V  ■ . ■
' - . • . - 2] • 
t .
of complex pro^blemê such as peer difficulties. If,- as 
some models assume, problem.solving proceeds as an -orderly, 
predictable series' of operations, 'the understanding of 
problem solving can be further enhanced. , . - ■
Against this background; the remainder of this literature 
review will consider problem solving first in terms,of 
some of its component skills,- and later as a sequential 
■ pr-ocess. Similarities and differences betwee.n social and 
nonsocial problem solving will be d i s c u s s e d , as will 
'developmental and- measurement i s 'su es . Theory and research ' 
pertaining to the relationship between .problem solving 
and behavioral adjustment will 'also be -reviewed-. .
Component Problem-Solving A b i l i t i e s : - Verbal Mediation
^Verbal mediation, the : guiding of behavior by.overtly - 
or 'covertly talking to oneself," has been regarded by ' 
à number of writers as .central to human learning and problem 
solving. Jens'en (1.966 ), for example, presented verbal 
me'.diation as a cruc-jal aspect of that portion-of human - 
intelligence which can be mpdi-fied. by -envlronmen'ta 1 factors.
. Jensen also distinguished médiat.ed from nonmediated learning. 
Nonmediated learning-, he suggested, occurs largely on. the , 
perceptual level.- as. a direct response to sensory input .
The capacity for mediated learning, o-n the other hand, 
is more effective for .complex ( e . g .,' s.oc ia 1) problem solving;
. . • • :
' fP ’ ■ ' 'It is a few stepg remotrecj from the, senüory input . ■■
(It) frees' the learner from having,his responses bound 
to, specific' stimuli and it mahes° for a degree of , 
generalization and transfer of 'fexperieAce far beyond 
thcp/iimits of primary stimulus generaliza fion .
(p..101% \ ' .
Similarly,'Kendler- and Kendler (1962) presented evidence -
f • '
that the selection and combination of previous learning
into complex problem-solving behavior is dependent upon '
vefbal mediation processes. ' , .
In a,n early and. -frequently c.ited st. udy , ' Meichenbaum 
and Goodman (1971) focused on v e r b a ] 'mediation as a •
component o f . problem-solving ■ ability , and designed a program 
to train children In cognitive self-ihstruct i o n . They 
suggested, that the solution of ’any problem can be
conceptualized as/consisting of three stages; the ■
3r
' . ■ 
comprehension of 'the problem and the mediators it requires,
„, the production of relevant verbal mediators, and the"use
• o f  such mediators to control-behavior . As difficu.lt ies
in task performance or' self-control could theoretically •
arise in any of of these stages-, tlie program provided
training in 'all three . ' The program also followed a • .. .
progression from t h e 'initial reliance of subjects on external,
■ , verbal control, to the use of overt and finally .covert '
verbal self-control. This sequence had originally been
posited by buria (1959) and other Soviet psychologists
as a predictable .ontogenetic progression. While several
studies by Meichenbaum, (1975) called into question the
relationship of these stages to chronological âgé, it was
I ■ . . , ... . . ... 23 ,
sviggested, that the same sequence may still characterize - 
the use of'verbal control in learning new tasks. Meichenbaum 
also concluded on the basis of his research that 
. pr ob], e'raa t ic â l l y . impu 1 s Ive children may be le’ss likely to 
control their behavior through s e l f - v e r b a l i z a t i o n , and ' ■
that what private speech does occur is predominantly immature, 
self-stimulatory,.and of little use in facilitating 
purposive behavior . '
Meichenbaum and' Goodman trained 15 second-grade 
children, who had been placed in a -special class as a- result 
of behavior problems, to' use s^lf-instructionb to control 
- nonverbal behavior and reduce -impulsivity in' a variety 
..of tasks. . These ranged from simple sensorimotor tasks'
'.to more complex tasks taken from standard -psychometric 
instruments. The t-âsks were selected to represent t'he 
' ■ three potential déficit areas mentioned above, and training ■
■ procedures followed • the same sequence'. Train,ing ' produced 
■significantly greater, Improvement for the experimental' 
group, compared to .attentional and assessment control groups, . 
on some WISC .subtest-s and prorated IQ scores; and Hatching 
Familiar. Figures:'Test (MFFT) latency (but not . error ) scores .
On the Porte u s Maze .Test, both the experimental and . a 11 e.ht ion • 
control groups improved relative t o . a s s e s s m e n t ■c o n t r o l s . 
However, time-sampling observation of individuals' classroom 
behavior 'and teacher ratings at 4 week folloy^yp produced 
no' .significant differences among the -groups,
■ f ‘ .
 ■ . /  ; ■ . ■. 2/,
' 'The. Meichenbaum and Goo.dman study was important as 
an early-demonstration that an aspect of problem-solving, 
ability ço^ld be enhanced, not only by training in the 
performance of more effective problem-solving behaviors., 
but'also by manipulating the presumed cognitive mediators 
of these behaviors. Their work also stimulated a number > , 
of further investigations, including- much of the re,s'earch 
.summarized in this section. Further,- the study pointed 
to the importance -of the work of Soviet psyc.hologists 
concerning the central role of overt and, more important ■ 
to this discussion, '..covert/, verbalization in mediating 
behavior ' ( M e i c h e n b a u m , 1975 ). 1 ■ ' ' '
The Meichenbaum and .Go.odman study also had a number 
of signifi'cant limitations which were addressed -in later 
research. ' Problem tasks were exclusively impersonal in 
nature', .and the relevance of the. findings to interpersonal 
problem solving was unclear. .Geri'era llza hi li t y of ..the .study 
■to real-life problem solving was also limited by the 
similarity between training tasks and dependent measures. 
Experimental results had no -impact on classroom behavior, 
although this is not surprising considering that.the training 
o n l y , extended over a two-week '.period . ' .' . ■ , -
Wa 1 1ers,. ( 19 7 9 ) reviewed several other studies;-which 
attempted -to modify behavior through, training in se'lf.- 
instruction. Training procedures included various 
comblna.tibns of live and video modelling, direct
, ■ 25
instructions, reinforcement, and operant techniques, and 
exercises in' the selection and rehearsal of self-statements .
• Re su 1 1 s displayed a consistent pattern of significant ' 
\cognitive changes,, but' little/-'or no gener-aliza t.ion Co the 
behavior of subjects. The results o-f the only study which 
demonstrated behavioral change were, based on.brief training 
with a .very small sample, of preschoolers,, and.did not assess 
the extent of cognitive changes resulting from training.'
Further verbal mediation research by .Camp and her 
collègues related problem solving more directly to . .
interpersonal behavioral gdjustmeht, a'nd specifically to 
problematic aggression. . . .
Camp, Z i m e t , van hoorninck,. and Dahlem (1977) first 
investigated the verbal abilities of young (kindergarten 
to second-grade ) .aggressive- boys to examine the possibility 
that their problem behavipr could be explained by the lower/' 
verbal aptitudes often) observed among older delinquent 
boys. Ag g r e s 8 1V e s , wp-r e compared to norma .1 s on mo-fxgjrrgjp 
of intelligence ,■ psÿ\holinguistic and conceptua/L ability, 
and school achieveraent\. Although .a few (and generally 
..slight) differences were found, the resuliss— vie re not 
consistent with t'he presence of a generalized vejrbal , .
defi.ciency among aggressive boys. • ■ . '
An alternate explanation was fprop.osed for the results 
which had been o b t a i n e d . It was speculated that aggressives 
may be deficient in the development of the verbal mediation
_ . . . . . .  26. 
skills- r e q u i r e d ■to solve problems. Although the resolution, 
of nonverbal and interpersonal problems requires the use ■ 
of relatively coiiiple'x cognitive .skills, It was'.suggest.ed 
that aggressive .children tend to rely on more .immature 
. processing . . .  ■ .. . ' '
■ . Camp ( 1 977 ) expanded on. this hypothesized connection
between problem solving .and aggressive behavior, citing 
• White's ( 1.965) "temporal stacking" model of learning.
White ■ had proposed that the development of internalized 
language permit’s the .inhibition of associative pro.ceasing , 
which is governed- chiefly by t.he association, oi s t l m u ] us' ' 
and response at .the perceptual rather than the cognitive 
level. The use of associative processing carries with ’ .
it a high probability, that the first available respons'e 
to a prob-.fe'm situation will be • empJ.oyed . The transition 
to more cognitive, processing, said to occur between th,e 
ages of 5 and 7, p,ermits‘the use .of internalized linguistic ■ 
controls and .lowers the speed of r e s p o n d i n g .'.Camp suggested 
that excessive aggression in children, may be -’a'Cccru nt ed 
for by a prolonged reliance on associative processing. '
This would result in. .a tendency to choose t^e first..available
c ’ .. . _ '. ■
response, often an aggressive ; o n e ,.in peer conflict
situations. The more’ cognitive processing characteristic
o'f heir ma 1, nona ggr e s si ves , oh ■ the other hand , would make . ■ ■
■ ■ .  . . ' %  • . . .
.more likely the choice of potentially ad.aptl.vê alternative ' 
response’s from farther down the' hierarchy tof availability .
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which White had postulated. .
Camp. ( 1977 ) tested this hypothesis with a .sample of 
boys similar to that used in the Camp, Zimet, et al.
X .1977) study. ' Several- of the cognitive measures from that 
.'Study were retained, .and measures of private, speech an^ 
response speed and inhibition added. Discriminant' function 
analysis revealed that the added measures were more powerful 
in separating a group- of highly aggressive boys from normals 
, Differences between the groups on -these measures were : 
consistent with the reliance of aggressive boys on 
associative, processing. Results were again similar to 
those of the .previous study when the privât e.speech and 
response speed and inhibition-, measures were removed from 
the -analysis . • '
1t was concluded from these results that aggressive 
boys -demonstrate a "production" rather-than a "mediation" 
deficiency; that is, they possess adequate medlational 
- skills but'fail to use them in complex problem, situations . - 
(Jensen,- 1966, had also made a similar distinction in 
str'essiiig the-'importance of both the availability of 
medlational skills and the threshold of arousal .of verbal 
■mediation .processes.) Camp suggested that ,.the development, 
of verbal self-qpptrol ; in aggressive -boys may be a t the 
next - t o - f i n a 1 stage, where overt self-commands are effective 
but the effectiveness of c o v e r t .verbal self-commands ip 
not yet established . , ' '
- . . - I ' '  ̂ 2 8
Based on these findings,, the Think Aloud Classroom 
Program was devised (Bash & Camp, 1980; Camp, Blom, Hébert,
. & van Door ni n e k , .1 9 77 ). .Modelling in the use of verbal 
mediation by. adults., together, with' a variety %  F other 
.materials and procedures, were used to promote and develop 
the use of self-guiding speech in problem solvlii.g. As 
well, it Is important to no'te- that this program extended 
problem-solving training beyond the emphasis on a single 
: ' component skill by train!n.g subjects in a s-ystemat.ic approach 
. to problem solving which stressed 'problem identification,
' - .generation and evaluati on of alternative solutions (based 
on the research discussed -in the next .section), and self- 
■e.va l.ua t ion ^luring and af ter ' pro hi era-solving .
Aggressive 6 to 8 year old boys w e r e .trained in dally 
- '30 minute sessions,. Normal' and aggressive control groups- 
received, no training. Results were similar to those of ; - . 
other verbal mediation research described above. The 
training produced the-expected significant differences 
between experimental -and .control subjects on several
’ ■ "  ■ • fmeasures of .cognitive functioning,- and on post test meabur.es 
of i n terpersonal problem-solving skills. However» no 
differences were found on teacher ratings of aggressive '
behavior.in the classroom'. -Furthermore, while the trained, 
aggressive children offered more potential, s o'l u t i o n s to - ' 
hypdthe t'ic a 1 inter)5ersonai problem situations- a s a, result, 
of training, the solutions were more .aggressive in"nature
- 1-.
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than those offered by eit-her the aggressive rf>r normal 
controls . ' . . . ' .
In summary, research In verbal mediation demonstrated 
that s el f -instruction skills coul,d be improved through 
.training,.and that the acquisition of these skills could 
Toe validated by measures from which the operation of verbal 
mediation processes may be inferred. However, there was 
11ttle evidence that such improvements were in themselves 
sufficient to produce gains in behavioral adjustment.
- ■ ■ ■ ' i
•A hypothesized relationship between verbal mediation
and behavioral adjustment was also outlined in t h i s 's e c t i o n .
Camp (1977) suggested that w h i l e .aggressive children do
' .
not-'.seera to be deficient in their verbal mediation abilities, 
they may fail to use the cognitive mediating skills they 
possen-s in situations where such skills might facilitate' 
morewadaptive b e h a v i . o r Inétead, they r.el'y on more immature 
processing .which prédisposes them to choose the first 
available response, often t.àking the form of aggressive 
b e h a v i o r . Possible causa 1 .mechanisms Include, a developmental 
lag, experiential and learning' influences , or other factors 
such as short-or' long-term mod if i cation in the individual's ■ ■ 
'response tempo (Denney, 1973; White., 1965).
Verbal mediation may thus be regarded as an ability 
which is fundamental to a range of problem-solving 
processes, especially phe covert cognitive operations upon 
which the individual must rely to deal .with , complex
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interpersonal problem situations which require definition, 
interpretation, and planning before a solution can be carried 
out. One such' set of cognitive problem'-solvlng -processes' 
is discussed in the section which follows.. '. . .
■' - ' . - 
Compojjènt Problem-Solving Abilities: Interpersonal 
Cognitive .Problem-Solving '(IC-PS) Abi 11 t.lAs
An'other influential body of problem-solving research 
was . the work of- Spivack and Shure à.'nd their -colle'agues .
■Their extensive theoretical and -research activity focused
. " t . * '
on a group of ■ hypothesized abilitie.s which they termed 
Interpersonal- Cognitive-Problem-Solving (I C P S ).ski 1 1 s , 
th-eir relationship to behavioral, and social adjustment, 
and the design aqd. .evai.uation of remedial programs. . .
- ■ Five ICPS skills ha-ve been identified and investigated •
• . (Spivack, Platt, '& Shure, 1 976 ). The first., p r o b l e m , ,
1 '..sensit.ivi.ty, is. an awareness of. -the variety of p'rôblem.s 
which can' occur in human, interaction, and. a willingnes.s 
to attend to and evaluate such problems .in an interpersonal 
situation. ".The second, alter.native-so i.ution t h i n k i n g ,. 
involves the generation of a .'range of potential problem 
. solutions while temporarily suspending judgment as to their 
. quality.or appropriato-^bss . A third skills, meap's-end s 
thinking ,-is the ability-to artic.ulat-e'' step-by-step means 
to solve a 'problem. It -is regarded as, an especially c'o^p^ex 
and demanding problem-solving ability, which Includes
V
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insight', forethought, and the ability to defer grati'ficfatlon ■ .
and' inhibit impulsive responding. A fbnrth ICPg .skill, ' . 
c j o » is ,the tendency, to. generate and 
• consider the alternative consequences Of one ' s a'ctiohs \ 
ip terms of their effect ,on'oneself and others'. The''fifth, 
causal t h i n k i n g , is' the. understanding and appreciation 
of social and personal motivation.' It includes the - 
r ec 0 gni t i.dn . tha t^the way one feels and. acts can he both '• ,
a cause and, an effect of the behavior an,d emotions of ' other.s,.
bar .ly. ' invest i gat io'ns of 1 CPS. ■ ski 11 s were summarized.' 
by Spivack and Shure (.19 7 4) .- Studies , of i m p u l s i v e , ■ . '•
•emotionally disturbed adolescent .boys had.revealed .
(ie.ficieh'ci.es in ^coneept.ua 1 izing the relationsh.i.p hefween _ ■ t
■ means and end.s , the' anticipation of consequences, and in' : ■ ■
planning .and foresight in problem situations. Similar • .
■ 'deficits ha.d also-been found in adult psychiatric .patients. ' . ‘
■ The bulk of ‘ICPS research, has.; been conce.rned with ■ ■ ' '
children of preschool a-ge . In a 'series, of studies (Spivack ' ' ■
& Shure; ' 19.74 ; Spivack et a'l'. , ' 1976 ) , it .was' found that . ;
middle socloecohomlc status' (SES), children' outperformed ... .. . . ■,
lower SES children on the .Preschool Interpersonal. Problem- '
. Solving (PI.P.S )'-test -, ' The . .PIPS was a measure o.f alternative- / i 
ao.lutipn .thihkip.g .which required children to' o'fïer ,
alternate solutions to verbally present.ed • peer-^toy -and ' ■ .
. parent-authprity problem situations . ,' ,In .bot.h so.cioeconomic '
groups, .children rated as poorly 'arljusted by their teachers
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gave' fçwer, simpler and 'less relevant, and more aggressj vc 
solutions than -we.-ll adjusted ch'ildren. ' The differences 
obtained were independent of IQ and test verbosity. , It 
was concluded' that a 11è r n a tive-so l u t i o n ■ thinking 1s ,a 
signifleant- mediator of behavioral adjustment ip this age 
■grôup. Measures of other ICPS skiI Is-suggested a secondary 
mediat-ing role f o r . consequential -thinking and' that causal 
thinking apd problem sens.ihlvity were of relatively little “
importance as m e d i a t o r s . ' " -
■ ■ Spivack and.'Shure' (19,71) devised an'.extensive train ing 
program for preschoolers based on their findings.. It 'began 
with the' teaching of. presumed prerequisi.te ski.Ils in 
language, 'listening., paying attention,,, and emotional, 
awareness.. The last third of, the program provided training 
■ in alternative-solution, consequential, and causal thinking.'. 
Training produced ' signifIriant, improvements in ICPS skills > 
e.spèci'ally in t.he. case of-.children initia.lly rated as 
i behavior a lly maladjusted.' -The proportion .of children rà t ed. - 
b.y their teachers.as adjusted increased in the trained , 
group compared, to controls .fmproveipent s were .also foUnd,.
.i.n the trained group on teacher ratings, of several .dimens.1.ons 
of adjustment. . These gains were positively, related .to. ' 
the degree of measured cognitive change, and remained at . -
.6 month follow-up. . It .was .concluded that the program had : - • 
produced gains in behavioral ad justMent which were directly 
attributable to p r oblem—solving training . .
p . ÿl 4» .
Rela t.î. v e l ^ l i t  t:le research attention wa,g given by 
these researchers to ICPS skills-in middle childh.ood.
-The results of research reviewed by -Spivack et al., (1976,. 
pp. 58-64) and But 1er ( 19 79, -pp. 12-13) 'suggested t h a t . ■ 
the" relationship ob’s'erve.'d in early childhood b.etweeh 
alternative-solution thinking and behavior continues into . - 
middle c.hltldhood, but th a t consequential thinking may no.t ' 
emerge as a\i important factor in mediating behavior until \ 
-adolescence. Evidence concerning causal thinking was ;
.inconclusive,' but- suggested that it serves some mediating 
function . - ' - - < ,
Other research has Indicated that middle childhood 
is a period when., means-ends -thinking emerges as an especially 
important media.tor of ^behavioral- adjustment. . In a Study 
by Shure and Spivack' ( 1972 ), 'it was hypothesized that, 
compared to normal children, maladjusted children would 
generate or possess, a narrower repertoire .of raeans-bnds 
thinking to use in -polving" problems, and would tend to ■ 
be preoccupied with end goals rather than how'to achieve 
■ t h e m . ' . - ’ . . . '
Subjects' for this study were 74 normal, children and 
3,4 disturbed special school pupils, aged 10 to 12 years 
and 'from two socioeconomic llev'êls (middle and lower). . ■
They .were acfml.nistered the Children s Means-Ends Probleral . 
Solving Te s h. ( MEP'S ) , which had been adapted from .earlier 
resea.rch with adults and adolescents,- The MEPS, presented
■
/■
s i x ’.scories sinuilating real-life .problems,- which contained 
only a beginning and an end. Children Were asked .to "fill 
in the middle'" to indicate the s t eps''t'hey thought would 
be- involved in'reaching a goal. They- were scored on the. 
number of indications they gave of means, obstacles, and 
■ ti'me taken to reach, a goal.. ' .
It was found t.hat normals pr-odvic.ed more mean's,- 
obstacles, and time notations than d i s't u r bed c h i 1 d r e n .
This eftect remained when scores were adjusted for IQ.' 
Normals also produced a wider.'range of possibilities, more ' 
foresi-ght, and' more sophisticated use of interpersonal • 
helping strategies. Disturbed,subjects produced more ’ 
impulsive, poorly thought out soliiti.ons wliich were more ' 
.likely to be aggressive or otherwise socially disapproved. 
Pilot research -reported' in the same article found that
■ super! or means-e nd s->ski 1 Is were also related .t.o high teacher
- . I
ratings of classroom and péer group functioning. ,- ,
Another study by Larcen, ‘S p i v a c k , and Shure (1 972,
cited in Spivack et al., 179 76) also .demonstrated deficient
. - - - - - 
means-e'nds thinking in -institutionalized,- neglected ,
p r e a d o l e s c è n t s . Thèse deficits were strongly related to
teacher-rat-e'd -social aggressiveness, emotionality, and
inability - to, delay. - .' . •. • ’ . • • ■ , • '
.The results of the researc,h . reported- in this section
■ - - ' ■ 0  ' -■ appear on -first, examination to be an impressive demonstration
of the role of'ICPS skills in mediating behavioral 
adjustment.' However, there are a number of, indications
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for caution j.n Interpreting these findings. With re-spect 
to the training', study with preschoolers .described • above ; 
Walters ( 1979) pointed to the .difficulty of -explaining 
the nonsignificant but considerable gains in rated adjustment 
within the control, groyp. The effects of teacher expectancy 
were aiso impossible to assess, as the same teachers who 
conducted tlÆ training pé.rforme.d the rhtings. (I.t -should 
be' .noted, however, that Shure., 1982, reported replications 
of the- original results with Independent teacher ratings.)
In any case, such ratings may be an imprecise basis for 
: inferenc.es concerning overall behavioral .adjustment.. Bu-tler* 
(19 79 ) further observed that it is d.ifficult to .determine 
what factors were responsible for experimental effects 
in multifaceted'-prc^rams 'which included training in both 
problem solv.i.ng and general cognitive abilities. • ..
It is also difficult to draw, .-firm conclusions- from 
.the-Shure and Spivack (1972) study of elementary-school- 
age children. The differences obtained.in the number of 
means generated wer'e. small, and their theoretical and 
clinical significance relative to level of adjustment cannot 
be taken, for granted (especially since the ' samples were 
originally selected on the basis of considerable differences 
in this regard). Richard and Dodge ( 19.8 2 ) also pointed ' 
out that Spivack and Shure did n o t ,substantiate the implicit 
assumption, that if enough alternative solutions are generated 
by a child, .the most effective solution will somehow emerge- ■
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in his or her b e h a v i o r . . '
A number of issues have been raised concerning the
measiireme.nt properties of tl\e Spivack and Shure tests.
Despite the claims of - Spivack et al. ( 1976 ) tha.t verbal
jjli'iency does not affect HEPS s c o r e s , Butler ( 1 97 9) and ^
Allen, Chinsky, Larcen, Loch m a n ,. and Sellnger (197.6) have
obtained 'results to the contrary. Butler (1979) also i
demonstrated only low to moderate, i n t e r n a l 'consistency .
in the MEPS. Scores from different stories and subscales
varied in. the extent to. which they predicted external
criteria of. adjustment (e.g.., peer and.teacher, ratings).
Pur thermo r.e , the MEPS deraon.s.trated a high ’verbal intelligence
■ . - v'
component which had inf-lated some of the. already low
correlations- Bbtler found wi t h overt behav i ora 1 measures
of adjustment, Butler and Meichenbaum (1981) also proposed
that t-he--disparity ' in instructional/sets makes the
interpretation o.f findings diffi.ciilt across different .
ICPS measures and age.'groups'., As .well , the open-middle ■
forma.t of the MEPS might be highly sensitive to..,the ■ ■ .
individual's preexisti.ng . expectations about- the pro'bable'
outcome of problem situations.. '
fi'inally , 'both , But 1er ( 197 9 )' and Wa lters '(,19 79 ) pointed
to a number of other methodological problems In the ICPS
research. Since many of the -studies" comparing maladjusted
su.bjects' to normals differentiated theip samples on the
basis of broad diagnostic or treatment categories rather
I .
/  ’
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than overt behavior, obtained differences could be explained 
, by a variety of factors besides problem-.s olvlng ability. 
Potentially confounding variables such as age ànd sex were 
■ also poorly controlled. ■ ' -
Stuf^ies which have attempted to replicate the findings 
.of t.he ICPS, research will be reported J.ater in t.his thesis.
Social.and Nonsocial Problem Solving
The problem-solving abilities discussed to' this point ' '
' have." varied along an important, dimension; namely, the extent
to which t h e y  apply 'specifically to social situations. . ■ .
Verbal mediation processes are relevant to impersonal as
well as social-problem solving, although it appears that .
■social situations may p l a c e 'special demands upon the
■ individual ' s .verbal mediation abilities.’ On the other
hand, ICPS skills have' been presented almost bxclu s i v e l y
in the context of social problem ' sit ua-t ions . - It is with ■
this d i s t i n c t i o n , and the relationship b'e'tween /ocia 1 apd
: nonsocial problem solving ,. that ' thi.s section/Id concerned ,
A broad distinction' may be drawn between two aspec.ts,'
of social^ cognition ( Shantz , , .1983 ) . The first, to which
the tèrm "social cognition" of ten refers in the literature,
is c o n c e r n e d ,with how children conceptualize and'understand
their social world. _ Fla’vell' ( 19 74 ), for example, viewed 
. . - '
' social cognition largely in terms of tjae 'inferences 
' : '.. :
\ .
• '  . . ■ , ■ '  • . ■ .
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individuals make about: others, whether with respect to 
their "psychological irisides" (p, :70) or interpersonal 
relations.- Similarly, Shantz (1975) suggested that "the 
area of social, cognition refers to the' c-hild's .intuitive 
or logical representation of others; that is, how he 
characterizes and,bakes inferences about their covert, 
inne.r psychological experiences" (p.. 250).
A second and' more complex dipension of'social cognition,
social problem solving, refers to 'the mander in- which .
' - /
problems are solved.in.an interpersonal context. For example 
Butler (1979), paraphrasing Spivack and his colleagues,
■regarded social problem so 1 > . i n a  set of interrelated' '-
\  ■ . - ' cognitive skills that determine how a person thinks about ■
and works through a .problematic interpersonal situation" '
(p. 77).
Social cognition has been treated by.some theorists 
and researchers as derived from the development of physical 
'cognition, and capable of description and explanation by ' 
many of the same concepts. ' This point of view has been 
identified largely ' with the Piagetian t radit:i.on (Hartup, 
Brady, & Newcomb, 1983). Piagetian theory assumes'that 
the' .same processes and struc.ture.s underl.i-p. all thought. 
Independent of"content (Walters, 1979). Of key Importance 
is the concept of egocentrism, which has been used to 
account -f.or cognitive development and processes in both 
soc.ia.l and physical areas. Briefly, th'ë' egocentrism of
- ' ' . ' 39■. ■ , ■ . ■ . • - i-
young children prevenrs them from differentiating self
from non g e l f , and thç physical from the social world.
As. egocentrism decline’s marked ly at the beginning, of' middle
childhood , -children b.egin’ to .recognize t'haC others may
think, or perceive the world differently, and to acquire
facility In inferring the thoughts and perspectives of
others. Experi.ence-s with peers are considered to play
a major role in these developments (Shantz, 1 983-; Walters,
19 79 ),.
: O t h e r ■treatments of problem solving have also suggested 
that some no'nsocial cognitive 'processes are of importance 
in unders tanda'.ng social, behavior and human adjustment.. •
The verbal'mediation research by Meichenbaum and Goodman, 
arid Camp 'and her associ,ates-, discussed- earlier, dealt with 
the relationship between nonsocial cognitive processes 
and hyperactivity (see also Dougl as-, 1 9 7 2 ; • hou g la s , Parry, 
Marlon, & Carson, 197 6; McKinney, 1973) or 'aggression-.
As will be discussed further b e l o w , , Walters (1979) also- ’ ' 
found significant relationships between aggression and 
performance on nopsocial cognitive tasks, especially those 
related to impulse control.
However, there has been ..a, trend in the recent ' .-.
literature to, question the assumption, of homogeneity be t we en. 
social and nonsocial cognition. As was noted, above,-much 
of the early .problem-solving research involved laboratory ' 
problems that clearly have little relevance to social or
' ' . ■ ■ ' . ■ ■ 40 '
even everyday behavior-, despite claims ' (e . g ‘̂Leven.son '■
& Neuringer^ 1971) that the processes involved are similar.
■' ' Even in areas where the differences .between sotlal'
and horisoc. i a 1 -cogni tlon are. legs obvious, it has been ' ' ^
argued’ that unique aspects, of. both'social .cognition it.s'e.lf 
and the social ‘situations in which it operates c a i i - into 
question, o r ’at. least qualify,' the assumption that 'social 
an.d noRSOcial cognition ate Isomorphic. ‘ .'Many such arguments 
emphasize . the unique agpects 'of 'social si.tuations . and'
.stimuli’. Social situations, for. example, are more complex 
and affectively intense, arc 'less predictable, and stable, 
and involve mutually determined interactive behavior'
.(Shantz, 1983)'.. There is'evidence that, as a result, social 
■problem solving requires a distinctly more active form 
of cognitive processing (Damon, 1981). It has'-also been 
suggested by a number of writers (Butler & M e i c h e n b a u m )
1981 ; . Glick'",' 1978; Hartup et al., 1983; Shantz, .1983 ) th'at 
the primarily logical cognitive processes employed in ■ ’ ■
'.nonsocial -situations can be relied ‘upon to. a leaser degree ■ 
in-soci’al situations, and must be- Supplemented by the .great’er 
•use of i'ntuiti’ve' strategies. . Probabilistic scenarios or 
"scripts" based on past experience may be used'to reduce- :’' 
complexity to a manageable l e v e l , sometimes to ;the point 
of overriding bu.rrently available information as a 
d e t e r m i n a n t ■of s o c i a 1 -cognitive processing and social
behavior (Click, 1978; Hartup et al., 1983).
■■ . V  . .
' Another important i m p l i c a t i o n •of the differences
between social and nonsocial stimulus situations is the
corresponding 'difference in the importance of contextnal
factors;- For example, social situations, differ from
nonsoeial situations in the type of response required (e.g.,
judgments about individuals or relationships) or
type and amount of information which is provided
available to the individual (Hartup et.a l . ( 1983; Shant'z,
* . .
1975).
The limited amount pf'-empirical data on. th.e relationship, 
between cognitive performance, in soc.iaJ. and nonsocial 
domains is -another reason why the homogeneity -of social 
and nonsoeial cognition cannot be taken for .granted.' In. 
fact, as Walters (1979) pointed out, phis lack of information 
is to some- degree the result of such an equivalence being 
assumed.' Walters (1979 ) and Shantz (1983) summarized past, 
research • which o'n the whole has demonstrated 'signi.f leant 
but low correlations bet.weep measures of social and (nonsocial 
cognitive 'abilities . As w e l l ,, research has . n o t . appeared 
to support the assertion that social-'cogni.tlve abilities 
in children represent nothing more than the effect of-.gênerai 
intelligence. -Results of investigations of the rel.ationship 
between s o c i a l - c o g n i t i v e ,and impersonal Piagetian (e.g., 
c o n s e r v a t i o n ) tasks have also been inconsistent. Walters' 
own research into the relationship between social and 
nonsoeial problem solving ,( reported below) produced a";
/
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p a t t e r n  of .1 n t er c o r r  ela t i ons w h i c h  s u g g e s t e d  that the. s o c i a l  
and n o n s Q c i a l  tasks, w e r e  m e a s u r i n g  d i f f e r e n t  a s p e c t s  of 
the p r . o h i e m - s Q l v i n g  process (Walters,' 1 9 79').
' Since, social :and nonsocial cognition can, at least'
t ■ ■ ■ •
in some instances, be regarded as' .distinct phenomena , ' It 
would he useful at this point to ..outline 'briefly the 
processes-.considered to be specifically social-cognitive '•
In nature. . .
• Almost all 'of the social-cognitive skills and abilities 
which haVe received attention in the literature have been 
concerned with social inference. Shantz. ( 1 9 75, 1 983) 
organized social inference into five' content areas. 
I n f e r e n c e s ’about what the other sees (visual perspective 
taking), extensively studied by P i a g e t , are regarded as 
haying- the least relevance to social behavior. Judgments' 
of what the other'feels (affective perspecti ve taking)' 
have been presented as both cognitive and'affective 
processes. C h i l d r e n 's inferences about the thoughts of 
others (cognitive perspective taking) have been studied 
largely in ternjs'of communicative behavior j game playing, 
and story analysis. Inferences about .the intentions of 
others .were discussed . earlier in this -thesis. , Finally, 
-judgments-, about what another is like (person perception) 
have been investigated - largely by social psychologists.
The Child's increasing use in-middle childhood of-covert, 
"psychological" descriptions of others is of interest with
/■
respect; to the relationship between social cognition .atid 
behavior . !
Other cognitive abilities and processes which have 
been considered as' aspects of social cognition include:
, communication skills land processes: attributions of social 
causa lit y;. moral reasoning; and socially oriented 
cognition.s' about the self, social relations, interpersonal . 
transactions, social and moral regulation, and' s o c i e t a l ’ 
institutions (Damoit, 1981; Shantz, 1983).
But" 1er ( 1 9 79 ) viewed specific 'social-cognitive 
.abilities, such as those just discussed, as being_ concerned 
mainly with the -information processed in social situations. 
Interpersonal, problem s o l v i n g , ’on the other hand, refers, 
to.the stylistic'qualities of cognitions which occur in 
social situations., such as the tendency to plan, rather 
. than to respond impulsively, or the"consideration of 
. ■ af t er ha t i P e '■ so lu'-t i on s and consequences. Similarly, Shantz
■ (19 8 3) presented social problem solving not in-terms of
c h i l d r e n ' s c o n c e p t i o n s  .of social reality, but rather as
.'the .knowledge and reasoning they use to solve social , .
' ' -
problems. With very few e x c e p t i o n s , reviews of specifically 
social' problem .s.oIving have concentrated upon the Spivack' 
and Shure research whi-ch has dom.inated the field.
■ • It might appear from tVie preceding review that a number
of compelling arguments have been made for treating social 
and nonsoeial cognition as separate p h e n o m e n a . However,
several qua M  f ic a t _io ns are suggested to these arguments 
which mitigate such a conclu-sioi^. First, it. should be 
considered that the apparetit wel ght' of thepe arguments 
to some degree simpJ.y reflects the increased attention- 
-which social cognition has received in the past 10 years.
The substance of tire arguments is- still largely logical 
and theoretical, rather than empiriqaJ. . ' Compax Isons . be tween 
the two types of cognition have tended to dichotomize, 
with cognitive processes based upon obviously impersoVial- 
laboratory and logical tasks on one hand', and cognitions 
jylrfc-lv^^e exclusively social in content on the other.
There se^ms to have' been little explicit' acknowledgement 
that everyday problems-contain both social and nonsoeial 
■ element's . ' . -
- Conclusions about the relationship between social 
and nonsocial cognition have also been made difficult- 
by the limited body of knowledge -which exists. Social- 
cognitive theory and' research have' so' far tended to 
concentrate upon rather narrowly defihed' content areas; 
for, example, ■'perspective' taking. There has been 
com'pdr.at'ively. little attention to social problem solving,
and .most of the.- research -.which has been done .has b.'een derived
' . ' 
from the -work of. Spivack and Shure and their ' colleagues ,
The relat'ionship between -social' cognition and social '
behavior also continues to be poorly understood. In the
specific area o f 'aggression and its relation to social
co-gnltlon',’, much of the research has cG’ncejatrated on the 
areas ,of empathy (e.g., Feshbach ,& Feshhach, 1969). and 
attribution of intent. The"relatively y#ung field of social 
.cognition ' and its influence on behavior has produced little 
. in the ' way\,of ' unifying theories to guide further research , 
(Shan t z y  1.98 3 ) -. ■ - . -
_  ' ' . '.' '
-Tî us , a s Shantz (1983 ) .has suggested, the extent to
"which Social and nopsocial cognition are distinct ' -
phenomen^ is still very -much an open Issue.. While the 
unique features, of’ Social situations and thought must be '
-recognized, it' would seem-pre-mature to, conclude that only .
■ social cognition is relevant tb social behavior and , .
adjustment . Social, and nonsocial cognition may both be '
lnval"vfed , and perhaps f une tionally related .in ■ media t ihg 
. .social' behavior . ■ ’
• F i n a l l y , the, position noted .-earlier in this ̂ section , 
that common osycholbglea 1 processes underlie some aspects 
of both so-cial .and nonsoeial c o g n i t i o n m a y -  still have 
some merit., , .Af t-èr-, a l l , ■ a s'. Flayell ( 197-7 ),,pointed out with 
respect to. cognitive development : ■ ,
The head that thinks- about the-social world 'is the.
'-r-\ selfsame head .that thinks about the non'soci,al world . It would therefore be ' astonishing if .-none oj., the 
deyelppmental trends in nonsoeial thinkijRg .' . i 
wouid be seen in the area of social thinking.
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- , ' P r o b l e m - S'oivlng Ability in Middle Childhood < • '
Middle childhood, Khe focus of this thesis, has been 
Tegarcjed by many ,wr-lters as'a period of especially rapid 
growth in cognitive abilities- related to problem sol.ving. 
.Some..of this development can, as noted earlier, be
understood as the continuing refinement of the egocentric
& ' . 
thought of the preschooler.. Children in early, middle
childhood have been described as demonstrating the capacity
lo ■ view ■ simplp. social .episodes from the position of eâch . '
actor, and to maintain some.- consistency, of viewpoint.s
'Shantz, .19 75) . The general cognitive shift in emphasis
from external and superficial 'aS;.ac ts of social, relations
to more abstract qua,li'ties has also been noted (Berndt,
1,981 ; Hartup et al:,’ 1983). . The ■ brief review which .f ollows’'
further, .illustrates the developmental changes related to
. ■ cognitive prdblem-solvin-g ability which characterize mldd'le .
childhood. ' ' , -.
■ "The .natur^ ' of pe)r spec tlve-fgking (role-taking ) . 
operations and abilities undergoes a number • of changes,, ■ 
during middle childhood, although the evidence regarding ■ 
such changes is clearer in some areas than othe.rs. ' Visual 
■ perspective taking .appears to become more accurate, reliable,' 
and complex ( S h a n t z , 197.5 ; Walters / 1979 ). .There are 
indications as well of r a p i d ,development ;in cognitive 
perspec tive -taking ( E.lar'dp ,> 1977 ; ' Flavell ,. Botkih , -Fry, ..
■\
■ j
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.Wright, & Ja,rv.tg , 1968 ) . Walters .( 1979 ) also f.ound a
significant linear, trend .In differences between the cognitive
perspective-taking performance of-, boys' in Gradés 2 to 6.
, An important ‘aspect of cognitive perspective taking
which 'develops in middle childhood is the capac ity for
recursive thoughts .that is, Che récognition by the child
that he or. 'she cannot only infer the' thoughts of others,.
but that his or her thinking can itself be the object of 
. . . .  . .
Inferences by another. It is- possible that the
."psychological 'revolution" ( Shantz ̂ 1983, p. 5 4 1 ) . of .
recognizing, this and other aspects of mutual, coordinated.
pe spec tive taking may account for .the increasing comp lex it y
'and general -importance of peer .interaction in this age
group. . ' ' . . ■
With-respect to affective, perspective taking,
& . ' ' • ., ' " ' ' - 
Walters ( 197 9) concluded from the literature' she reviewed. . . - ) y. 4
that substantial development occurs during middle,, childhood .
However, her own research failed to demonstrate age effeçts 
on a measure of affective perspective taking;. In hi-s review 
of , the- a f'f ec tivé perspective-taking literature ,■ Hill ( 1979) ■
■pointed to methodological difficulties which i.n his view 
prevented reliable' conclusion's from being'drawn about the ' 
d e v e l o p m e n t o f  this ability in middle childhood .
As noted earlier., children's abilities to Kft'er the 
int'ent of another , have also been regarded a s , undergoing 
a developmental shift in middle childhood. According to
Shant'z ( 19 7 5) , the general finding has been that children 
below t.be age o.f 8 or 9 tend to emphasize the seriousness ■ 
of outcome In'attributing responsibility, while older 
chi ]dren_ consider intenti'oris ■ to a greater degree. Recall, 
h o w e v e r ,' that there is some, disagreement 'in' the. literature - 
about- this conclu.sion, . • . . ■ - ' _
■ . It also appears that signif i.c'ant . changes -occur in 
the child's descriptions and characterizations of others.
In..middle childhood .(especially, as a number of studies .
have shown, abound 'the age of 7 or -8) , the child's
descriptions of 'others become more inferential and less
dependent upon observable, concrete i nf orm'a t i o n . The i ,
numb'er of "psychological" description^ increases, as does
the trait vocabulary used in making such descriptions'.
Others are described 'as more differentiated' from . their . .
environments and in a less stereotiyped manner (HartuiX^et • , ■ 
all , 1983; Hill  ̂ 19 79; Shantz, 1 983). /
In addition to developmental changes in social-. ■ 
cognitive processes, the natOre of information which ..Is
used and a 11 endued to b jh-HrtrSc h i, 1 d al.sO. changes dtir in g middle
■'childhood, j Hartup. et ,a 1 . (1983) demonstrated that' first- ■
grade children playing à . board game based -their soci.al ■ ■
f  / - - ' -
behavior (coopérative or competitive) .solely on the behavior .■ ■'
of a'confederate game partner. Fifth-graders, however, . .'
integrated the -partner's behavior both with incentive




a norma f. iv.e' framework, favoring cooperation.- Fir s L-g r a d er s 
used incentive- information only when explicitly cue.d to 
do so in a second experiment. ' ■ '
The r e 'is considerably, less- information on the 
development- o.f cognitive problem-solving ability, as opposed 
to discrete cognitive skills. In fact, most researc'h has 
appeared .since 1979, when Walters pointed to an almqst
■ complete, lick , of knowledge in the a r e a .' Her research with 
boys in Grades 2 to 6' revealed linear . trends for age in - 
aJ.t.ernatlve-solutlon , al ternative-consec^ience , and means-' 
ends, problem-solving thinking, using measures adapted from. 
•Spivack and Share's research.- In addition', thé same study 
.demonstrated that performance improved linearly with age
on several measures- related to nonsocial problem solving: 
reflectiveness, nonsocial measures of, consequential, causal, 
and means-ends thinking, and anagram and FD-questions 
games (Walters, 1979 ). Rains -and Ryan . ( 1 983 )- -a Iso 
■ demonstrated differences between 10-11 a n d -14^15. year old • 
boys on measures of- strategic social thinking and moral ' •
■ reasoning . - - , - ' ■ .
Other studies have revealed developmental changés 
in Che types of problem-solving skills and strategies'- 
children employ. -Spivack et al. ( 1976) an.d, Shure '(1981) 
.'concluded that' middle childhood ' is a period when the 
importance - of such ICPS skills as a11 e r n a t i v e -so1 ution 
thinking gives way to more complex' skills such as means- ■ -
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ends, consequential^, and causa], thinking. Krasnar (1984 ) ' .
demonstrated developmental changes in,the size and diversity 
of the problem-solving repertoire. , Pref.erred (chosen) ,• 
strategies also showed some developmental changes, with 
verbally aggressive prob.l-em-solvi ng strategies more .likely 
■to be chosen by fifth-graders than by f i r s t - g r a d e r s . As 
well, s o c i a l . p r o b l e m - s o l v i n g ,strategies became more indirect 
and psytholo'gica 1 l,y sophisticated wfth' age. ' However, this 
pattern varied somewhat with-story content (object-, ,■ 
friendship-, or peer-oriented), appare-jitly reflecting such- 
■factor-s as differences in relevancy among age groups .
Sucb a finding serves as an illustration of the difficulty 
in making between-age comparisons 'in' this -and other . 
developmental research. ", . .
■ ' Pr o blem-So l y ing 'Ability and ’Behavioral- Adjustment
Barely a decade ago, Shantz (1975) concluded that 
"the relation between .social cognition and interpersonal 
behavior, ma.y be one of the .largest unexplored areas in 
de vel.opment a 1 ,psyc holog.y '. ( p . 303). ■ ’Since that time, a
number, of researchers have addressed themselves to this 
issue, which Ms also central to the, present study. A 
tonnection between problem-solving a b i l i t y ’and behavioral 
adjustment has often been assumed, especially in the. design 
of preventive and .treatment- programs (Walters, 1979). • ■
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However, the review of the research literature which, follows'
will attempt to show that many questions a.bout the nature
and extent of such a relationship remain unresolved.'
As,Walters ( 19 79 ) pointed, o u t , most studies attempting 
to relape behavioral adjustment to' performance on ImpersonaM 
laboratory tasks have produced negative or" inconcl.usiv'e 
•findings. However, a number of earlier research studies 
indicated that cognitive impulse control on nonsocial- 
problem-solving tasks may have relevance to behavioral 
adjustment. Glenwic-k (1976) demonstrated a negative 
relationship between Impulsivity and peer popularity ratings 
..in f our th-gr ad er s . Douglas il972 ) found that hyperactive 
child re n , in comparison to normals, tended to r e a c ^ ^ l t h  
their first available responses in a variety of problem 
situations. The work of Camp and her' associates, discussed 
•earlier, also pointed to the role of impulsivity in . 
maladaptively aggressive .'behavior . . . ' . .
Other studies have attempted to specify which aspects 
of the problem'.-solving process may be affected by ’ ' '
, .impulsivity. McKinney (1 973 ) found that while reflective
children showed . evidence of a conceptually-based ..st.rategy ' '
. and. the testing of alternative hypotheses on a m a t.ch-to- 
sample task, impulsives were significantly more random 
and .less efficient. , He.related his findings to Camp.'s 
(1977) suggestion that such .children may.be deficient in 
the ; spontané DU s pf oductih of the , cognitive problem-solving- •
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operations which mediate adaptive behavior. ■ -
Denney (1973) demonstrated that reflective children 
made greater use of constraint - S'ee king cognitive . ' 
strategies .(known to reflect’ c o g n i t i v e ’ maturity) than ■
impulsives on a 20-questions task. Instructions to respond /
nn^e slowly or quickly changed' latencies in both groups; 
bu t only the i.ns true tions to respond more impulsively .had 
an effect upon the. proportion o.f . cons t rà i nt-se ekl ng 
strategies. The results were related to White's (1965) 
temporal-stacking model, discussed earlier. It was suggested 
that while children can be Induced to respon d ^ I m p u I s i v e 1 y , ' 
the ability to inhibit first available responses is raqre
complex and dependent upon a wider range of cognitive
abilities. I . • . . -
•Other studies which claimed to demonstrate a .
relationship'‘between problem solving and behavioral' / 
adjustment employed' social-cognitive tasks and measures. ' '
For example, Chandler. ( 1973). reported ro’le-taking deficits ' . 
in delinquent 11 t'o, 1 ''i, y ea r , oIds .relative to nqndelinquent 
controls. ' Role-taking^ t r a i n i n g . appear ed to be 'successful ■ . 
in .Tower i.n g the egbcentr is.m scores of the delinqu-ents and 
reducing their rate of known delinqu.ences on 18-month 
follow-up. However, the results of this study are difficult 
to .int e r pre t ; f or ' a " n umber of reasons ,■ including -sampling 
problems, the possibility of t r e a t m e n t ,effects unrelated • .
to role taking,' the uncertain rel-iabil.ity ■of offense records,;. ^ ; ,
and the questionable re'a 1,-worId- significance of the .small ;
. ' . . . . 5 3
dtfferencesôb'tained'.
S i m i l a r l y , Gottmàn, Gon’so, and Rasmussen (1975 ) found
positive ij.nferactlon and popularity in normal third-gr.ade ■
children .to be unrelated tb_ social-cognitive skills, 
especially' perspective taking. Burka and Glenw'ick (1978)
also found that cognitive perspective-taking ability was
. /  - ' ■ ■ ■ , : ' ■. positively relat<^ .to peer and teacher' ratings of social
' adjustment. : \  ' ,
■ yhile .studies, such as these, are illustrative of those 
which have suggested a relationship between role taking 
and behavioral adjusttiient, it has been pointed out in' à 
review by Hartup et al. (1983) that results are far from 
conclusive,, and just as many studies have failed to 
demonstrate -such a relationship.- . ■ ■ ^
Ad j u 3 1ment-related differences in the type of 
•information a t t e n d e d .to-and processed in social problem' 
-situations have also been suggested. Cutrona and Feshbach 
( 1975 ) presented, children .f-rdm Grades 3, 4 , and 5 with'
. stories of individuals in problematic situations. Bot-h 
situational information and dispositional facts - 
- ,'(psychological, characteristics) concerning ' the individuals
were presented. Subjects were asked to predict the 
characters' behavior in solving the 'p r o b l e m s , and to explain 
• their pred.ictions . Children who had .used primarily • -
situational , information we.re rated by' their teachers as 
engaging in significantly.more aggressive behavior than
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those who had relied on dispositional-inhormation. it
' . f  . ■ '
was suggested that children who are relatively, insensitive
to the personalities of persons with whom they interact
may he more likely to offend and less likely to help o t h e r s -
, ■ Selman ( 1 976 ) also found deficits on tht-ee meas.ures
of social reasoning in a clinical sample of 7 to 12 year
old children with peer problems, a-s compared to a matched
sample of socially competent children.'
' - The literature reviewed so, far in this sec t i o n , dating
to approximately 1979, is representative of ^what had been
accomplished up to that point in time. - Th ere .wa s s tu 11
V  . •
relatively 1 it tie evidence qn -which . t.o, base -firm conclusions 
- cone erni ng the relationship between pro-blem-sol ving a'bi.llty
■ and behavioral adjustment. Certain cognitive skills, such . 
as.role taking, .had befen emphasized, and comparatively 
little was known about others and their r ela 1 1 on s.hl p to
.adjustment or , the problem-solvihg process. ' With regard
■ to more, .complex cognitive problem-.solv.ing skills, almost 
all the evidence supporting hypothesized connections between
; sue h ■ processes ■ and behavior a 1 . ad ju s't men t w a s ’ the 'product 
of.the research, discussed earlier, by Spivack. and Shure 
and their colleagues. " ■ ■ ■ .  ̂ .
A review of subsequent investigations of pr.oblem
■ solving and .adjustment in children be'gins with two important 
studies by Wal'ters and Butler. '
, , Walters (1979) examined the hypothesis that aggressive
: - 7
elementary-schood-age boys are deficient !in various aspects 
of social and nonsoeial problem-solving ability.
(Pevelopmenta 1 changes' In problem-solving ability were
■ àalso Investigated, as discussed in the previous .section.)
Subjects were 52 aggressive and 52 nonaggressive boys from 
Grades 2 to 6. - Mean age was approximately 10 years.- The 
selection criterion for the aggressive group, was a T score 
•of at least 70 on the Aggression subscale of the School' 
Behavior Checklist (SBCL; se.e Method section below).' The •
• matched , nonaggressive group was composed of boys from- the 
same classrooms as the aggressive s u b j e c t s . ' Selection 
criteria for this group were T scores- of 50 or less on
■ Aggression and 'several other SBCL subscales considered
to be indicative of behavior problems. Selection criteria
■ for both groups were validated through simple;peer ratings 
of aggressi venesé , and whether the 'subject was liked or
• d i s l i k e d . : ' ' . -
' ' _ . • ft . . •
Subjects- were assessed using the following measures:
(1) a self-report scale of .impulse ‘control-, (2) the 
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test -(PPVT) , (3) social, problem-
. solviri.g measures of means-ends, alternative-solution , and 
consequential thinking, (based on. measures developed by 
Spivack andfShxire), (4) cognitive . and affective 'per spec t.ive- 
ta-ki.n-g' tasks’, (5) nonsoeial problem-solving measures, 
including reflection-impulsivity and non social - m e a n s r e n d s , 
causal, and consequential thinking, (6) nonsocial problem-
solving games' ( a n a g ^ m s  and 20 questions), and (7) measures
■ ' ' t . .
of preference for various types o.Ç behavioral solution.
While the results of .the study Indicated that problem-' 
solving ability Increases with age, there was a ,'consi stent ' 
lack of difference between the aggressive 'and nonaggressive 
groups on t h e -500131 problem-solving measures. ^
Nonaggressives'performed significantly better tha n '• the
. • • - V  ■ ■ : .
aggressives on three of the. nonsocial'measures (a match-
/  ■ 
to-sample' task, maze test, and anagrams), possibly reflecting
a difference in impulse control. Discriminant analyses
, t
indicated that while neither the social nor the nonsoc.ial 
problem-solving mea sur es discriminated effectively between, 
the. groups, the discriminant function containing the 
nonsoeial measures was the more powerful of t.he two.
While the hypothesized problem-solving deficits in
// ' ' ° ^
aggressive m o y s  were/not supported, there were, several
Si ,in t er e s ting ' quh-H t a t i ve difference;! in problem solving
' L  ‘ .betweèh the two groups. ■ The aggressive boys expressed 
a clear preference for aggressive solutions'to hypothetical 
peer confli c t s . . .Aggresslves-also offered an aggressive 
solution as a first response significantly more often than 
nonaggressives. ^However, differences between t.he groups 
disappeared when .subjects were asked.to choose the best 
solution . . '
Walters concluded that aggressive boys had not' ; .. 
exhibited evidence o f  deficits in either- general or social
n-
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problem solving, or in their knowledge of socially 
acceptable behavior. Rather, the pattern.of results 
suggested that aggressive boys may have difficulty In making 
.use of the problem-solving skills they -possess, possibly 
due to problems with impulse control -which p r e d i s p o s e 'them
■ ■ ■ - . ■ - ■ ' . - - 'd
to choose the most readily available .response,. The reader 
will recall ' similar' suggestions by Denney’ (1973),' Don glas 
(1972), and Camp (1977) on the basis of their findings.
. Another 1979 study by .Butler examined the relationships 
among interpersonal cognitive prob le in solving, peer- and 
teacher-rated-, indices of adjustment, and naturally occurring 
-interpersonal behavior. The study also investigated 'the 
relationship of these variables to peer group acceptance 
and reputation, aiid 'evaluated the psychometric properties 
of the Spivack and Shure. H E P S  ins.trument .'
Butler f ir St ’adT.inist er ed two sociometric measures- 
to 69 inale and female Grade 5 pupils. -These measures , "
assesged-positive or.negative peer reputation and peer
p\aymate choice and populari\^y,. Data were also collected 
for each child bn SES, 'verbal'intelligence (WISC .Vocabulary 
subtest), the'Children's HEPS, and teacher ratings of 
.academic and general functioning.
In the next--phase of the 'study , 4 6 children were 
assigned to four groups representing all combinations of 
high and -low scores on the MEPS and peer-r epu ta tion measii.res 
The behavior'of these children was observed using a time-.
' . - ' 5 0
sampling procedure vhich yielded measures of task 
.orientation and reinforcement (positive, negative-,' or
neutral) given and received in interaction y i t h teachers
• , ■ ■ . • . - - \ 
and peers. ■ . '
' It. was .found Eh.at the MEPS fa.iled to predict behavioral
I
. differences on almost .all pf these measures . While children 
■ with high MEPS scores dispensed mor-% positive rci n for cement 
to teachers, the frequency of this behavior was very low 
and of questionable statistical reliability. -The MEPS 
also failed to correlate . si gni-f ic à n t ly with peer reputation 
and popularity measures., or with teacher ratings.
But1 er acknowledged that replication studies were 
needed to validate her fi.ndings, especially in view of 
the possible influences of - the classroom situation', the 
use of an essentially n o r m a l 's a m p l e , and insensitivities 
or other measurement problems in the HEPS and the .sociometric 
procedure... Nevertheless, she argued that the consistency 
of her findings across 13 categories of observable 'be.haVior 
.and the convergence of .her results wlth-other recent .work 
(e.g. , Allen' et al., ].976; ..ckiscussed below) supported the 
conclusion that problem-solving .ability, at least as 
• measured by the- MEPS, may not bear the important mediating 
role in behaviora.l adjustment, which had' beefi claimed by 
Spiva.ck et al . (19 76.). ,• . ■ • ■ . ‘ ' -
Gillespie, Dur lak, and Sherman ( 1982 ) reached a similar 
'conclusion from their study of .kindergarten pupils', in .
J.
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' wh'ich th&y found .nd‘ evidence of^signif ic.a ryt: r ela t .i onships
■ " i \ .
beti/een ICPS s,kills (aiternativ^so.lution and consequential 
thinking) a nd t e a c h e r -r a t è.crad j u st me nt . ■ ■ ’ -
* ' ' A number of other recent studies have ■.also invest-iga’ted
the relatliohship between cognitive problem... solving and 
behavioral adjustment.. Richard and Do.dge (1982). compared ■ •' 
aggresive and nonaggreas.lve boys .'not only, in terms of the ' :
number of alternative solution p.they generated, but .also ■
■ . wl t h" regard to the', effectiveness of these ■solutions.
Subjects--.we're 68 boys divided .'-into six groups (n - -lO' or 
12'.) acco,rding- to two grade levels (2-'to 3 and 4 to ' 5 ) and . 
thre.e levels of ' socia 1 ■ ad jus tment (aggressive, ' 1 s.o 1 ated ,. 
and popular). The social -adjustment .groups were sm tec-te'd '
■ •on- the . basis of .both peer .sociometric and t-eache'r adjustment- 
r a.t i ng's ;( They suggested that* the .failure .of several .rec.ent - 
.■'.studies,- including Butler'-s ,. t'o . replicate-, Sp.'ivac'k'arid. ' , v 
Shure ' s findings may .have resulted .from a .reliance on 
teacher, ratings for sub-j ec.t, .selectio.n :,) 
j Richard -and. Dqdgh ''first- administ.e.red' a story-^completion .
procedure -s:imilar ' to the .ME-PS .' Subjects were then presented-1 
with two spries 6f Ithr’ee'■.randomly ' ordered ; pbssi'b'te"-solutions 
to. the same \ s t o r i e s . Each serie-s contained one cleàr-ly .
..' aggressive solution , qne which w^s inef f ec tive and '
submissive , and one which was . non.hosf lie -,an§.jg^?f ectiye . 
from each series\ ' the 'subj'e'ct was asked tr#,choose both 
the best :SQlut.lon 'pnd t.he one he 'would'.be most likely 'to' \ . ' . . - .
•S:"i
■ ■ . - ' - . (, 0 '
. The results 'replicated Spivack and 'Shure.' s finding 
that well-adjusted ch i 1d r e n' produced more alternative , ■ •
solutions fco hypothetical problems than those , wi t It 'ad j u s tmen t 
r difficulties. Boys in the’ three groups did not'.differ.
.in the .ability to correctly .evaluate . the solutions' '■
, presented 't.o them. It was also -found that subjects from 
all.'g,roups,- initially produced solutions considered 
effective. However the subsequent s o l u t i o n s ■produced ■
by aggressive, and isolated, boys contained a higher ' . . " -
;• proportion of aggressive, and ine f f ec.t ive . so lu t ions . It '
. ■ 'was suggested that their social problem-^solving adequacy
may. be .'limited to theïr initial solution.. Ad.a-ptive .’ .
difficulties jnay. result for thes.e children when the initial
•solution does 'hot work, and the alternative behaviors which" . ■ - . ■ ■■ - V  . : .are called for.-also tend to be ineffective . _S.uch a
, suggestion is at some 'variance with 'that of .Camp ( 1977 ) ,
. a n d  others.that aggressive . children are,..predisposed to ' . ■' ■
choose the" first , often mal.adap^iye, solution in q problem-' 
s i t u a t i o n . 'Nevertheless , both studies have the Important .
similarity . of empha si zing . t'he. nature-of solutions 'chosen ' ' 
by .aggressive boys, ; as well as the p'r o'ble.m-Cso 1 vihg 
•' pr.ocess.es leading'up to them. Ano'ther - interesting finding''- 
by Richhrd and Dodge was a. lack o f .diffebence b e t w e e n '. . ■ • •
■ aggressive- and isolated boys on-all measures, suggesting. .
that a common d-eficit mi. ght un del lie two. quite different 
'v. . dey:i an t 'pa 1 1  e'rn.h 7 ' .  ■' .1'
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A study by Deluty (1981b) also pointed to the- 
Importance of the type of problem solution chosen by , ;
chlldre.n with ad j u s t m e n t  problems. • De lu ty selected three 
groups of 30 Grade 5 to, 7 children (15 boys and 15 girls)
designafed as, highly .assertive , -highly aggressive,' and
■highly submissive on the basis of extreme scores on peer- 
report. measüres. ' The three groups wer.e compared in terms 
of the number' and type of alternative solutions generated 
in response to- items of the Children-'s Action Tendency . •
Sc-ale • (CATS ;■ see': Method section belo.w) .
While t h e .subjects in the three groups were equivalent 
in terms of the number of alternatives they generated, - ...
. \ \  ̂ jÂ ' " : ' ' ' 'the types of alternatives t h e y  offetféd. differed 
significantly. Although, all children produced more 
assertive than Other responses, aggressive and subn\issive,
■ boys chose ‘fewer assertive and more aggressive "solutions 
than assertive-'bo-ys . The aggressive and submissive/groups' 
did,not differ from each other on thèse measures. It was 
concluded, that .assertive chi.ldren 'showed the most flexibility
in C o n c e i v i n g .of a variety of response alternatives,'to 
hypothetical conflict situations. Their higher proportion- '
of. 'assertive solutions was c o n s i d e r e d ■ to reflect their - , ,
. .greater adaptiveness, based, bn another study (Deluty, . •
1981a), which demonstrated an association of assertiveness 
with self-esteem, popularity, and peer-rated behavioral 




In another stndy, De .i.u t ŷ .X.l ) found t hà t ■ h ;i,gh 1 y ■ • 
aggressive children (selecte^^on the joint basis- of the 
CATS and a ■ peer-re-pdr.t- m'easiire ) rated aggressive behaviors 
in hypothetical peer- conflict situations .significantly 
mole positively, and assertive behaviors more negatively, 
■than did highly assertive and highly submissive, children. 
They were also more likely to regard aggressive behavior , 
as a course of action they should e x h i b i t ,.and one which
wag more likely to yleId-favorable results for themselves
A  '
and even the .recipients of their aggression. ., '
McKim, Weissberg, Cowen', Gestèn, and Ra pkfn ■( 1 982 ) ' '
-investigated problem-solving a'bili.ty and adjustment in
a comparative study of suburban and .urban, third-grade,
children.' Positive relationships' between alternative-
solution. thinking and adjustment --(primarily on p eacher-
rated measures) were found only for the lower income, .black,
.urban children when,scores were adjusted,for IQ. It was
suggested that the relationship be.twc'en' problem-solving .
-ability and behavioral adjustment may-differ across ■
sociodemographic, groups'; a n d ’ that such a difference m i g h tr' . N  - ' '
account for both the success'of Spivack and Shure.'s (1971)
^  " - ' Vi. \ .. '
interventiions with black urban preschool children and the 
replication failures, reported by .investigatory- using other 
8 a mp he 8 . . . , • • - ' ’ -
Hains and Ryan (1983 ) investigated social, problem' 
solving in delinquent and non-delinqueht boys' at the ages . -
_ . . - • • ; . ■ - ■ ' . ' 6 3
• of 10 ô' 11 and 14 to 15. They employed meas.ures of
strategic social fhl.nkin-g (corresponding closely to .the • 
•D'Zurilla and Goldfrled, 1 9 7 1 , .model discussed-in the next 
section)', social •metacognition. (awareness' of one's own 
probl.em-solving 'and self-control strategies), prosocia'l 
reasoning, and. moral reasoning. No differences wele found .
. ph most measures between delinquents and nonde.linquent s ,
{ although there, was some indication that de.Lvnquents may
be less eithaustive in con.sidering various dimensions .of
■ . ' ■ ' ’ • ' ' 
social problem solving. As noted 'in the -previous section,
a number.of age differences were found. In terms of the ’
-pattern of findings, this ■ research is-.similar to. the. Walters
(1979) Study. That is, maladaptive children did not
exhibit a. deficit in problem-solving ,a b i. 1 ity, b'ut' there ,
were ind.ic à tions that they differed from normals along '
d i m e n s i o n s •related to the actual use of existing problem-
solving skills. ■ '
• . A recent study by Asarnow and Callan (.1985 ) examined 
' the' social-r-cognitive processes of; adjusted and ma4.^justed ' 
boys. Two grout^^b-f'-'S-O,^ four.th- and sixth-grade bqysJ were 
.'selected on tihe. basis 'of extreme scores in their classrooms 
on peer-n.oraination measures of positive and negative status. 
Subsequent analyses u s i n g .two other soclometric measures 
■ r e v e a l e d  that ,the'n e gatively evaluated boys were also rated 
, • a s signif it ant ly more'-aggres sive and -disliked than r •. 
positively evaluated boys. Each subject'was ‘presented' •
.1.
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Vith'.four ^hypothetical ' peer problem situations and asked
to-describe 'how the. child in the' story might solve the 
problem. He was then presented with six potential problem­
solving responses .and asked to' rate how much he would like 
^̂ to play with t h e ’hypo the tic a 1, peer. u sing each solution.
■ It was found that' negatively evaluated boys generated . 
.significantly -.fewer alternative solutions. Their responses 
a iso Contained more solutions rated as I n t e n s e l y ! a g g r e s s i v e , 
while, positively evaluated boys • produced solutions rated '
■ as more assertive and mature. On measures of' the degree 
. and type of planning . in' their probl ein-sol vln g approaches, 
negatively evaluated boys; showed less evidence of adaptive, 
prosocial p l a n n i n g a n d  more planning w h i c h  supported v • 
aggressive or maladaptive b e h a v i o r . 'Both groups rat,gd 
' positive • and assertive responses as- the 'most desirable 
and aggressive responses-the least. ' However, negatively 
■ •evaluated 'boys rated aggressive responses more po'sifcively 
and positive responses more negatively.^- ‘.These,. findings ' ■
■ suggested that boys in both groups possessed equivalent 
knowledge, o'f what is .socially desirable, or- acceptable,' 
but that behavioral preferences existed which were . • .
consistent with the results of other research reviewed ' ,
. . i.n this thesis -.(Camp, .Blom, et al.-,' 1977 ; Deluty, 1981b,
.. 1983; Richard & D o d g e , 1982; Shure & . Spivack, 1972; Spivack
et al., 19 76; Spivack & Sh-ure, 1974; Wa 1 1 et s , ' 19 7 9 ). ■
' ̂  ' •'. '' - ' ' .' ', Asarnow ;and Callan- propoied a possible .explanation ■ •/
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for the contras.t between their results, which repl'icatçd , '
■ the findings of Spivack and Shure'with respect to the
. geherat'ion of alternative solution,s , ’ and those of Butler 
(19 7 9) ,. which -had failed to_ do so. It was suggested ,that 
this_ difference may indicate that deficits in this social- 
cognit'iv'e ability appear only in the' case of. the. relatively, 
extreme differences in soc'ial adjustment which characterized 
their sample,-but not -Bu tier's. However, .this explana
- .seems lass çbnVïhcing when it is .noted that, despite /iTh.is
important difference between the two studies, theimean
numbers' of- alternative solutions for .the two groups in
the. Asarnow and Callan study differed by less than one
unit. Such a difference could be just as plausibly
. - . . •. . ■ ■ ■ ê
‘ explained by other differences betvSn'crt the studies, or' 
problems with the' rellabil-ity of the measures as. 
demonstrated by Butler ( 1979 ). ' ■ . -
•Another sourte of evidence concerning the relationship' 
between problem-solving ability- and beha'\>ioral adjustment 
is the large number of preventive and remedial programs 
which have attempted to improve -adjustment .by enhancing - 
some aspect of problem--solvihg ability. To the extent 
that changes in problem-solving , a,bility as a result of 
training are accompanied by improvements in. adjustment, 
the argument can be" made that the hypothesis of a connection,
■ between problemy,solving h bilit y and adjustment is supported-.
' Such training 'studies . will not be c.ofisidered in' detail .
/ :'"-v ;
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lier.e,. as comprehensive reviews, exis't elsewhere. .It Is 
of interest.'to note, however , that these reviews ('Alpert 
' Rosenf e.ld , 1981; Urbain & Kendall, 1980; Walter.s, 197-9; 
Weissberg,^, Gesten, Jlapkin -et al. , 1981) are consistent . ■ ■ '
in the observation that while- such programs hav.e usually 
been able to demonstrate ’improvements- in traihed -problem- 
solving skills , the evidence is w#ak for the g en er a 11 z a t i o n.r 
of these gains to observable behavioral improvements outside 
the training situa h i o n . - • . '
The results of. a number of other training studies, 
which are more comprehensive and. broadly based than those
■ referred to above-, will be 'reviewed in the 'following 
section. , , , . ■ ' ■
To summarize', research has suggested that impulse 
control is. an aspect of social and nonsocial problem solving 
which may bear an important relationship to behavioral . '
a d j u s t m e n t . The connection between role taking and'
■ adjustment has received considerable attention, -b'ut' findings 
have'‘. béeh .1 ncons 1 ste^nt-.—  There is also’ -some evidence that 
maladaptive children differ from others in the information 
which is attended to and the manner in which it is .processed 
in problem ô'iTua't'ion.s . - , . , '
With regard to. social problem-solving skills and ■' 
behavioral adjustment, the evidence is by no’ means 
' conclusive . ' A large body of literature asserting that : .
p r oblem-sôlv.ing skills are irgporfant mjè^iiators of behavioral
/I
adjustment has been developed by S p i v a c k a n d  Shure and 
thej.r colleagues.' While _ several replications of their 
findings have been reported in recent years,-replication ' 
failures havp'been reported, as well. Results of training 
studies have, in general failed to provide evidence for 
'a link between problem solving and adjustment. -
Whether or not differences in problem-solving ability ■ 
were found between adjusted and maladjusted c h i I d r e n , 
an .additional finding has appeared with some consistency.' 
Aggressive or other m a l a d j u s t e d . children have been -shown 
in sever ai. studies to differ from Qthers in their - 
preferences for è p e c i f i c -types of problem-solving behavior' ■ 
or solution? . ' ■ . ^
- , . ' ■  , The. Process, of Prbblem' S61 vi:ng
To this 'point, problem solving has been discussed 
primarily iri- terms of its component skills and abilities, 
from such basic, capacities as verbal mediation t'o I CPS 
skills -and other ■ aspects of problem-solving .operations, 
it is important to recoghize however ,.'that' problem. ' solving 
may also be understood as a complex form of informa-tion 
processing ,in w h i ç h . individual skills and abilities, are 
combined and applied in an orderly fashion t o .problem 
situations This does not imply that a firm distinction 
can always be drawn between ".component'skill'' and "process"
. . . . . 6  8-
conçepcualizations of problem solving. Sp.1.vack et al.
(19 7-6) ̂ for e.xanipls ackno'wl edged the- importance of a- 
process view of problem solving. However., their- work and 
the luejisures .they ‘devised clearly emphasized the pivotal 
r'o 1 e of certain component skills (e.g..., m’eans-ends thinking 
bin middle Chi Idh ooâ ) , r a t he r than the manner^in which a, . 
range of -ski 11 s is inte'gra'ted ip .solving problems.
If problem solving can be understood as an orderly 
process as w.ell as in terms of individual- s.ki.lls , i t would 
be useful Co consider, a model of problem solving whiclr 
integrates the -ski Ils involved in to functional groups or. 
stages . ' • • . -
D 'Z u r i l l a ,and- Goldfrled (1971) proposed a»model of 
, the prq.blem-s.olving process as a series of stage.3 or sets 
of cognitive and behavioral o p ç r a t i b n s . ,The. emphasis in,
the model was not upon the producti.on of discrete bediavioral 
responses i such as assertive behavior or self-^control , 
which .might be included in problem solution.' Rather, tlve 
model r̂ a.g, concerned with the strategy by which, the 
individual combines elements of previous learning t,o arrive 
. at solutions to the .r^ange of problematic situations, which 
he or s h e 'e n c o u n t e r s . Although it must be kept in mind ■ S 
that there has been little empirical validation of the ' .
correspondence between this model and actual human problem 
solving (-Walters, 19179), it is presented here as a useful 
organizing mo,del which, as D'Zurilla and Goldfrled pointed
j
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ouC , ' reflects a'“BTTo'ng Consensus in the problem-solvMng
■■ . ■_ ( » - 
literature (see Davis, 1973,' pp. 15-17; Gagne, 1966; Glass
et, al., 19.79, p. 393; Guilford, 1967 ). The components
of the D ' -Zurilla and Goldfrled model are: ' '
• 1. General orientation (set) includes the expec.tat-.ion
.that problems are a common part of life which
the individual is capable of solving (competency^ ■
. - ' - - . . ' .■ .set)-, the ability to recognize problematic • '■
. - - situations, and a preference, for considering
' ' ' ' ? - ^ ^  
various, alternative solutions by --inhibiting- the
- « ' _ . 
tendency to -.tnact-1 on 'or impels"! v'e responding,
y , (divergent set).,' ' '
. Problem definition and f p r m.u.l at ion. consists of
;• defining t h e 'p r o b l e m •in operational or solvable -
; ' t e r m s  and formulating a classification of relevant
■ - -^and irrelevant elements. . ' ■ ■ -
'' '3 7 Generation o f alternatives involved not only
.V generating alternative .solutions, but .doing so
, .in a manner which maximizes the probability that
” the most effective response will be included.
4 . .D.eci.sion ma-kfng refers to fhe process-by which ■ '
•.the alternatives generated are evaluated and reduced,
a n* the course of action d e t e r m i n e d .- An important
■ ' subskill' is the. estimation of thé consequences ..
.- of a given course of action: ' - . -
5. Verification is the assessment of the outcome ..
. ' « . ' \ . 70 .
•*. of Che. course of ac t ion which has been c h o s e n .
Th i é - f e ed ha c k process provides C he oppprtuniCj' 
for s cl f-c or r ect ion and a learning process fhrou.^h - 
which problem-solving a.billCy can changé over
c i m e . . ■, ■
. : ’ '
Returning to the problem-solving, view of human. •-
ad jusLmenC ...sta teji in the introduction to this thesis,- the
use of a process model of problem 'solving has an important
.implication for c 1 in real assessment and remediation. Ah •
individual's adaptive difficulties can he conceptualized
not only in terms of specific or generalized 'deficits in
problem' sblving, but also with'respect to his or her
effectiveness at various • points in t.he problem-solving
process. For some,' difficulties might arise in the general
orientation phase of problem .solvin'g (e.g. , set ,. sel f -
statements),- in others the generation of alternatives or
anticipation of consequences, and in others .the'
implementation and evaluation ' of , problem solutions or the
ability to modify -problem solving as a result of experience. ,
D'.Zurilla "and ' Goldfrled (19.71) proposed a behavlora.l
approach to remed'ial p'foblem solving based on their 'model.
' ' ' ' : : / ' . ' 'The, client would be trained by .vari'o'iis techniques .'to a
mlni'mum criterion of performance- on each of th'b steps • -
outlined above. 'The stages would be mastered in succession
until they formed ,a "response, chain" in which' each stage
, was a conditioned reinforcer for the preceding stage-, and
. i "
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a -cue for the next. The resolution of the pYoblem would 
serve as a forcer for the entire chain.- • Heppn e r ( 1 9 7 8 )
and Goldfrled and G o l d f r l e d - (1975) _have also considered 
problem-solving processes in .Counseling, in relation to 
the D'Zurllla a-n'd Goldfrled m o d e l .
A number of broader based problem-solving training' .
^  ' ' ' \
studies,, which reflect, trrïte conceptualization of problem
■solving as a s e q u e n t i a 1"p r o c ess , will now he - r e v i e w e d . . \
Such studies have trained subjects over a range of probJ.em-
• 'solving skills, and some'have also stressed the integration
and application of t h e s e .ski 11s on t s id e the training '
situation. 'This- emphasis distinguishes" these studies from
some of. the relatively extensive training studies reviewed
earlier (e.g., Spivack & S h u r e , 1974), which have derived
their c o m p r e h e n s i v e n e s s .from the addition of prerequisite
or related abilities to programs based essentially upon
■ training in specific component problem-.soIving skills.
An elaborate preventive program by Allen et al.. ( 19 76) .. 
t-rained 151 children in six classrooms ,(mean age: - 9 years) 
using a curriculum based on both the D'Zurllla and .Goldfrled 
model and the training ,and assessment approach o f 'Spivack 
■and Shure . Subjects were taught-divergent''thinking , 
problem identification, generation- of alternative - solutions , 
consequential thihking, and elaboration of solutions, with 
the important addition of: training in the Integration '.of 
..problem-solving skills. The program was carried out by '
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experrmfenter-trainGcl teachers through .video modellJ.ng', 
sraali-rgrpup experiences for shaping ’and reinforcement of ' , •
problem-solving skills, followrup exercises, and in-class 
a s s e s s m e n t ., ' -
,A number of ilnpr oy erne n t s were observed as a result 
of training. Subjects increased ' the number of a 1 1 e.r nat. 1. ve s • 
and elaborations (steps), .generated and the number of 
pr.oble.rns identified on" 9  Spivack and Shure style problem-. -
solving measure?. In a structured real-life problem ' .■
situation, trained children gave more than, tw.o so lu rions, 
significantly more .often than controls. As well, trained 
children demonstrated higher expectancies of the o u t c o m e ’ 
of peer interactions and'a sh’ift toward internal ity on 
a locus', of control measure, although .the latter change 
h a d . disappeared at (1-month follow-up (McClure., Chinsky, .
& Lar c en , 1 9 V3 )'. 'There \lpre, howe ve r , . no . c( i .f f er e nc e s ' on 
standardized teacher racings of .adjustment, and me as dr es 
of self-esteem and generâ.l. levels of aspiration. • '
Methodological i’ssues such as. the possible suppression 
o,f ' some, effects by the u e of a. normal 'sample (Urbain '&
Kendall, 1980) and the possible imprec isl'on of teacher • ' . 
relative to peer ratings (Richard & Dodge, 19.82) make if . 
difficult to reach Icopclusions from these findings . However,'
Allen et al., suggested that the gradient o.f'effec't of 
problem-solving training may be puite specific*, with poor 
transfer to 'general adjustment. -
. \ ..A' study /by McClure et al.' (1978 )' also based.,lt.s , - . ' !
training program on \ the D'ZurilXa an,d Goldfrled "model. -
■ 'Bubiec.ts wertf 185; third, and fo'lirth grade children. Progjént
r /-I". . . 7 . ; . - - 7 : ^ -;iy.7 - .
' outc:ome was', asse.ssed through.: (1) a modification of..the
MBPS-, yith item ..conlen't based on, tarobièm s’ltuatlons supplied 
by children and teachers, (2) d.yad inter actions , in which
■ children discussed «hypothetical problems' with a confederate.
■ posing as' a' new child's .tîioth'er, and (3) an 'experimental ■
an.alog of problematic peer, situations ca.lled the'."Friendship'
. -
. ■ ' .'It. ,s found that training produced, significant ■ :
increasés yin the number .and effectiveness of alternative'
.solutions 'whic.h'were independ.ent of the'effect of- v e r b a l ’.
i. - ' ■ 1.. , ' ' -
produC.t.ivity . .However as ,ha s.'been noted with respect.'
.to studies reviewed .‘earlier;, the - obtained differences . were
small and m a y  be of. quest ion able re.al-rl ife significance.
Ibb' dyad interaction, showed .'no tpè'atment effects ...gdT me assures
of. problem sensing o r '. persistency ,, In . th,f5?>roci'ends.hip, Club
! ' ' „  ' "  "  %  ' i ï c ' y ' " '  ■ y  . ,
procedure, what treatment effects were (found :(in generation,
; ' . of'.;a Iter ha t.ives and. elaboration of-solutions ) .appeared .
.1.7'. - ; .only In i in't erac t ion s wi th . the ■ type of .hypothetical situation ..' ;
'. 7 ‘ . presented/. Again , it was concluded that the pb'illty f p
'. sol've.' hypothetical problems dbes '.tîot necessarily transfer . , . ..
i'. ' t o r e  a 1 -1 i f e sit u.a t ion s . Howeye.r , if was ' striking '.that,
: 7 desplfe. :their'largely .negative results , the authors .'pointed
' - to their finding that .the numbet of alternative solutions ' 7 ■ , ■ ' 7
7 - s.
■ 7 • 1'
-Y.
' " ■  /  ■ ' .
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..■ generated was strongly pr-edlct’ive of the .ef'fectivnness- . .
of chosen solutions ,' and '“suggested 'that tlfls w.as an ' ' ;
.indication of the potential valoe of problem-splvlng' ‘
training- in- increasing social c o m p e t e n c e . This willingness 
to maintain a belief, "in' social'* proh.lem-s'plving training 
- was' evidently- shared by teacher's" a n d , vrn'dergradua te assistants . ■ ,
, involved in the study^. - “iTrue to the problem-solving ;
-. orientation" (p. 15,3), they, decided -to, co-ntinue and. extend - ,
.the program'’through "the following sclrool' y.ear. ■' -
' ' Several comprehensive training studies condtfcted' by ■ .
;. a research group at- the University of ; Rochester, .also ' "7. . -, ■ .-
examined the \da ]. u e of .pr obleih-sdl’ving ' ft. aining in '' - ■ .
preventive programs., Gesten, Fibres de. A.pod.'aca) .Rains-,- -
-, Welssberg, 'and Cowen -(1979) trained ■ second- and third- - - .
grade .subjects in . pipblem identification , feeling 
''■•recog'-ni.tion alt e r n a t ive- so^u tfbh; and con\sequent la 1 thinking , ' , 
and skill .intégration, using, plpss discussion,, role p-layi-ng,, ’ 
'and' video , modelling - Children -who received, the ' 
t comprehensive ptogram i.mproved, reiatiy.e Co 'c.on't rffls .and "..
'• -thoS.e leceivingy àh .abridged, ( videot.ape on"ly) pr ogr am , - on - - ' ,
measures'- of' alternaftiVe-soliition, and consequential thinking , . c 
/ and the number of -solutions ''attempted 'in' a contrived reaf -T ,-o" '
'life problem situation .- Trained, subjects ..did hpt , improve
on.-mensures ,6f ’ .beha'vi.ora 1 ad jnstmeyt (t.e.achef and" peer - X"'
: ' '.ratings and measures' of self-esteem and, locu s of 'control ) . ' ■  .
., . " : "'Changes 'in social ,pr 0 b 1  em-ao 1  y ih^ sk'i'l 1 g c.of-re 1 ated .weak 1 y . '
m g # ':
/ ,
V ■ and înfrequenC'ly wifh adjust'menc, gains (Weissberg', .Gesten,'
Rapkin, pt a 1 : , 1981). There was, however; some evidence
of improvements' on peer and teacher ratings in trained •'
, '• children at 12 'month follow-up (Gesten et al., 1982 )..
. It was. suggested that adjustment changes may. have followed
a sl.owei'. course than, proble.m-sblvfng gains, or that ‘earlier
biases ip.teacher ratings had masked the .initial,effect
. on ad jus tme^ t . ' , ' . . - . « " '
■ ■. We.issbe'rg, Gesten; Rapkih, et al. (1981) expanded
- . V  ' . , /. . . :.
:• V ■ ■ ' .. the Gesten ct m I ..,( 19/9) program .by doub,fang its duration,
..-i j;';: . i " ■ . V . \ \  V  ' ' ' ' .
' .... ' ■ greatly increasing the number, of lessons, and incorporating
,, par-énlt .training to promote, children ' s use o f  learned '
■ .prohiem-solvin’g skills . Shbjects. were third-grade pupils 
from both suburban and' inner-city : s c h o o l s . The'program ■ ,
produced - substantial changes in the number of'alternative' 
'Solutions generated and^fhe effectiveness .of, solutions,' ■ ' ■ - ,/
. In a d d i t i o n  tra:ined s u b j e c t s  a t t e m p t e d  .more’- s o l u t i o n s ’ • ' / .
.. " '■ w i t h  g r e a t e r  p e r s i s t e n c e  thankcont.'r'ols on t h e / c o n t r i v e d  ' '/
ff . : : . : y \ \  /  -\' : -  y : /  .: ' - '
' . p r o h l e m  s i t u a t i o n  . ■'However ,\ .thefe .was a g a i n  no Imprcv.ement " . r
hi . - ' . ' • ' . ^  ' ” ■ '1 " - ' ’ ' ' ' .I'U- ,v ' ■ '. on 'be h a v i o r a l  a d j u s t m e n t  mèasuï.ès. W M l e  Somev t e a c h e r  ■ ■ :
ijw ' i : . ' fad iustment. r.àti.ngs 'improved'- for ' s u b u r b a n  pu'pils .fend a c t u a l l y  .
' \ " ' ' d,ecij.hed for dnner-c'j\ty. s u b j e c t s  f this finding-was' d i f f i c u l t  ' ■
. , t o , i n t e r p r e t  due to ..m.fethodological .problems . ■ No s i g n i f i c a n t
, r e l a t i o n s h i p s  were f o unp 'between c h a n g e s  i.n-,problem-solving ,,
/' ■ . .. ' and beha vloralh,adjustment',. scores '
'. ' jWei'ssbef g , ''Ges t en , .Ça f nrike ; et à 1, (1981) epipl'byed / • . )
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a .simrlar methodology .in another study with second'-, third-,- 
and fGujrth-graders . They also' added teacher-led postprogram . 
follow-up through weekly reviews and social problem-soiving 
"dialoguing" around day-to-day problem situations. ■ • . ■
Trai.ned subjects improved significantly more than controls 
on' several p r o b l e m - s o l v i n g . mea'sures. and on a contrived f •
.problem si.tuation. They also showed greater improvements 
on teacher ratings of shy-ahKious .behavior's , total prob.lems , . 
likeability, and global school- adjustment . -Ur-.ban pupils 
gained more than suburban pupils 'on. a number of peac-her. ■ 
ratings. While -'this study was more successful, than others 
-in producing .adjustment gains in trai.ned pupil's,' .it too ' 
failed to' find consijj-te n tly signi'ficari't rfelationships 
between improvements in probleiit-'sol.ving , skills and . 
adjustment. The. authors concluded, .on the. basis of this 
• study and those preceding it,, t.h.at while social problem ' ' 
solving appeare'd to be a useful and trainable skill with - 
■ some .'evidence, of- gpneraliaability outside the .training ' ■ ■ •
situation, the role of such skills in actually mediating 
adjustment remain'e.d Questionable. Similar findings a.nd , '
conclusions with respect, to kindergarten children were, 
alsp reported by .Joiner , Hilpert-,- Gesten^ <Coweh, ;and Schubin -
, ! . Pipciotie (19 81) devised ,a very broadly based so.c.i.'al
skills training program which combined cognitive problem­




'^\Subject.s were 1017 loVer SES "children from Grades '5 to . ■
• ‘ . ' ' V .
'8 in nine'’schools , with 85% of the subjects drawn from 
Grades 7 and 8. They were .diyldèd into a I'ar.ge number 
of groups ranging in size from 8 to 33 on the basis of 
clapsroom, training method ' (not ,of relevance - here), a nd 
the assessment measure used. -The training curriculum 
proceeded in a sequence; corresponding •to the D'Zurllla. 
and Goldfrled model discussed above: Materials were adapted
from various sources, including Allen et al. (19 76). In 
' addition ‘to skill training, the program emphasized the 
■’ application and potential .benefits- of .the skills i.ii 
'. everyday life. . .....
PJ.sclone found, first, that problem-solving skills . :
targeted In the program could be,''reproduced by subjects',,' 
as '.evidenced by posttraining improvements'.on a modified ' ■ 
and abbreviated version of the Purdue Elementary Problem- 
•Solving Inyentofy. • Second , t rained sub j'ec ts .demonstrated 
significant improvements relative to controls on ICPS. . 
measures including alterha tive-s..olutlon , consequential,
- i  - i "  : ; : : J'»' 'causal, and raeahs-ends, thi.nking. The quality of problem-. '
. . solving responses on these, -mfeasures also improved . . .
' Improvements wei^e also .‘found -on indices of personal, 
respônsdïbility, internal locus of control,' and an action 
or "dçing" orient'at'ion . . Ei'nally trainees, demonstrated' ‘
' imp.r.ovement s ' on three measures of social ad justment :
' Cas sel s Tejst fc^r-^orial Insight i thé Mooney Problem (
' ' ' /  - ' :. . : ; ' t ' ' -. " .
Check List, and the Intellec.tual Achievement RespOn.sibllity -,
Scale-, which appecfrs to ’mea'sure a construct jrelat'ed to locus 
of Ç ontrol. ' ; ' • .
While Piscione claimed that the consistently positive' 
'Outcome wit^ such a l a r g e •sample supported the utility ’ .
of the problem-solving approach for primary prevention 
■■programs, he also acknowledged that a number of , •
methodologichl limitations qiia'iif.ied this conclusion. .
These included imprecise matching among the many treatment ’ 
and control groups,' failure to cpntrol for possible 
confounding variables (e.g., motivation,. Attention, and 
inadvertent, modification of environmental contingencies), 
follow-up at only 3 weeks, and the lack of independent 
measures of cognitive processes and overt behaviors. ■ ■
Furthermore , the measures of social, adjustment were so . . ' 
indirect', that their validity and the conclusions ' ba'sed ‘ 
upon them are even more questionable . ' ’ . -
The Piscione study also demonstrated a difficulty
. , . - : : /  : - : .  ' ' ' ' '
- c.ommon, to all'the -broad-based studies reviewed in this . ■
section.. While' they have an <a d.v a n t a g e ove r ■ c.ompone n t - :
-skill training studies in terms of ecological validity, ■
- their comprehensiveness also makes it difficult or . impossible .
- , fo sort out which aspect of training is - respop'sib.le f or- 
any effects which do, result ( flu 1 1er ' .& * H'dic henba urn , 1981 ;
Urbain & Kendall, 198.0) .. , ■ *.. ' '
'■ In s u m m a r y , '^models of- the problem-solving process
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8IIeh a 8 the D'‘Z.urilla arid Goldfrled > model, outlined in this
section al'low consideration to be 'given to- the problem- •' 
solving ptoçess a.s a whole, or to groupings of skills within ■
it*.' Such a view has potenti.ally important clinical and, \ -
as will be sugge-sted in the next section, measurement ‘
implications . ‘
By virtue of their comprehensiveness and •clo.ser - ,
correspondence to the complexity of everyday p p o b l e m ' s o l v i n g , 
ttainihg programs based on a 'process view of problem' solving 
might be expected to have a greater impact on both p r o b l e m ­
solving ability and adjustment,than programs w h i c h  train 
children in discrete problem-solving skills. However, - .
a consistent pafter'p'l^ finding's has, emerged, from research •
with both types of programs, and i.s well summarized ' bŷ - . ' , '
Winer e.f al . (19 82 ) : _ . ' ■ • .
Find.ings from a number 'of ■ problem-,solving ipt erv,encio*ns 
to date are consistent with reSpect to skill- ■' 
acquisition,, but not to adjustment./ Children ranging ,
. ' from t h e , preschool to the , middle-childhood periods , ’ '
' with, diverse s o c 1 q d e mo g r a phi c backgrdunds do indeed ' . ‘ . ' ■
acqujpe shch skills through training based-on 'a-variety ,
-,of vdifTereht 'currippla . Moreover ,' these "cognitive" •
gains generalize ef^ectivel,y h o  behavioral situations ’ ' ,'
removed In time., - p l a c e , and Rèf spn from the ' training ■ ' , ' -,
.«setting . '. The ‘strongest, e vidence for ;po,st- ,
intervention.'’ad justment-galh (and-gj.^ts tm,:ediatlion -by 
- cognitive-'gain ) is .(with pf eschool ,' initially- ' , < ,. '
-' ma lad justed , Inh'er-rC ity 'disadvantaged, children ,. . ,
* Initially’well-adjusted children, Iwho have-- little*,
, "room" to improve,, and o l d e r * suburban youngsters , ' ' ■
‘ ' show much weaker, 'if any, postp'rogram adjust,ï."ve gains.'
Another recent review concurred with this assessment, c - '
and did not consider it, to bb- explainable by methodological
' >/•. i>. •
P
. - . ' . . . . 8 0 '
problems. As a result,, it was co'ncluded' that "despite 
the Intuitive appeal, of (social problem-solving ) skills-, .
■ making their acquisition the core., element for prevent l'on ' . 
programs directed at children in primary grades or older 
is a gamble that Is not paying o f f ’/ ( Kirschenbaum .& prdiiian , 
198/t, p.' 391). .
Me a s u r e m e n t of Prob 1 e m S ‘o 1 v i n g~ Abi.l.i'ty.
’ If it can.be concluded from the preceding discussion 
that problem solving is a c o m p o s i t e •skill , the question 
arises as to-How this,ability can bq measured.' It appears 
from th'e ■ literature .which has be en , reviewed that three 
distinct a'pproac'hës have been taken to” the measurement, 
o'f pr o b lem.-sç 1 ving' ability in children. ' • ■ ■ ■ -
• The research by Meichenbaum and Goodman, .Douglas',/ .' :. .
.and Camp and. her associâtes , disciiss'ed above , employed ■ ’ 
standardized tests of cognitive 'function. Th.is strategy 
provided up'eful. -prel.iminary information and stimulated 
' a great .deal . of further research . . However ; since , the ■ ' - -
relationship of, the abilities me'a su red to problem' solving 
was poorly und.er stood ,. this ' approach measured-.problem. 
solving indirectly at best; -. -' '
A second, approach involved the construction of tests •
, to' asSes.s problem-sblying skills in' hypothetical proble.m- 
’ solving situations.- This "hy po t he tlé a l-r e f li$c 11 ye ' , method..
' . • . . ■ , - - . ■ ai
(Krasnor & Rubin , 1981) was \ised In the PIPS- and MF,PS , . 
measures described earlier. , Tlie^e instruments had the 
advantage 'of being rela t e d ’ more directly to problem solving', 
hnd based upon a theoretical view of the nature of problem 
solving and Its components.-. While Allen et a 1 (1976 )
produced some evidence of interrar.e-r reliability of MBPS 
.scores and validity by the method of knoWn groups, - 
s.ignificant questions about the psychometric properties 
of this measure have 'also been ,raise,d (Butler, 1979; 
Meichenbaum & . But ler,,, ,,.19 81) .
Measures such as the PIPS and MEPS te-sts also .' 
emphasize certain aspects of'pr-oblem solvi'ng in relation 
to, or to the'.exc l.Us ion .of, o t h e r s ,. .This restricts; the'ir 
research utility, unless one is willing to p'tsk c;oncept\ial 
and methodological c o m p l i c a t i o n s ,by addihg or.constructing . 
other tests to broaden the range of pr-obl(^m-salving ; skills 
measured.. , ■ •
A third approach to the measurement' of problem-solving 
ability has allowed for measurement over a range- of 
theoretical component problem-solving skills, while also 
providing for the separate meafe'ureifl'ent - o f  icompopent. skills . 
The Purdue Elementary P r o b l e m-Solving.Inventory exemplifies 
this approach, and wi.ll be discussed in detail in,'the next , 
section . - ,  i ' , ' ,
' The Purdue. Elementaty" Problem-Solylng .TnVento?:y • •
. ”  ■ ■ ' ' ' '/ ' . . ■ ; .
The Purdue Elementary PPpblem-Sol.vj.ng Inventory (PEPSI)' ' 
■wa®. originally designed to assess'problem-solving ability 
in' socially disadvantaged children of varying ethnic 
background,s in the first through sixth grades (Asheyr et 
■•al.., 1 972; Feldhusen et al-.; 19 7 2 ) . It was based on a 
' 'conceptualization of problem solving- as a mu-l t i f àc e t ed 
process consisting of 12 component subskills. ' Tinsse, 
subskills are summarized in'Table 1, and related' to.the 
D'Zurilla and’ Goldfrled model discussed - ear li'er. ' As t-here - 
was Pome variation in wording abd numbering between t.he 
pwo publications cited 'above, both versio.ns have been' 
included in the table. . - -
Items were developed to assess' ea.ch of the 1 2-specific ■ 
abilities . To ennan,ce ■ subJect.,motivafion and ' interest-, - . .
they, reflected real-life situation's and avoided school- ^
.related content. To minimize cultural and socioeconomic
, bias, 'Items avoided; reliance on more elaborate conceptual-, 
verbal, and memory skills, and a ' slide -tape presentation .
A : " ' ’ ./ . ' . \ . V / ' 'format was used. ’ Developmental • differences in problenl- 
, solving ability were accommodated by retaining items-which 
became easier as-grade level increased .
- An initial item pool was reduced from.'150 to '49 in 
three trial administrations . ' The, final ‘f-orm was, administered
to 107 3 school . children . A principal factor analysts of
. ' - 8 3
■Tabiv ï . ' ' ' ' ; , .
Sub8k.lll8 Measured by the Purdue Elementary Problem-Solving 
Inven]:ory (PEPSI) . . ' - '
Asher, et ai., 1 972 Feldhusen et al-., '1972 D'Zurllla and
. ■ -Goldfrled , 1971
> 1. Sensing that a
problem exi'sts
Sensing that -a 
problem earlsCs-
 ̂ 2.. Identifying the 2. .Defining the 
problem problem
s p.e c .1. f 1 c a 11 y ' ...





' 4. Guessing causes S. Guessing causes.
5. Clarifying the 3 
goal ' . ■ .
■6. Judging if more 6 
■ .information is ' 
needed to solve 
the problem
7. Identifying ■ ■ 7
relevant aspects
■' of tbe problem 
situation
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Table 1 _ ( c on t lAueTd )
Asher, et al., 19 72 Feldh.usen e.t al.', .1,972 D ' Zür-111-a ànd 




10. Sensing wha't 
should 'fo'llow 
p r Ô b i e m 
'solution





9. ‘Seeing implications 1 on
- making ‘
'i .. . ' \
12. 'Verifying- p o i n t i o n s .
10. Solving .single
solution pr obi eras'
li . Decision .




]2. Selecting the 
best ’or ■ mos t 
unusual soluti-on 
% - among' several
' alternatives
11.' Solving . muIt-ipie-, 
solution-problems
4 . Decisioai 
' 111 a k i ng
. . . 't- - ' - - ' : "
■ ■' . .  ■  ̂ C  -  ' ■ I -
the résulta yielded problem-solving"-factors accounting for 
21% (second grade) and 12% (fourth grade) of the common . 
'variance in a battery which included the PEPSI and other . '
,, measures of logical- t h i n k i n g , concept formation, basic - 
skills,, -verbal IQ, and perceptual ability. This shared 
' variance, and Che significant correlations obtained with 
other cognitive measures regarded 'as comparable to it, Were 
presented'as evidence of criterion related validity'for the 
PEPSI. It- wa^f'urfher' concluded that while the. PEPSI 
correlated highly with other cognitive measures, tlve res’.ultS 
indicated that it measured several skills not assessed by 
cognitive and school -achi.evement measures. Reliabil'ify.
. (Kuder-Richard son formula 20) of the PEPSI w a s . f o u n d 't o '
be . 7 9 ( Fe Idhu sen et al,, 1972; Houtz, RingenbaCh, & . '
■Feldhusen, 1973').' . ’ '
-'Speedie , Houtz, Rih gen bach , and .Feldiuis.en (19,73.) factor — 
' analyzed "'scores “ on, the PEPSI "from a sample of 364 second- ''
.' graders (a ppar en.tly a subsample - from the two .studies
discuqsed, above). Seven.-factors emerged, six of which were 
interpretable. These '.factor's corresponded closely' to 6 
of the 12 subskills the PEPSI was originally hypothesized \ - 
to measure.. This result was Dtesented as further evidence■ ' ■ ■■■■■' /■ ■ <S3 ' .
foj: the validity of the PEPSI. The six factors a.nd the j
corresponding PEPSI, subscales (numbered after Asher et
a l . , 19 72 ) wer e  : • , '
F a c t o r  I: S e l e c t i o n  of. the best p o s s i b l e , s o l u t i o n
S u b s k i l l  12) ■ . ■ • ■ - . . ' '
F a c t o r  II: d^oticijng releya.ht or c r i t i c a l  d e t a i l s
• , \ ( S u b s k i l l  7) . . ' ... . '
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Factor III,-' Sefising that a problem êxists (SlibsVlll 




Defining the problem s p e d  f'ically 
(Subskill '2)- . .
Foreseeing consequences or im; 
(Subskill 9)
Redefining cpmmon objects In unti su a 1 
roles ■( Subskiil 8) ■ ' '
.The 12 subskiïis of the PEPSI have, also been c.ombi ned 
into' several sub t,a sks • ( subt e s t s ) to reflect hypothetical 
functional groupings within the problem-solving process. 
(Asher et'-al-., 19 7 2) One such group! ng , the Presolution 
subtask', -cons.is-tS of two'smaller subtasks, Sensing and- 
Identifying (Subskills 1 and 2) and Clarification II 
(Subskills 3 throu'gh 7). , i •
The 'Presolution sv\btas^ is of - particular interest' 
for the. present re'se^arch. Its 2 5 i.terns appear .to reflect 
the probie’m-solving operations -wh\ch precede the choice, 
and implementation of a. problem, solution; that i'6 , tho se 
hich mainly involve nfha t Camp (19 77) would term cognitive;' 
aer than, associative proce's'sing-. The' remaining 2"2 items 
'.■•in the PEPSI (from Sub skills -8 through 12) were given the 
subtask désigna tio.FV-.of Solving Probl ems III Ash.er et • 
al. ( 19723.', and for the sake of clarity. are..,'fermed 
Postsolution 'i.tems in this thesis. , Examina tlo.h of the ' . 
Postsolution items S*uggests that they require more direct 
•and concrete (i.e., perceptual or, associative ). proce-s'sihg , •'• 
. . than do the Presolu^tion items, ' .
' - . -- ' % 7 ' .
; In' another study, an attempt made to Inve'st I gate
the reXati 0 nsf\ip between the PEPSI and cognitive ' ' 
■functioning by.u.arying the' d e g r e e . of concreteness of ‘test . 
stimuli (Feldhusen & Houtz, 1 975; Ho.iitz & Fe I dhus en, 19.75).
: Based O.n evidence that the cognitive style of disadvantaged 
children is more c one r e t e *■ a n d relational than that ‘o3 '
nondisadvantaged children, .it was hypothesized' that test 
'inateri.al in more concrete forms would Increase the scores 
of disadvantaged relative to, ad.vânta’ged children.
Item formats varying from more abstract than the ). 
■standard test (verbal description only) tp- less abstract 
(full-color, three-.-dimensionai models) were present.ed to - ■ ,
advant.'aged and disadvantaged second and fourth graders.
A sech\nd experiment ' added a race factor.- In both cases 
the standard test f or in, ( s I;i d e and tape) produced the. highest 
p e r f ornianç,-! . ■ It was concluded that the Concreteness or.
• abstractness of the test format was not. as .important a 
determinant of per for manc.c as the content of the items 
themselves. • - '
'Hout-z and 'Feldhusen ( 19 76., 197 7 ) provided fou.rth 
'graders with training in the problem-solving' skills '
measured .by the PEPSI under traini n g - p 1us-reward '(with 
free time ‘as the rewar,d.) and training-only conditions. . ■ 
There was also a p r e -  and poattest control condition.
Items used for training were similar t o PEP SI items, but 
with an open-ended response format. It was found that
-  /  . , . . . .. . . ' - . ' . _ /  8 8
the training-only group ou t per formed the train i'n g - p l u s - 
reward .'group, possibly because the , reward w a s ’dblayed or 
perceived as not contingent upon performance. As well', 
'scores on a task involving the generation of alte.mative' 
solutions .were increased by trai ni.ng 'to a tnuc'h . greater 
degree 'than scores on the PEPSI itself, -It Was speculated 
that this difference was due to -the PEPSI requiring skills . 
In the evaluation as well as the generation of answers 
(possibly a '.s f gn i f Ic a n t ' contrast between the PEPSI and 
"the HEP'S) ; ' . ■ • ' "
. ■ In addition to i.ts comprehensiveness, the PEPSI ha.s
a number of advantages which suggest its potential for
problem-solving .research ; Jt offers an alternative.
■measurement strategy to ...the essentially projective approach
of the Spivack and S.hure measures, which have been relied
upon by most recent investigators . As Bu.tler.- aiid
.Meichenbaum (1981) suggested: ■ . ■ . " '
"Capabilities" tests such as t'he PEP^l-^y whiçh are. ■
. carefully developed to assess maximal performance ■
• Vit.h respect to specific areas -cxf problem-solving 
cognition, may. pr.ovi'de quite precise Infor ii(a t i o n about 
the particular abilities or deficits in t h e , cbghlf Iv.e 
■ repertoire of good and poor problem solvers.
(p. 204 )-, f- ' / .
Similarly-, although the PEPSI has been regarded . as ■
a measure of social problem solving.by some writers (Allen
et al., 1976; Piscione, 1981), the everyday, content of ■
its items . a c.t'u ally reflects a variety of social and




research activity in this middle ground betw.een.the 
e x c l u s i v e l y  social 'focus of-,some problem-solving measures 
(e.g., the HEPS) and the impersonal conten.t-'of others 
(e.g., the MFFT). It has also been p-ointed out . t ha t the 
PEPSI ha’s "been more, adequately evaluated than many problem- 
solving measures in terms of, its psychometric properties 
(Allen e.t al., 1976 ; Butler & Meichenbaum,. 1981). '
, “ . r .
It would appear .that the'principal shortcomings of 
the PEPSI are the lack of published -normative -data, the 
fairly high "easiness' l e v e l o f  Its items '(Feldhusen et,
-al., -1972), and its unknown relationship to behavioral 
adjustment (Kendall-,' Pellegrini, & Urbain., 1 98'1 ) , These 
que-stions ,wi 11 be addressed in the pr.esent research. . "
Summary Of Literature - Review and Res e-arch Problem .
Viewing problematic, aggression and other human 
adjustment problems in problem-sol,ving terms has c o n s.i d e r a b 1 e 
intuitive a p p e a l ”, and ha s , receiyed. much recen,t attention . 
in the researdh literature and in preventive and treatment 
programs.- Aç was pointed .out early in this discussion, 
it is important to remember - that any consideration of 
problem, solving will be strongly influenced by the way 
problem solving- has been defined, and the descriptive and 
explanatory models which have beep employed. - It has been 
suggested* and is assumed for' the putpo'ses of the present
AL­ SO
r.esearch, that a cognitive view of problem solv-ing has
>' the gteàtest applicability ‘to social problem s i t u a t i o n s ..
In addition , - this thesis emphasizes an inf ormatioh-proc-essing
view of problem solv^-ng which postulates ap orderly series ,
of cognitive problem-solving op.eratio.ns .
There is ample evidence that aggressive behavior.-.in
.children'.'I s largely a. cognitive-ly mediated phenomenon.
The . individua 1 must init ia lly make' sense of a .complex
interpersonal problem situation to determine whether an
. aggressive "course of action should be considered or carried
out.' The "evaluat'ion of intentions" underlying the 'behavior
•'of others- has been established as an especially important ■
cognitive process ini this.regard. . . _ -
Under s t a hd .ing a.problem situation, "however, is "only . •
a firsf'.^step i.n dealing with it. The individual must •
, ' ' ■ ■ ■
continue t-o' engage in some-.form- of orderjy. cognitive 
activity'which is instrumental a n  arriving at', an effective 
solution. Ver ba 1 ' med i a t ion ,h.a s be e.n presented as a skill . 
which is fundamental to such 'problem-solving processes .
Gamp and her ..a s socia t e s bui'lt tip ô n the work" of Mpichenbaum
and Goodman in impersonal p r oblem solving, and r e lated
. ■■■ A - ; . ‘ ■ G '
verbal- . mediation to interpersonal problem solving and .
' ..aggressiveness. . Their research led them to suggest that
' */. ' ' '  ̂ _ . ' ' ' 
aggressive children rely on i m m a t u r e . a'ssociat.ive -processing * / ;
which predisposes them to employ the first available. ' ■
response (often an 'aggressive one) in an interpersonal.
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problem situation rather , tbap ,psing more verba lly' mediated , ■ 
] ective-, and adaptive cognitive processing .
The work of SpiVack and 'Shure and. their colleagues '
.proéeeded from the level of - fundamental cognitive .abilities-
in,problem solving to consider more complex functional .
units.of problem-solving activity. They concluded that . . '
the generation of nit e,rna five . solutions and the means to '• . *
'
achieve them in so.cial problem situations are especially .
. important mediator's of behavioral adjustment in middle ' '
childhood. This research' has "been the major influence . '
. upon r e c e n t .research concerning the relationship between ' ' .
problem solving and behavioral adjustment. H o w e v e r , ' a
number" of methodological and psych.ometriG llmitati.Q.ns have... . -...
been noted in their' studies, and attempts to’ replicate •' 
their findings have met with l.imited. success . It has beep 
•suggested that the. original Sp'ivack â pd, Shure findings,-. ' • ’ . 1
may be a ^ l i c a b l e  primarily to disadvantaged, u r b a n ,' '
■minority childrfen of p r e s c h o o l •a g e . ' .
The similari ties and différences between social and " . .
nonsocial problem solving remain controversial. Little 
research attention has "bee’n given to "everyday" problem^. • 
solving which may contain both social and nonsocial elements. 1
Other research into the relationship^between, problem 
solving a.nd behavior a 1 adjustment, has produced evidence 
that the ability to inhibit Impulsive responding in problem 
situations is a significant mediatot of adjustment ap'd, , ■■ ■
‘ . ...... p 2
■Like verbal mediation, may be fundamental to more complex ,■ 
pro.blem-golving skills '
From .the research revlV%ed in tbig thesis, '’it can • '
be concluded that the ,importance 'of quantitative prob l e m ­
solving deficits as fa.ctors in Sehavior^l maladjustment, 
and specifically problematic' aggression, has not\been 
. conclusively .established. However, many of these studies- 
(Asarnow. & Callah, 1985; Cn trona & Feshbach-, 19 7 9.; .Debuty, 
1981b, 1983; Halns & Ryan, 1983; Richard 5̂ Dodge, 1982;' 
Walters, 1979) have .suggested that other more qualitative 
.aspects , of ’problem solvin'g ' may also .be relevant to the 
relationship be tween problem solving and behavioral '
-. ad justment-- ï-h-és-e-— inc-1 ud,e--d 1-fferences’"in the rraturf'O'.t-
’ ' ' ■
information which 'is attended to 'and processed 'in social 
■ 1 ■ . "» . ' , ■ . 
situations, the preference for specific types of problem
solutions,.or the effectiveness of the solutions_which
are chosen •. ' ' ,
■ .When the studies .reyiewed in this thesis are. examined
in terms of approach "and methodology, a ’number df
conclusions can be drawn. With the exception of studies
’'concerned with verbal mediation and impulse control, most
inyestigat^ions Pf the relationship between problem solving
and adjustment have been ,cp.ncerned with a limited range-
fof sbcial-'cognitive. problem-solving bu o c e ss.es . Studies !
of specific soci.a 1 -cognitive abilities have emphasized'-
social inference, especially p e r s p e c t i v e ■tak i n g . .More
' ' 93
importantly ,• It ,is a g a,in pointed out that research ■ iret o ■
more complex problem-solving skills has been based almost .
exclusively upo'n the constructs and measures o.£ S'piv-ack
and Shure' and . their colleagues. As a result, little -is
known about problem solving, and t t s  relation to" béhavior .
.from'any other" theoretical or psychomet rlc p e r s p e c t i v e . - ■
Finally, 'studies .of■ prôblem-solving ability have generally .
investigated specific component' s,kills; a n d . few (especially
among, correlational -studies) have attempted, tb^ incorporate
a view of problem, solving as a series of in terrelated 
' ' ' '
skills . ' 1 , y  •
The research literature has al.so been -quite restricted.
in terms of the popul ations which have beenl 9 t.ud 1 ed .
' - ^  \  "Despite evidence.:,- reviewed earlier, that middle childhood
'is à n importa.n't period' with, respect to the development. • 
of p r o b l e m - s o l v i n g 's k i l l s , relatively little is known about, 
the • relationship between- problem-solving abili.ty and 
adjustment in this .age group. The .results of a number 
of problem-solving training studies which have be,en 
Conducted with e 1 erne ntPr-yrS c boo 1 children in recent, yeras 
have been inconclusive or ndnsupportive of such a 
relationship. , ' . ' . , ■
■Furthermore, questions can be raised about the means 
by which studies, comparing adjusted and maladjusted ' 
children have defined, and selected their samples. . In.many 
studies, maladjusted (or specifically aggressive) children
y
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have been differentiated from othets. on the basis of teach,er 
ratings which, it ÿàs been suggested , a r e 'less -'
' dig criminating t h a n ,peer ratings (Richard & Dodge, 1982). 
Whether ^children with behavioral problems were sele.cted 
by either or both methdds, it could not be determined how 
similar these' children Were to those who would require 
or receive clinical treatment- for these problems. As. well, 
almost all studies have involved the comparison of . 
aggressive or globally dysfunctional children to normal:
There have been,few investigatioTus comparing the problem- 
solving- ability of children from various diagno.stic or 
behavioral .groupings . Thus it is not RnOwn whether the- 
importance of,problem-solving ability in mediating • .
adjustment varies according.to the adjustment problem being 
c o n s i d e r e d . |
The present study investigated further the relationship 
between- problem-solving ability and,-behaviora 1 adjustment 
- in elementary-school-age b o y s , with specific attention '
’to clinically significant aggressiveness. It differed, 
from most of the previous' research in two principal respects': 
subject characteristics and s e l e c t i o n ,p r o c e d u r e s , and the - 
measures employed . ' ' -
■. In this s t u d y , aggressive boys were compared not only,
to normal boys, but also to others with behavioral problems
. - :-of a ■nonaggresslye nature. T h i s ,a p p r o açh permitted .the
importance of problem-solving ability to be investigated
/
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with respect to both, problematic aggressiveness and ‘ 
.behavioral' adjustment in general. As -well., to .ensupe that 
the subjects with behavioral problems represented clinical1populations, these srubjects were obtained, by referral From 
the professional.s who had seen them in relation to their 
problem behavior. Teacher- and.peer-rating behavioral 
measures,' which had been used as criteria for subject 
selection in m u c h 'o f .t h e 'previous research, were employed 
in the present study to cro s s -valida te the sampling 
procedure which was used. ' • • : -
The advantages of the Purdue E l e m e n t a r y 'ProbT em-Solving 
Inventory, discussed earlier in this thesis,, applied a s - 
well to its use' as the • meas.ure' of the problem-solving 
ability in the present research'.. It offered an alternative 
measurement approach to the often-used' Spivack and Shure 
measures, a nped'which ha -s been 'pointed out by other writers 
(W e i s s b e r g , Gesten, et al., 1981).' It provided for ' • 
comprehensive measurement across a range of theoretical 
.problem-solving abilities, while retaining the capa.bil ity 
to assess performance on a grouping of separate subskills. 
Finally, item content reflected everyday problems which' 
combined social and nonsocial tasks, and which have' not 
been widely studied . ,
A number of subsidiapy questions were also addressed .
y. . V ' ' . /  L
in the pre-^ent research. As indicated earlier, data from 
this research were used to evaluate the, sensitivity of
A
> 'f . . ' ■ '
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the PEPSI to' differences- in behavi or a 1 ' a djus tnifen t , and 
to exploré .questions arising from the I'acX'of ,published, 
normative data and the ‘possibly low'difficulty level% of 
the test items. The performance and utility of . the peer- 
and teacher-rating measures used were also assessed.
In addition,- a self-report measure of»^abitual behavioral 
style '(aggressive, submissive,' .and assertive) 'was included 
in the tests administered . This .-measure permitted an 
attempt to replicate previous 'findings that .aggressive, 
children differed from others in their preference for 
specific types of behavioral solutions in problem 
situations. -
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H Y P O THESES
The firs'c two hypotheses tested In this study r&.late 
to the general research question;' that is, the r ej. a t i o n s'h1 p 
between prpblem-solving ability and aggressiveness. 
Aggressive.boys were compared in terms of their Total PEPSI 
scores to normal controls, and to a clinically- i d e n t i f'i e d 
"but nonaggressive group of boys whose behavior -problems 
were ■ hypo the si-zed not to be as closely linked to p r o b l e m ­
solving ability. It was-' hypothesized that: --
1; Measured problem-solving ability will be,less in 
boys .with aggressive, behavior problems than in 
boys with n on a ggr-e s s Iv'e behavior problems,
2. Measured problem-solving ability will be greater., 
in, boys with no behavioral or' emotional problems ■- 
'than in boys with either aggressive or nonaggressive 
behavior problems."
It .should be remembered that hypotheses such- as these, 
which'predict global differences among clini.cal .and ■ 
nonclinical groups, can be .limited in their utility -due 
to problems in interpretation. Even i. C the. dat.a ..support 
such hypotheses, one cannot be certain whether this is' 
the result of a theoretically significant difference between 
groups, or simply ’a, manifestation of the truism that persons 
displaying one problem tend to have others'as .well . For 
this reason, the present study tested two further
, . . '  9 8
hypotheses^which- were more specific in terms of both their ■ 
theoretical basis and the locus of the predicted differences 
jn test scores.
It was suggested by Camp (1977) that aggressive 
children rely-on associative processings which is
... . . \ ■ : % - y
characterized by relatively little use of complex cognitive 
mediation and makes the selection of the first available 
response (such as aggression) probable. If this is the 
case, aggressive boys should perform less, well on the 
Presolution jftems of the PEPSI "which, as proposed in . they 
previous section, can be assumed to reflect the ''
predominantly" "internal" mediafional oper at ioi)& " preparatory 
to the choice ,and implementation of a ' salii t ion-. ' Therefore, 
it was hypothesised that : - ' ' -
■ • 3. Measured ability to perform JPr'esol u tion p r o b l e m ^  
î^plving operatiohs will be less in boys with 
"aggressive behavior problems than in boys with 
,■ nonaggre.ssive'dbehaylor problems. ■ y .
4. Measured ability to perform Presolution p r o b l e m -  '
/ solving "operations be greater i.n boys with
no behavioral o.r emotional, problems than in boys 
. with either aggressive or nonaggresslve b e h a v i o r ’’ 
p r o b l e m s . . . . ’
■ I’t .is also possible that aspects of cognitive problem 
solving which follow the choice and implementation of § 
solution rely to a greatel degree upon more concrete,
/./
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readily observable cues and feedback f rom the jesult s'.of 
prpblem.-so.lving ■'behavior ( that ' is', - on more associative 
processing)/, By the same logic which underlies Hypotheses'
3 and 4, -it might be expected that aggressive 'children 
would be able to p.er'fotm' these operations adequately.
For this, reason, no differences were predicted among' 
clinical' a g g r e s s i v e , c l i n i c a l  nonaggresslve, and control 
boys in the ability t© perform the more associative problem- 
solving operations which are assumed to be measured- by 
the P6 s t s o 1 u ti bn/ subtask of the PEPSI. ■ - - . '
. Even i f ’aggressive children were found tô differ from 
other.s”in cognitive problem-s'o 1 ving ability, important ' 
questions would remain concerning the implleafiohs of the 
findings- in terms of .actual social functioning.' As ' '■
mentioned earl'fcr, for example, a g g r e s s i v e .and nonaggresslve
. \ '
boys, may or may not diffe_r in ,the choice of preferred _ . .
interpersonal .'behaviors .in peer problem situations. , •
Although no formal predictions were proposed, exploratory- .f'
c'orap.arIs'ons with respept to such behavioral tendencies - i
"were made in the present research. ■ - ■■ ■ /
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;■ PILOT STUDY .
■ , ■ , ■' INTRODUCTION :
As indicated In .the preceding discussion, the PEPSI .
■ was chosen a s the principal, measure •for t-his’'research 
■ primarily on the basis of .'i.ts comprehensiveness, the 
everyday content '(sociad. and nonsocial) of the test Items,
. and empirical evidence of reasonable psychometric
• ■ '• ' • 'properties.. However,- during the early pi.annin-g phas'es
of the -study, a number of questions' remained unanswered
concerning the P E P S I . No norms or standardization data .
had been made available, and there had been little-recent
resbarch using the PEPSI. .Furthermore, .examination 'of.
the -test, items raised concerns about the appropriateness- .
of their dif ficwlty ■ level for subjects who were ‘expected .
-1Ô differ in grade -level, and socioeconomic' -status (SES)-,
A pilot: study' was conducted to 'h.e.lp res.obve these c!(uesti-pns , '
,and to evaluate t h e , potential iuseful.ness of ,tbp PEPSI for'
the prlnc'ipàl research.
■ ■ METHOD . (w''-
- I
Subj ects
Initial subjects' were 126 pupils from two elementary
/:■
V  ■
, - . ■ • ' ■ .  ' ■ ’ loi'
schools in Halifax. These schools are re ferred to here 
.as "SuhurlparT Elementary" and "Downtown Elementary" .to 
preserve c o n f i d e n t i a l i t y . In each ..school , one class from 
Grades. 2, 4, and 6 was tested- as a gro,up with the P.K.PSI'.
Of 'the 126 children tested, the scores of three'(all from 
the Grade 2 class at Downtown'Elementary) were eliminated 
before the data .were analyzed due to’ obvioUs ml su nder s t a nd 1 .tig 
of. the test instruct I'o n s or the omission dî ^̂ m̂or e than three, 
test items. This resulted in affinal N of
The '.two - schools used in this study, were chosen because 
it was 'expected that' their .studerit populations would ' 
differ substantially in terms o f 'socioeconomic level.
Downt.own Elementary School is located ' in an area coiitalnlng. 
a primarily low-inco'me population, while Suburban El'ementary 
is located in a relatively new , mldd 1 e -1 n c omc re s 1 d cn t'l a 1 ' .
area of Halifax. ".Although it is.recognize cl t.hat there ■ 
would be a number of exceptions in both schools to this., 
approximate classification; it is assumed to be adequate.
for 'the present purpose of examining the r efa 1 1 o ns'h 1 p . 
between HEP SI .score's and SES.. ,
■ • ' - . . • . No systematic effort was.made to record or cont r o 1
demographic.' variables such as racial or .ethnic or.lgin in '
the classes tested.' However.; it was lïôted from ca,.su-al ’
observât ion - that black/8 tudepts were, a'si z-èabl e 'mi nrt r 1 1 y -
■at-.Downtown Elementary. There were also a number .of
ch'il.drert from. Southeast Asian '.backgrounds . -.Although t he
'■■Y
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gtudents tested at. Suburban Elementary were predominantly 
Caucasian , _there were some children of Asian and Oriental 
extraction. ' ■ '• .
The chaiac t er is t ,1 cs of ''the children in t he final .• ■
Sample from each classroom are summarized in Table .2.'
' ■ P r o c e d u r e  , ■
Written- parental consent was obtained for the pupils
tested. Group administrations of the PEPSI were conducted .
in each classroom in December, 1982. Prior to the t e s t ,
\  ■
the'childreh were,given an explanation of the procedure 
(see^Appendix G). The importance of not showing their 
answers, looking at thosp of other c h i l d r e n ,.nor calling '
out. an s.wcr s was empha si zed . . Children were encouraged to 
ask the i n V est i g a t o r 'or .the teacher for help. Items were (
replayed on t.he tape as requested by students, or if all ■ 
did not appear to have heard or understood them ade.qua tei.y. ■ .
.The entire procedure took less than one hour. The .only "
exception was-wUhe Grade 2 c.l.ass ’at Downtown .Elementary, ■ .
which' required 80 m i n u t e s . Members of this class appeared , 
more.restbess than others, and-had some d i f f i c u l t y  following 
the i n s t r u c t i o n s . , However, the fact'that they were tested 
on the last Friday afternoon before Christmas, with.the ' 
regular' classroom teacher absent, should also be taken 
into account when interpreting the. scores, from ,this ■
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TaÜle 2 ' . ^
School, 'Grade Level, Age, and S ejx of Sub.1 ects -, Pi 1 cu S t ti d y .
Sex Age
School Boys Gi.rls . SD
Suburban Elementary '
Crade 2 13
Grade /t ‘ .'13
' Grade 6 13
Downtown -Elementary
G r a d e . 2, ' '5
■-.Grade 4 7
















^^Number' of, subjecté. ^In months. , Fractxo.ns of month-s
disregarded .
. i
p la s's room. Generally-, Che sCii dents ih all grades at 
Downtown Eleme-ntary required more expl'anafions and 
repetitions of test items and procedures than t.hose at 
Suburban E b e m e n t a r y .
. ■ • • . RESULTS ' ■
Total Scores ■ . ■
The,PEPSI Total scores of the.pupils in each of the .
.
six 'classes tested are sùmmari.zed in Table 3. -The group 
.■•‘testing situation inevitably resu 1 fs in some -copying and^ 
calling out of responses,' as well as the . possibility of 
inadvertent cueing o.f pupils by testers or classmates as
■ to correct answers. ■ For these reasons, the scores as ' 
reported ; m.a y be somewhat inflated relative Co' those which-' 
would have beep obtained by '.i.ridi.vi dvial administration .
An unweighted means analysis' of v a r i a n c e . Was carried 
out on the data. A significant-' effeet- was found for grades,- 
F (2,117) = 22.45, £ < .001, indie a ting that performance
on - the test increased with grade leve.l.. The grades variable 
. accounted _Jor 26.5% of the variance. A significant schools 
effect was ‘al'so found,- F (1, 117) = 5.09, p < .05.- This
reflects higher;scores among the Suburban Elementary pupils
■ than among -those at .Downtown Elementary.' To the extent 
that the difference between the schools is one of -SES,
this result supports the ' conc.lusi.on that SES also affects ;
Table 3 , '
Scores, ĉ n The Purdue E lement ary' Pr oblem-So  ̂v 1 
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' ’ IdIfaxlnnim score = 4 7 -  • Maximum score
• . ; 1 0 6
PEPSI scores- However, Chis effect was much smaller,
-accounting for only 2.5% of the variance.
Pairwise comparisons- of ; cla s-s sr oom means between
schools at eSch -grade levef'l revealed significant: differences
at.the Grade 2 [ (117) = 3.29, p ' < .01) ] and-Grade 4
( (117) = 7| . 6 '8 , \p < .01 ) levels, but hot. between the
■3 -
Grade 6 classes; it (117) =' ,77, ng - However, this pattern 
•of differences, was not accompanied by a significant Schools 
X Grades interaction, F (2, 117) = .73, ns..
P reso luti.on Scores ' . - -
' • - K .
PEPSI Presolution s c o r e s ,(which w o u l d  be of interest
for the principal study,- dre also summarized -in' Table 3 -' 
Unweighted means analysis of variance again revealed- a 
significant effect for grad es,', F ( 2, 117 ) = 73.75, 
p < .00]. The grades variable accounted for 53.5% of the
variance. A significant schools effecD was also found,
F (1, 117)'.= 14.19, 2  < -001, reflecting highef scores
among the ■ Suburban Elementary, pupils - The .schools v a rfable 
accounted' for 4,. 7% of the variance- The Schools'x Grades 
interaction w'as honsignifi.cant-, 'F (2, 117) = .21, ns - '
Pairwise comparisons of classroom means'between schools 
at each grade level revealed a significant difference 
between classes a f  the Grade 4 level, t (117) = 2..76,' 
p ■<■'..01. Differences were .not significant between the 
G r a d e . 2 classes, t (117) = 2.18, ns, nor betwe.e'n the Grade 
.6 classes, t .(117) = ' 1 . 6 9 , n s  ̂ ■
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• ■ ■ DISCUSSION . ■ .
■S. ' - ■ • ,
These findings with respect to'' the, PEPSI Total-scopes 
ate very similat to those'of the original P E P S I .research. 
Asher et al. ( 19 72 ) foijnd t-hat grade level .accounted- f or - 
a substantial proportion of the variance in PEPSI s c o r e s , ,
b e t w e e n , 9% and. 37%, The advantagedness variable accounted 
■for a much smaller proportion, between 0-7% and 5%. A 
simi la'r -pattern of results was also obtained, in this 
research when Presolution scores were analyzed. -Comparisons 
of classroom means between schools at each grade 'level 
suggest that the small effect of SES on PEPSI scores may 
lesse.ii Or disappear at higher grade levels. In fact, it ' 
is possible that 'even the differences obtained at the Grade 
2 . leve.l...were exaggerated by the problems encountered in 
testing the Grade 2 class at Downtown E l e m e n t a r y .
It was,concluded on the basis of this pilot s t udy
that the PEPSI was .an' appropria te measure of problem-solving 
ability fo.r the principal research described below. . It 
cou.ld be administered to most Grade 2 to Grade 6 pupils 
within one liour . It appeared -to‘be neither too difficult 
for most Grade- 2 pupils, .nor too easy for most Grade' 6 ,'j
.pupils, 1 1 s -. r ea sona ble "c u 1 1 u re-.f a irnés s " (Asher et al.,'
19 7 2,. p. 70) across socioeconomic levels and the increase 
of- scores with grade -level -also pointed to its potential 





■ S u b j e c t s  . , . /  '
• Group 1 - Clinical Aggressive
Potential subjects for this group.of 1 2  boys were 
referred, by professional staff of the. Special Education 
and .Services Departments of the Halifax City and the Halifax 
C o u n t y  and Bedford District 'School Bo.ards, and of the 
Ha ],if ax and Sackville Branches of the Atlantic Child 
Guidance Centre (ACGC). In all cases', the referring staff 
m e m b e r 'obtained the verbal consent of the child's parents 
before making the referral. .Criteria for referral of ' 
potential subjects were’: • ■
1. /They were being seen currently, by the referring’ 
staff member in connection with repeated '
. difficulty with peers, which took the form of , 
.aggressive behavior ■ Referral' sources were .given ,
H a r t u p 's (19 7 4 j definition of .aggressive behaviors, 
which was cited earlier in this thesis. It was 
also ment-ipned that this study was concerned chiefly 
with i'nterpe.rson'al aggression. , ■ ■
2'. Tftey would, have passed their 8 th birthdays but ■
not reached their - 1 3 t h 'birthdays at the time' of.A, -
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data collection. ■. '
3. They were attending' regular Grade 3 to 6 classes 
in Halifax Ci^y dr Halifax County' schools.
. Caucasian . ' ‘
Several categories of boys were not considered for
inclusion in this subject .group (or any of the others)
because of the eocpect'ation that it would .'be difficult t o ’
consider aggressive behavior separately -from other problem 
6behaviors. Ex’cluded on this basis were :
5a. Boys whose identified problems included psychosis, 
or neurological or physical disability, or wliose 
problems were judged by the referral source.to 
be related primarily to learning difficulties:
. 5b. Boys whose problems were.judged by the referral- 
source to be primarily or equally emotional as 
. -well as behavioral in nature (e.g., anxiety
reactions, depression, a'd j u s t men t ’reactions to 
recent changes or stresses). :
.. 5c. Boys who were-being seen fbr eneureg.is or
'encopresis. These boys werfe excluded because :
■ of separate referral, and treatment --procedure.s 
which existed for them at ACGC.
.The following brief description of two boys in ’ the 
clinical aggressive gtôup are included a s ’1 ,1 lustrât ive ’ 
examples. Names have, been changed .aiid- identifying 
in f orma 1 1 on modified to preserve confidentiality.
f • ■ '
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Sc o tt was described by tlie referral source as 
disruptive and argumentative. I'/hile his classroom, 
behavior had improved somewhat, he was .frequently 
explosive and physically aggressive on the school 
grounds. He would usually blame others for problems, 
and refuse to accept any responsibility himself.
Scott's parents .reported problems since ,'.parly school 
age, and .felt th.at past attempts '.ht behavior therapy 
had produced no lasting effect.
Pete r 's identified problems at school included 
suspensions fo.r fighting,, underachievement, and 
disregard for rules. His parents complained of i •
noncompliance at. home as well. ' ■
' • . • • /
Group 2. - .Clinical Nonaggresslve ''
A second sample of 12 boys was obtained by .the same 
' me.t'hod from the Special Education, and Services Department 
of the Halifax \County and Bedford Di.strict .School Board,'- 
and from ACtGC. These boys were selected according to the 
following criteria: ■ .•
1. They were being seen currently by the referring . 
staff member in connection with behavioral 
difficulties at- home .and/or s c h o o l ’, but presented 
no consistent- peer difficulties of an aggressive, 
nature. . .
2-5. Same as for Group 1. - .
While the characteristics of this group; could not
Ill
be determined in advance,- It was anticipated that these 
children would typically' demonstrate problems o f  moderate 
severity in some areas (e.g., mischief, stealing, , ■ •
. disruptiveness), but function adequately in others.. This 
could be taken as an indication that they were effective 
problem solvers in some areas of the ir lives, but in others' 
were not capable of avoiding repeated difficulty. This 
assumption was the basis of the hypothesis proposed earlier 
that the problem-solv.ing ability of this group won la be 
. greater than that.of problematically aggressive children 
(for whom, it has been h y p o t h e s i z e d , deficient p r o b l e m ­
solving ability' is a c entral feature), but less than, that 
of control children- presenting -no évident problems,. , The 
inclusion of this group was also intended to control for- 
clinical status by,permitting an i m p o r t a n t ■question to 
i,e_-addr e s s ed ; that is„ whether a problem-solving deficit 
is of particular importance with'regard to aggressiveness 
in children, or is a feature- of clinical populations in 
general . , ' - ' - . ' ‘ . -
As expected, the boys i.n the fihal clinical .
nonaggresslve sample had exhibited a.variety of behavioral 
problems, including noncompl.i.ance-, school underachievement 
Unaccompanied by learning problems , po'or' self-cghtrol ,
and specific parent-child difficulties. Two boys.from-
' ' ■. /  ■. , : .
• the clinical nonaggre.Ssive group, again with names changed
and identi.fying Information omitted or modified, are
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.described briefly as 11,1 us ira Cions .
T erry was described on referral as stubborn and often 
refusing to apply himself .to his work in school.
Hi's parents’ confirmed a hi.story of problems with ‘ 
'behavior .and "attitude'", for sever#! years.
J e f f r e y , although cheerful and friendly, was 
repeatedly in trouble ftr lying.' He' was often very 
excitable. • Men found his behavior easier to manage - 
than did women. His parents a l s o 'reported behavior 
.problems . . ' ' ' ' . .
Group 3 - Control . . , . -...-,—  ...’
A sample of 12 control subjects was also, selected. - 
Boys in this.group, were.'drawn from the home room class 
of. every second 'subject in.each of the clinical "groups .
In each case, a potential control subject and one 'or more 
• alternates • were selected using a class 1 , 1 st from which 
the teacher had eliminated boys he or she considered to 
have evident behavioral, emotional, or learning problems.. 
Only boys who had pxarticipated , in the sociometric - testing 
(see Procedure below) could be selected, as potential control 
s u b j e c t s ' . '  ■ . . ■
’ '. In addition , control, stibjectsy met' the f ollowing
criteria : . . ' • «
1. They ha% no prior or current contact, with the school 
Special Ser-Vices Department, A C G C , Children's 
.Hospital Psychiatry-, Psychology., or Neuro.logy 
D e p a r t m e n t s , or any similar -service, as indicated
, ' . ■ ■ - • .■ ■ • . n 3
by the referral source or parents.. In addition,
• ' there were no other indications of persistent
problems .as referred to I.n the-tsriteria for Groups
1, a rM ' 2 a b o V  e . - .
■ 2-5. Same as for Groups 1 and 2.
In each case., the first potential control .'subject
who met-the above criteria, and for whom parental- consent
. .. '!‘ 1
had been, received, underwent the samp data collection
- ' ' : 'procedure as boys from Groups 1 ami. 2- ..
The use of a matched control group drawn from the
classrooms of boys in Groups 1 a n d .2 was intended not on^y 
for the-main research, purpose of comparing clinical samples 
to normals ', but also'to serve a s a n  a ppr oxim-a t e.^'con t r cl 
■ for SES', community of r e s i d e n c e , and other demographic 
■variables..' '/
•Boys were referred specifically for inclusion in one 
, qf the.- two, clinical groups ,- and considered only for that- 
grpup . Referrals were screened in relation to the above 
.criteria, using the information supplied by the referral .
. source' on the .Referral and Information Form (s'ee Appendix 
M) , and by the parent on the Parent Questionnaire- (see.. > 
Appendix S)-. Referral" sources' or., parents were contacted 
if furt.her clarification was required.
Once parental' consent forms and the Paren.t ' -
Questionnaire had been sent and returned by mail, -each 
subject was tested with, .his classmates and Individun 1 ly
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(s e e 'P r o c e d u r e ). He would remain in. the sample only if 
■ Che , s.Candard score.’ hS; obtained on the Pea bod y Pi c t nr e 
Vocabulary Test-Revisefl (PPVT-R) was at’ least 85. 'This 
cut-off point wa s chosen on the basis of Miller''S (1972) 
s t a t'emen -tha t all types of deviant behavior ■ were likely 
to increase 3%, IQ scores on most tests (includi.ng, it is 
assumed, the original version^of the. PPVT) f e 1.1 below- 9.0. ' 
This I'ev.el is equivalent to a standard score of ‘83 on.the 
P.PVT-R (Dunn & Dunn, 1981).' For the ^ ' e s e n f  stud.y > this 
Ava s rounded -t-o 85, one standard d e v i a t i o n . below the'mean.
A sfmilar pr a c t ic e ' wa s • ad S'pt ed by ■ Camp , ( 1 9 7 7 ) and Camp, 
Zimet, et a].. (1977) discussed earclier,' .
The.data colle.ction procedure was c on t inn ed - unt il.- 
the desired sample 'slze of 1 2 ) was. reached for .each group.
A-breakdown by referral . source of the 3.6 subjects 
in the f.ina 1 s a m p l e , and the 19 boys who ’were referred 
but not Included in the ..final. sample., appears.in Appendix 
A.. Appendix B gives a' further breakdown of sub j ects \ 
'exQj.uded according ■ to the group for they -ha.d been -
considered a'nd the reason f o.r ■ excl’u.s^pn-.'■ .'
The . composition, of 'the three fina.1 samples 'by, grade - , 
'level..'and age' -is •'summarized, in Table 4. .Note that the 
dl.s tribu ti on of ■'grade'' le ve.ls was a ppr oxim'a t e ly equal among . 
the groups, except that, f h e r e - were no. Grade 6 pupils in., ■ 
the clnical. nonaggressive group. Most .subjects .were at..- 
the expected -age for their, grade levels, with the, except.Iqn
1,1. 5
T a b 3. e 4
Su33j.ect Group .Composition c- and Grade • l, e v e 3
Grade
c'Group SD






13 2'. 4 18.3
127.5 12.9
4 3 3 2
■4 . 4 ■ .4
Control 12 3.0 .15.7 4 3. 3 2
' In months . ' Ages of ind j vidua 1. subjec ts rounded to nearest
' C ■ ' ' ' ' 'wliole month. . 'Frequencies. -fi -*-2-, ■
: I ,
",
/  ' : ■ . ' ■ „ ; ■ ■ , : ■ ■ 
;■ - . ' ■ ; iJ, 6  :
• of three clinical'aggressive subjects (one from each of 
Grades 4 5, and 6 ) and four cli nical n o n a ggressive
subjects (three from,Grade 4 and one from Grade 5 ) , .who 
were approximately one ,year older. The three ‘groups did 
. not 'di'Cfer significantly in mean age, F ( 2, 33) = 1.07,
ns . ■ ‘
Equ i p m e n t and Materials
1. Purdue' Elementary Problem-Solving Inventory (PËPSI_)_ ■
The PEPSI (Feldhusen et al., 1972), discussed in 
detai l earlier in this thesis , served as the principal 
•measure fpr this research. It,was administered "to' subjects 
us.i.ng the taped instructions supplied-with the test,' and 
with additional or i'e.n t a t ion and instr.uction by the, 
investigator (see Appendix,G): The test items, 'originally
supplied.in filmstrip form,' were, remounted as half-frame 
35' mm slides to permit ' presenta'tion of the slides and taped 
instructions using a S i n g é r .Caramate rear projection 
apparatus. The .Caramate enabled subjects-to be tested .
, without .requiring a pf o j e'c-t.i on screen and darkened, room,- 
.'.and by a novel means which might help maintain 'subject 
interest. . ‘ . . . . , ^ y -
2. , Peabody Picture V o c a bu l a r y Test-Revlsed (P.'PVT-R )
The PP'VT-R (Dunn & Dunn., 1981) is 'a widely used measure 
of receptive vocabulary. The revised version has .. .
demonstrated median split-half and tesf-reteSt reliability '
■ ’ ■ . ■ . . . ,1)7. ' : .
^coefficients of approximately .80 (Dunn & D u n n , 1981).
Validity research, mostly with • the ■ or i gi.na 1 PPVT,- has 
demonstrated moderate correlations with other measures- 
of verba.l ■ intelligence . For example, median correlations 
of approximately. .65 have been reported with"Verba 1 and ' .
Full-Scale scores of the Wechsler Intelligence Stale fVr -
.Children (WISC) (Diijin & /Dunn , TsVBI ) . . ' ,
The PPVT-R was used \un! this jst.udy as an approximate ■
f N. / - . '
I ' index -of verbal i n t elligence\ /  . •'
J  :3. Children's Action Tendenc// Scale (CATS) ' - ■ '
. . In this self-report m e a s u re-(Delutyt 1979), children ’ -
are presented with hypo the t ic a 1 problem ,s,i tuations arid . 
asked to indicate which of two alterna ti.ve behavioral '
responses '(three, pairs per s'ltuation) they' won Id choose ,
(see Append ix D ).- The ÇATS yields scores on Aggress iveness , 
Assertiveness, and Submi s s i v e n e s s - . . , , ■ .
The Initial .research, wi th' the CATS (Deluty,- 1 979 ). ' '
produced s p.li t -half reliability coefficients o.f - . 77', .63., . ..' ■;
And .72 for the Aggressiveness, Assertiveness, and 
Submissiveness .scales, respectively; I'es t.-r e t e s t 
. reliabilities for boys on the A ame three' subtests were- '
s i g n i f i c a n t , but 'quite ,l.ow ; .' 4 A , .50., and ,.52. • -■
Investigations of the validity of the CATS revealed . . :
significant- correlations of the sê If-report ratings on 
the three scales with ratings by peers and- teachers . . Of 
interest for the 'present research was the finding that, '
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the correlations were the highest in 'the case, of the * .
Aggressiveness scale. CATS Aggressiveness score's we^e 
al so found' to b.e significant].y higher in. a ^sample of ' 
clinically identified aggressi ve boys in -a s p e c i a l 'schooT , 
when compared with a sample of boys from a nonclinical 
popula t i o n . - , -
Although the low obtained 'r e ]. i a bi I'i t i e s are . .
indications for caution in interpreting th.e results from , 
this test in the present research, the CATS was considered 
to be adequate for the' purpose of exploratory comparisons 
of preferred behavior choices in"conflict situations.
4 . Pupil ]?valuatlon Inventory (PEI) ' -
This', peer-nomination sociometrlc measure (Pekarik, 
.P.rinz, LI e.ber t ,. Wei nt f aub , & Neale, 197 6 ) contains 134, 
behavioral descriptions and one demonstration item (see 
Appendix E) arranged in raws in 'the answer booklet .’ - The ’ 
naines of peers appear over the colu'mns., -Children are asked' 
to indicate which classmates are .bos t ‘ d esc r ib'ed by the 
content of each item.'. :The measure, yields Aggression, 
Withdrawal, and Likeabil'ity subscores., for each child.'
• The original research with the PEI (Pekarik et al.,
.1976 ) ‘was based .on'the scores of 181 male and 171 female 
children who had 'be-on rated by approxima t'e ly 4000 peers 
and teachers. The PEI was found to demonstrate high' . 
internal c o nsistency (r > .70' in most case's),' and interrater
agreement .between' ma les and females' (most r s > .60).
Signi fi cant l.y ' feor -présent- purposes, the Aggression- scores i 
. , _ . \ ^ ■ \ - - , -
demons tira ted higher internal" consistency (most over .0 0 ). 
and male-female interrater agreement (.75 - .92)
coefficients- than did the other subscal'es. .'Median te.st- ' .
retest ‘reliability, coefficients for all subsçoies exceeded'
.80. Concurrent validity, .as measured -by the correlations 
of PEI scores with teacher- and self-ratings, was 
acceptable.'. '
More recent evidence for the satisfactory r e'i i a bi 11 1 y- 
- of the PEI has been presented by Grossi and- Nlc'holson 
(1983). -The PEI has also,been shown to successfully 
differentiate the'children of schizophrenics and dépressives' 
from children/ in a control group (We in trau b , Prlnz, & Neale,
1978), and to identify aggressive and withdrawn children • ■
\ \  \
-potentia lly vulnerable to . psychopathology (Ledingham, '
1981)'. O'Leary/and Johns.on ( 1 979 ) regarded the PEI -as . :
having bee n^ncxre thorbnghly, assessed for, its psychomctr I c 
adequacy than most other sociometrlc measures-; , -
The PEI was used in the present research print :ipa lly 
to evaluate the extent to which the subject selection 
procedure produced S'amples which could be distinguished 
from one another on the basis of peer-rated aggressiveness. 
Exploratory comparisons would also be made with respect 
to Withdrawal and L i k e a b i l l t y  scores . -
5. • School'Behavior Checklist (S B C L ) ,
The SBCL (Miller, 1972, 1977) requires the teacher '
' ' ' . - - . 1 2 0 -
■to answer True pr False to ? 6  behavioral ■descriptions of
/ ' -the child in the .scliool setting. Form A 2, for ages -7-13,
■ ' ■ ■■ \ ■ ■ - ■ / .  ■ f . yields six' subscale scores . plus a Total d i s a b i l i t y  score. .
• ■ / The ■ subscale,s were derived by factor analysis in a study'-
which cr os s-va lid.a.t ed and .modified The Pittsburgh- Adjustment
Survey Scales, (Miller, 1 972 ). The SBCL subscales, with . ■
• sample items , are listed in Appendix F . Subscale scores
are reported in . the form o f  standardized -T scores (M = 50,
1 . ^  1 0 ) . '."T" ' - . ' , . - ,
,! . ■ Miller (1977). reported split-half and test-retest
■ .. ■ reliability coefficients of' .70 to .90. Jhe ..only, .exception ■
was the Hostile Isolation sub.sc'a ie , w^ich produced a 
c.oefficient of -approximately .40. Two studies have also 
.reported evidence of sati-s.factory c r i.t’er ion-re la t ed 
validity-.. (Miller, 1 977). ■ ' -
- . In' this -research, the SBCL was used for a purpose
similar to the PEI; that is., -to cross-valida te-the. •'
- ■ selection procedure for the three subject groups, as well
■ as fo.permit additional comparisons among subject groups.
■ - ' -6 ■ Indices of' SocicTeconomic Status (SES) „ . .
'■ - : ' Quantitative socioeconomic indices were devised by - ■
■/-' Blishen and Me Roberts ,(1-976) for male wage earners and
by Blishen and ' Qa-froll (1979 ) for females.' The indices 
' ' . ' were 'derived from .Canadian census-data -and based on. a ; .
. regression formula i n c o r p o r a ting education, .occupât!on, , 
and prestige variables. Because SR.S has been found to
- - y ■ ' ■
■ ■ ■ ( ■ ■ ' : . ' be related'\to both problem-solving ability (Asher et ai., -
. \  - ■ ■
1 972; GotCman'v^t al., 1975; Me Kim et al.., 1 982 ; Shure ,
1 9 8 2; Spivack et/ al., 19 76 ) and aggression (Feshbach,'
' , /  -
1970; Semler et al., 1967), these indices were used to
estimate and compare the, SE 8 of subjects in the present 
research . ' ■ '
■7 ■ Additional Equ 1 pment-'aiid Materials.
Subjec.t referral and information forms, explanatory 
memoranda, consent forms, questionnaires , -'and materials ■■ 
for test administration arid -scoring are referred to at 
various points' in this thesis and contained in the 
Appendixes. . » -
' Procedure ' ' '
Overview of Res'earch Procedure ■ •
For each clinical subject, dat.a collection proceeded 
in two phases) In the first phase, the peer-nomination 
sociometric procedure was -administered in the subject's 
home room classroom. Wherf applicable, se.lection of 
potential control subjects was also carried -out. In the’ 
second phase of .data collection, the investigator returned 
to the school and conducted individual test.ing of clinical 
and control subjects. '
Classroom Adm.i.nistratlon of SQciome.tric Procedure
'The Pupil 'Evaluation Inventory (PEI) .was administered
to 'Che home room classes of clinical, subjects beginning
' ,■ . .... "
.in November 1 983 , The PEI was not administered during
September and October of Cite school- y e a r , ’as it was assumed
that peer relationships and perceptions would not be
'sufficiently stable to permit reliable measurement.
Before the investigator visited the school for the. 
sociometrlc testing, a class list was obtained. \ParentaI 
consent forms were prepared' for each child in the class 
and s e n t •to the school; together with a description of 
tl|Æ research procedure for the Principal and teacher (see 
'Appe nd ix"'' L ), . It was requested that; consent.for ms be sent 
.home, and returned to school with, each pupil.
The names of all boys in the class were arranged in 
random order . One name, was then entered at the top of 
each column"an 'the blank PEI .answer booklet using a stencil 
and 'spirit 'duplicator. ' The order of names was adjusted 
a S' required to ensure, that the name of the clinical subject 
did not appear first or last, and to prevent similar' fir’-at 
or last names from appearing- adjacent to each, ot.her .
The PEI was . a dministered.by the investigator in the 
classroom of each boy 'Selected for the study, at a time . 
w h e n  all children whose- parents had given their consent 
were available. Efforts .were made to conduct the procedure 
as'soon as possible after referral , 'and as early in the 
'day as. possible to minimize the. effects of fatigue and 
■ rest'les.sness . Testing .was carried out only if the ref erred.
y
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child was present, and' care was taken not to single him 
Gilt in any way.' In almost all cases, .Che teacher was 
pressent during the procedure. -
It was explained to the children that the 
investigator wanted their help to :"find out what kinds 
of things boys do a t dif f ere nt. ages and in' different grades" 
Pekarik' et al.,' 19.76, p. 18). ..They were Instructed in 
the use of the answer booklets, -and the sample item was 
done aloud w,i t h the participation of volunteers-from t̂ he 
class (see Appendix I). Children completed each subsequent 
item after it, was read aloud by the investigator, who' 
emphasized the importance of not showing, copying, nor 
.calling out their answers.. The cdnf i.d en 1 1. a 1 i t ÿ ç f che'lp 
. answers and t h e .voluntary nature of their par t icIpa t ion ' 
was also emphasized. -'To prevent confusion and errors, 
children we’re supplied with 40.5. mm by 9.5 mm pieces of 
green bristol board with which -they could cover questions 
they had not yet ..reached . -
On the. same day, i'n classrooms from wh.ich a matched- 
.control subject was to be : selected , the teacher' wa.s .asked 
to designate any 'boys' on the e lass 1 ist whom he or she .
considered to demonstrate significant behav.ioral, emotional 
or learning' problems. These boys would not be - 
considered as possible control subjects- Two. potentia.1 
control subjects were later selected at,random from the
'  ■ ■  I .' .  .  '
remaining boys. .Consent forms, Parent, Questionnaires,
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and descriptions of the study 'were sent to the .parents. '
■•of these boys . . ■ .
Individual Testing . ., • .
Individual testing of clinical' and, when ■ a p p l i c a b l e ,
control subjects was carried out on a second visit to.
the school. The time, interval between socipmetric' and
.-individual testing wa.s 1 to 2 weeks in most cases for
clinical subjects not nia'tched with controls, and 3 to 4
weeks when control s. .were selected and ’tested.. The order
of testing between c .1 inica 1  .subjects and their matched ^ ' ' - " 9
controls within each group was counterbalanced. Tests.
. were administered “In the following order PPVT-R ,■ T^EPS I ,
•and CATS. Adminis t.ra tion' usually, took between 60,’and 90
■ ■*minutes. Although subjects were -offered rest periods during 
^the testing, most chose to c o n t i n u e .
Further visits-to the school were sometimes required 
if clinical and control subjects could not- 'be. tested on \ 
the same day, or if it became necessary to test more than 
one control subject. 'In addition, two visits were needed' 
to 'complete testing.on ..one clinic.al aggressive subject 
due to rapport and behavior problems. In the case of two ' 
clinical ^.uionaggressive subjects, testing was terminated 
by unanticipated, events at school, and the tests which' 
had not been completed were readministered on a second 
date. , Form-M of,the PPVT-R was employed with all subjects, 
unless the alternate Form L was required for a second
■ • - . 1 2 5
administration'. This occurred in four cases: the clinical'
aggressive subject mentioned above, one of the- -two clinical 
nonaggressive subjects whose testing ses-sions had been 
interrupted, and two other clinical nonaggressive subjects 
whose scores were considered invalid due to inadequate 
attention to the test in one.case and the admission of. 
frequent gu.essi.ng l.n the. other.
At thé time of the Individual testing, 'teachers were 
given SBCL materials for each child tested, together with 
an explanatory letter and a stamped envelope in wliich to 
return the completed checklists. In most cases, completed 
forms were received within 2-3 weeks. On .teacher to-o'k 
approximately 2 months to return SBCL forms on one clinical 
no.naggressive and one control subject.
Socioeconomic indices were obtained on the- bas.is of 
occupational information supplied by the parents, or 
guardians in the-Parent Questionnaire. If a parent or 
guardian was .temporarily unemployed, his or her usual 
occupation was used in determining t he- s o c ioec onomi c' index. 
If both parents of a subject were employed, the higher 
of the two Indices was us.ed as the s oc i oe c on omi c • i nd ex 
with respect to that subject . ■ ' ■ .
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RESULTS. ..    .r.
■ , Overview o f the- Results Section
Tlie findings of this study will be presented ,'first 
by comparing data for the 'three subject groups'. These' 
comparisons wil.l provide further i n f ormation on ' sût j ec t 
characteristics (PPVT-R scores and SES), e.̂ â lua't ion of 
the research hypotheses with r e s p e c t . to • p r o b l e m - so 1 v i h g 
ability, and the results of the teacher-rating., self-report, 
and sociometrlc measures. Additional evaluation and 
modification of the sociometrlc instrument will also be '' 
reported. Secondly, the i n t é r correlations among all test' 
scores and subject' characteristics will be presented. 
Finally, data will be reported which examine the' effec't 
upon the research results of alternative approaches to ■ 
subject classification..
The hypothesized differences among the three .group's 
with regard, to PEPSI scores were tested by fneans of a 
one-factor analysis of covariance. Problem-solving, abil.ity 
can, be expected, to increase with age and grade level,' as. 
the pilot study repo'rt.ed earlier and other e v i d e n c e .( Asher 
et.a.i., 1 9 7 2 ; ; Wa 1 ter s ,,, ,19 7 9.) have 'shown. .Similarly , 
significant correlations between problem-solving ability 
and various measures of intelligence have been d e m o n s t r a t e d , 
with respect to both the PEPSI (Asher et al-, .19 72 ). and
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.other problem-solving test's (Butler , 197 9). While" it w<i s 
not poss'ible to control for the -effect of these, variables 
.through matching or other sampling t ec hn 1 qu e s t he use 
. ofI analysis of covariance with age and PPVT-R scores -as 
• covariabes. would permit these sources of variance to. be 
removed from problem-solving s'cores. - • . ' '
The' ana lyses of .covariance were carried out by . 
performing a regression ana lysis of. PEPSI, scores, with 
group membership, age, and PPVT-R scores as predictors, 
using the MINITAB statistical computing system (Ryan,'- 
Joiner, & Ryan, 19 7 6 ). The output of the MINITAB regression 
program.includes A n a l y s i s  of variance information from 
'which an analysis of .covariance ■ can be derived-. The results
of.these analyses were verified using the.MANOVA subprogram-
• X • 'of the SPSS ' statistical package (SPSS -Inc.', 1983 ).
Comparisons of subject groups with respect t.o'.all 
other data, as well as additional ahalyses of PEPSI scores, 
were made by one-factor analysis of variance. Where ' - '
appropriate, pairwise, contras.ts between 'groubNmeans were
made using the Tiikey method (Glass & Stanley, 1970 ).
. - ' ' 4
Pearson's pr odpc t -moment corre l.a ti.on' c'oefficient (r) was
used for all correlational analyses., - • . ''
■ . The .sampling procedure employed in this' research .
presents one possible -analytical problem with respect to
the- analysis of variance and covariance. Due^ to the fact
. that in-each clini-cal group, only half the subjects were
, ' . - - .. . ' - - -  : 1 2 8
ma te hed wi th controls from th'ei.r classrooms, data for 
clinical and control samplçs were statistic a U y  ' ■ ■
l.n dependent In some -cases, hut could he considered as . . 
dependent in others. .The inclusion of- dependent ' -
(corrèla’led ) data in a sta't.istlea 1 test which assumes 
independent (uncorrélated) samples can bias -the estimation 
of the standard' error-of differences betwe.èn group m.eans 
(G'lass & .Stanley, 1970,-p. 300).. The extent to which this 
issue .applies % o  the present -research, wi 1 1  be addressed 
later in this section-. - ■ , . - .
‘ - ; Subje ct Gha r a c t er i-s 1 1 c.s ' -
PPVT-R 1 -, . ■ ' ' '
■ St an dard, sc ores on. th e-.PPV-T-R are reported in ' Table- 
5. While, scores were lowest for t.he- c l i n l ç a l . aggressive 
■group and highest ,f or'.'the ■ con t ro 1 g r o u'p , this difference 
wa s '■ no t ' s ignif i'cant y T (2,- 33) -=. 1.18, -ns . This finding 
.suggests the. approximate equivalence- of the groups in .terms 
of 'verba I in t el.Tigenc-e ; "as, )ra.ea sur ed by the PPVT-R.,
■ Indices op: SES are. also reported in .--Table 5 , '-
Differences in SES among the' groups were .not ' found -.to be 
signif ic a nt , F ., ( 2 , 33) '= 2-. 27,"ns. Examina,tion of- the ' - 
S E S - index tables (Blisheif\&' Carroll ," 1 978; Blishen & '
Me Rober t.s , -19 7-6 ) reveals thj^t the approxim'ately -10-uni t.
■-/ ■' ' Cl
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iatic.5 ; . ' ^  ̂ \  ̂ ^
'Peabody Picture Vocabulary Te'st-Reviseci (PPVT— R) Scores '
• and Socioeconomic 'Status (SES) ' ' '
PPVT-R^  ̂ . . . SES^
Group‘d ■ . ' ' M . SD M ' SÜ ■
Clinical . 100.3 1 1 . 8  ' /,0. 8'. 11.3'
Aggressive . ■ - ' ' • ■
Clinical 10^.1 . .10.7- 4 9'. 9 1 1 .4 -
Nonaggre.ssl-ve ' . . . . ■ - -
Central . 107:5' 1 ^ . 2  . 50.2 . 14.2
Fo rills L and M.- /^Index' of SES based bh Canadian Census
Data. n.= 12: ' ' '
'. ' ' C ' ' ' . =.
X
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range of mean indices between the clinical aggresaives'
. . . . ' - *  '
- and the other, two groups represents such relatively small
 ̂ ' 
di-St j ricti ons ■ as .thpse between ma i. -1' ' carriers , receptionists,
and air transport workers, on the_,jl6 wer end, of the range
and fire fighters, secretaries, and printers on the upper.
I ■/ ' . Purdue_Elementary Problem-Solving Inventory
'Table ' 6 show.y means and standard deviations of PEPSI 
■ To't a 1 , Presolution, and 'Postsolution sc'o-res. All analyses' 
of CO variance,, summarized In Table 7, produced .
.nonsignificant results, w.i t. h F ratios less than 1. It ■ 
was 'also found that correlations' between PEPSI scores :an'd_
• the covariate measures were nonsignificant and minimal.
As a result, the analyses,- of, variance, also 'summarized 
. in Table 7, produced- results very similar to the analysis 
of -covariance. , • - - ' ... '
■Exami rva t ion of the PEPSI scores and their distribution' 
., . for a 1 1 36 .'subjects indicated an approximately normal
dis t rI bu tip-n f or the Presolution .scores , with a '.range 
•comparable to that which, was- obtained .in the pilot study. , . 
This suggests that.the absence,of significant differences 
-■ among the groups.was not the result of obvious measurement 
insensitivities ." The'distribution of the •.Postsolution - 
scores , -however , was markedly skewed, with 28 of -36 scores 
. between 19' and '2,1. (of .a possible 25)., It '.is like.ly that ■
, ■ T51
Table '6 .
Scores on the Purdue K I. e m é n t a;;: y Problem -Solving Inve n t o r y
(PEPS.I) - Principal Study , -
Groupé
Score ■ CA CNA- CO















R a n g e .
Pos t so In t ion
19.219.0
16-2115-21Range
Note . CA ; CNA - 'Cli'nica /
Npaaggressi.ve ; CO ^ Control, y . /
Maximum = 4 7. Maxixiiiim Ma X 1 mu in .= 2 2 .
■ ■ ■ ' ' ■ ■ • 13?
Table 7 . • • '
Summary of [he Analysis of V ariance a n d Covariance.of t h e 
Purdue Elémen L a r P r oblem-Solving- Inventory (PEPSI) Sc or es
. Ana lys-ls.
, .Score Coy ar lance- V arlance
Total ■
Presolution 
Post so lu t i on
*64
. 10
. 4 5 
. 76 
. 08
Not e . All entries are F ratios. One-factor analyses were 
•performed-.,' with three .levels: Clinical Aggressive, '
Clinical Nonaggressive-, and C o n t r o l . • Degrees' of freedom:
2 -and 31 (covariance ) ; 1 and 33 (variance).
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rhe items comprising t Ke Po s t s cl u t i q n score were t-o.o easy 
to -provide' an adequate de.gr'ee of discriminai 1 on among 
àbiliLy l ev el s . With respect to the 'Total scbf.es , the.
. range; was again similar to the pilot study results.. The
• ■ , distribution of Total -scores was -mildly ne'gativelV 'skewed,
■probably reflecting Jthe effect of the high Postsolut .ion 
scores. ' -
The. statistical issue of the combination of 
' • uncorrelated -and potentially correlated data, mentioned
.earlier, is clearly unimportant with respect to these 
-■ 'results. It is intuitively 'obvious that, even i-f a-
conservative bias had resulted fr'om the violation of the
. ■ independence assumption ,. it -would b.e inadequate to explain
. such' small F ratios. In.-fact,- an analysis of variance'
of Total.-PEPSI scores for the six unmatched subjects from 
■ . each clinical group and S.ix randomly drawn controls resu'lted 
in an F ratio.of similar magnitude, F .( 2 , 15) = .36, ns . - 
. To s'uram'ariz'e , these results have failed to support 
any of . the- research hypoth'eses coricerning dif f erences ‘ in 
pr oblem-so 1V ].ng ability among boys who vary in their level 
of aggressiveness. With the- exception of. Po s t-sp lu t ion -■ ■
■. . "scores, the-.results obtained do not app.e ar t-o be
attributable to inherent insensitivities of the. PEPSI.
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School Behavior Checklist
, . ' . ' \
Teacher ratings for children in the three groups, '
expressed as stand a p.d i zed' T scores, appear in Table 0 and 
Figure. 1. The.subscale scores .'can be regarded as measuring 
aspects df psychopathology, ,with the exception .of .the- 
Fxtraversion subscale, in which-the items .koad--high, on 
social desirability . Mi]. 1er ( 1 9 7 7 ): suggested, that T scores 
of 65 or more on the remaining ^gjrjDsca] es are signs of 
possible m a l a d j u s t m e h f .
■ The results.of the a nelly sis of "variance .of the SBCL 
■scOr.es,are summarized in Table 9. Controls received 
signif it an t ly lower ' ratings than both clinical'" aggressiv'es 
and clinical nonaggressive-s on the ’Low Ne.ed -Ac hi eve ment , 
Aggression , . and T.otal Disability, subsca 1 es . Acadpmic 
Disability and Hostile Isolation scores for.the controls' 
were significantly lower than those of the ■clinical. ■ 
aggr es si ves . Control subject's also scored lower than both 
clinical gtoups on the Anxiety subscale, although this 
difference was not statistically significant. 'Extraversion 
subscores .were-" nearly equal for .all .three grpup's. 'i • ■ ■*
.While the clinical aggressive group s c o r e d ' h i g h e r , 
than the clin’ical nonaggtessiye group on most SBCL 
subscales, differences between the two clinical groups 
were not s t a tistica'ilÿ' significant. ' ' '
• ■' In summary, both c 1 inical''-%roitp.s were bated by their
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T a b l e s  . ,
Scores on thé\School -Behavior Checkl 1 st (SBCL) - 
_  ̂ ' - ..
Group
Subscale score CA CNA CO




H  :  ^  ;■ ' ■
■SJÙ ■
Anxiety (ANX)





Hostile Isolation (HI) )






















55^6 . 53.7 /,5.7
9.3 - 8/1 6.4
5^.5. ,52.0. 47.2
7.8 . ' Zr6 6:6'









Subscalp sc'pre CA r CNA CD
Te t a 1 ■ D1 s cl b i i .11 y . ( T D ) 
H . . - ,
SD ' ■ •
70.8 ,66.6 /, 9.9
'1 0 .0 . . 9 .6 . 8.1
N o t é . A i l .' scores are standardized T scores. CA = .Clinical 
Aggressive; CNA = 'Clinical Nonaggressive; CA = Control.
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Figure 1: Mean t  S cores  of Target Groups on th e  
School B eh av ior  Checklist
(5. :
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Ta'ble 9 . ' .
Summa ry of the Analysis of Varian'ce of the School" Behavior
Checklist (-SBCL) Subscores '
k u b s c 0 r e F R / Contras t.s -
L.N A.- 5.10 .05 .CA>CO, p<.05;. CNA/CO, E</05 '
AGG- . 13.46 .001 CA>GO, .p<.01; CNA>C0/])<X)1
ANX 1 .79 ns
,AD ■ 5.16- .05 CA>CO, E<-05
HI . 6.27 .01 '■ GA>CO,
. . . :.
EXT .09 ns -
TD , 16.96 .-001 - CA>CO, £<.01; CNA>CO, 2<..01
Not e.. One-factor analyses with three levels; Ciinical 
Aggressive (CA), Clinical Nonaggressive . (CNA) , and .Control 
(CO). LNA = Low Need Achievement; AGG = Aggression;
' ANX = Anxiety; AD - Academic Disability; HI .= Hostile, ■ 
Isolation; EXT = Extraversion; TD - Total -Disability. 
'Degrees of freedom: 2 and 33. Pairwise contrasts among '
group means were 'by the Tukey method. -
o'.
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teachers as maladjusted in terms -of Aggression and Total 
Di,sab;l.lify scorès. The clinical aggressive groûp was rated
, as more aggres s i v e ’ tha.n ■ the clinical, n o n a g g r e s s 1 v e s , 
although this difference was not significant . Bot'h groups 
■displayed a combination of high Aggression and low Anxiety 
' scores , a pattern-which Mii-ler ( 1977 ) suggested was ’
indicative of problematic aggres.siveness . Elevations of 
clinical group scores r e la t ive . t o _ t hose of cojitrols' appeared 
on other subscales, but were still within normal litnits'.
Some care should be taken _in interpreting .these SBC], 
scores.' Teachers , wh 1 1 e no t 1 n f-or med of the spécifie focus 
'of the research, .were usually aware of the professional.', 
attention clinical subjects had received for behavioral 
problems, and wer'e involved in the selection of. control 
subjects'. - This may have produc.ed a negative "halo effect" 
which contribute^ Co the obtained pattern of marked 
■ differences between clinical and control subjects, but 
little discrimination between the two clinical groups.
• ■ Children's Action Tendency Scale. ' ■; '
Scores on the CATS represent, the number of times, 
a response contributing to 'the Aggressiveness, •' .
Submi.ssivéness , or .Aèsertiye.ness score was chosen across , 
t.he~30 items of the test. .Scores on each of the three . ' . 
subscales can range from 0 t-o . 20. Because of - the
' y : / . . ' . 140
p a ired - c o m p a r i s o n 'f o r m a t , the scores are not independent
■ of one another. l^igh scores on two dimensions wiii' resuit
in' à low score on the third. ■
The CATS scores for the -1hree groups , are reported,
• in Table 10 and Çi'gure 2. Analysis of' variance .revealed
significant group effects for the Aggressiveness scores,
F ( 2, 33 ) = 6..86, p < .01, with the ,mean score, for the
clinical aggressive group '.significantly greater than .the
control group mean (p < .01). While the clinical
aggresstves .als'o scored higher on Aggressiveness than the
clinical n o n a g g l e s s i v e s , this difference 'was not , ■
significant.' A significant grdup effect wa s also found
with respect., to the Assertiveness hcores, -F (2,., 33) = 6.54,
£ < '.01. ’ On this sdbscale, the. mean control, group score
was greater than both.‘the clinical aggressive (p < .01)
and c 11 ni'Ca 1 'nonàt^gr'essive (.£ 2 ,05) group means. Whil.ë
the analysis-of. vari.ance for the Submi'ssiveness'-scores. ■
•was nonsignif icant ,.'F - ( 2 , 33 ).= 2.77, ns , it was noted
'
that the mean Submissiveness score for the clinical
aggressive group t lower than the mean scores
for the other two g r o u p s ,‘which were approximately e q u a l .
To summarize, these, result's have shown that a group
of boys who we re clinically identified as aggréssiv.e also. '
' -. ■ ' ' - ' - - . .
-expressed a significantly, greater preference ’for aggressive 
behavior in a hypothetical-problem situation, ,when' compared 
to boys not exhibiting significant problem behavior.
1 4 1
Scores _ on Jt h ê _ Ĉ h_i-1 dren's Action Tend e ncy S cale (CATS)
Croup'
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N o t e . CA =■ Clinical Aggressive; CNA = Clinical , .
Nonaggress'ive ; CO = Control.
tl. = 12.
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Conversely, the cônt'rols chose an assertive course of action 
■ significantly more oft en ' than both ..clini cà 1 - groups . As 
vas the case with th.e S B C L m e a n  scores did not differ 
significantly between the clinical aggressive _ and'cl ini c a 1 ■ 
nonaggressive group's^..on any of the CATS subsCafes.' ,
Pupil Evaluation 'Inventory 
Overview
Th.e. . PEI ■ scores reported here are based.on peer- 
nomination data from 528 children in - 2 classrooms." Of ' 
the 56.9 chi.ldren' from these classrooms for . whom ' par fe.n t a 1 
con,sent forms were originally sent-home, approximately 
'5% of the for'ms were .not ’returned. .Parental consent was 
. denied for another .5'%. A.n additional 51 -children in two 
' classrooms were,-also .administered the PEI, but their p 
-responses W e r e  not scored due .t.6 -the subsequent dileti.on 
. of the . p.ot ent la 1 c 1 i ni cal subject in each class from the 
fiuEfl sample. . . - ' . .
; - Although PEI scores were computed only for boys, they,
were based -on ratings by both boys .and girls in -each class .
-The - separation' of -boys' and girls' ratings ..was considered ■' 
impractical for 'the present research. - As well, such a, 
strategy would have compromised, the reliability ;of the 
■ scores due to '.the smafler number of -ratings upon which
... they would .be based-  ̂Since ' some studies h^ve found
: - . . ■ ■ '■ . /  : ' 
signif.lcant differences between' children's rarings of 
same-se? and .cross-sex peers on 'simple sodiometric rating'
• me a sur e-s (Asher, & Hymei ,• 1 981 ; Singleton & Asher , 19 77 ),
it is .possible thjft the comblTi-âtion .of boys,' and .girls ' 
'sQ,ores added zb source of error variation to thé data in 
this c a se . ■s~.F-or t u na t ely , such' potential problems were 
' moderated to some .degree In the present research by. the
fact that the proportion of boys in the 2 k c.lcj s'.i'es averaged 
approximately 30% (M =-5 3.3%; SD =' 9,6). The mean 
proportion of boys was also similar in the classrooms of 
.clinical aggressive (M = 54%) and clinical nonaggressive- 
' (M = 5 2.5%) subjects. Furthermore, other studies using 
the PE.I Q'r similar measures have demonstrated considerable 
agreement between male and' female raters (Eron, Walder, 
Lefbowit.z, ,& Monroe, 1971;' La nda u ' Mi 1 ich , . & Whitten, ■
198^1 ; Pekarik et al.,' 1 976 ). It-,'is'jpossible 'that t.he 
.differences between same- and cross-sex ratings'are L,ess ' 
j.n the case -of ' sociometric measures such as the' P E I , which 
measure .• refa ti.vely complex peer ■ perceptions .  ̂ '
The'.completed PEI booklets- from each class were scored 
u.si\g the procedure outlined in' Appendix J. To .prevent 
biases resulting from the absence of individ.ual boys from 
the classroom (Eron e t ’al., 19 71; Kane & Lawler, 197-8),, 
scores were computed only for boys who had p a r t i c ^ a t e d  
. ' in the PEI.^ ' ' ' ' ■. '
To permit th.e comparison of • PEI scores-for members
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of d i f f e r e. n I. classrooms, scores on C h ç Ag g r c s s i o-n ,
Withdrawal, and L'ikcability subscales were converted to 
z scores,based on' the' mean .and standard d.eviation within 
each class. This procedure has been used-in other .research 
with the PEJ (Ledingham, 1981; Lcdingham, Younger, .
Schwartzmah, & Bergeron, 1982; Lpfevre, W e s t , & Ledingham, 
■1982). Wilirngham (1959) p o i n t e d 'o u t ’that• this method 
does not correct for the lower r e 1 i a brl i t: y of z' scores . 
based on smaller groups, and proposed 'a ma t h ema.t ic a 1 ' ■ . . ' 
co-rrec t'ion f or . this bias. .''Hqwever,' the. Willingham 
-correction ]ias nqt been widely adopted in sociometr:ic
/ ' I  .re.search. ■ In addition, the z score method seems preferable 
to the co.igmon practice of expressing scores as proportions,.,
of the m'aximum scores ' a t t-a i n a h 1 e (see Kane & I.awler, 1 978;
' .Pekarik et al.', 19-76; Weintraub et'-àl., .1 9 78 ). Jhe latter 
approach presents difficulties i.n com.pa.r'ing individual ,
'scores ;from classrooms varying in. size aad the overall 
nomina-ti ng frequency of the i r members .
 ̂.Comparison of Subject Groups ,■ , ■ ' ■
Aggression, Wtthdrawa.l , and Likeab'i. li t'y z, scores for
the three sipbject. groups .appear in .Table 11 and 'Figure
3. Analysis of variance for the Aggression scores) revealed
- highl-y significant- effect for group membership,
F (2, .33) = 2 A . '3 9 ; _p < .001. -Mehn Aggression .scores for
the clinical aggressivçs were sign if lean tT y gre-ater than
for both the clinical nonaggreSsives (p <' .05) and controls
j (g '< !0l) -. The scor.e's '.of the clinical nonaggressi.ves were
Table 11 , ' , ' ■ -




CA ^ CNA CO^' '
Aggression
.M  ̂ \  -■ 1.95 0.91 -0.57
ÊD . ' 0.4 9 1.25 .0\76
Withdrawal . . •
M- 1.00. 1.03 0.01,
SD 0\75 1.07^ 0.81
L i k e a b i l i t y  ' .■ . '
.M ' ^1.08 -.0.63 0 .32'
SD . - . \ 0.4.6 ^ 0:94 0.90
A'ggr e s.sion-Mod'i fled
M ' , , ' ■ • ■ , , • 1 . 94 ^  0%87 . -0.58'.
SD . ; . 0.54 1 .30 0.71-
Note. Mean z 'score; Individual ,z scores were based on
the. classroom of each subject.' C,A = Clinical Aggressive; 
•CNÀ = Clinical Nonàgg'ressiye ; CO ■ = Control.
^n = 12. •
1 /, 7
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Figure 3 Mean ^  S cores of Targef. Groups on  
th e  Pupil Evaluation In v en to ry ;  .
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also significantly greater than those of the cont'rols •
(£ < ■.01).. The analysis of variance of the Withdrawal,
-scores was also significant, jF (2, 33) = 5.12, p. < .05. .
Mean Withdrawal scores for both the clinical, aggressive and 
clinical nonaggressive groups' we,re greater than .the. control 
mean (£ ( .05)', but did not d.iffer significantly from" each
other. 'Flnaliy, a. significant group membership -effect,
■was found for the. Likeabllity scpf es -, .F ( 2, 33) = 9.67.,
£ < -.001. ■ The mean Likeabil.ity scbre for the controls
was sign if i c a n 1 1 y greater than the mean''scores for both
the’ clinical aggressives (p <. .01) and clinical nonaggrcssives '
(p <, .05) , while the two cl'inical, groups ■ again d.id not ■ 
differ s i g n i f i c a n t l y  from each 'other. ■
Aggression-Modified Score ■
It is' apparent from an examination of the 20, Aggression 
items of the PEI tha't they, reflect a much .broader definition' 
of aggressive .,behavior than the definition by Hartup (19 7 4).
whl.ch was adopted for the present research.. In view of 
.this, an exploratory procedure was devised to construct 
a modi.fi.ed Aggression subscale with item content 
.corresponding more closely- to -this definition. ,
Three professional staff members.of the Atlantic Child- 
Gui dance Cen tre were asked ; to examine the .,20 items- of the 
PEI, Aggression . snbscale , a.nd to designate'.those which, thgy 
considered ,to be consistent with the Hartup definition '
 ̂ (see Appendix M)-. - Items "marked by two or, more raters were 
retained , resui.tipg in an Aggression-Modified ■ scale .
.J
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containing eight items (see Appendix E). PEI answer 
booklets were rescor.ed to obtain Aggression-Modified ‘scores . \
. A ' ' ’ . ■
Analysis of variance of Che mean Aggression-Modified 
2  scores for the three subject groups (see Table 11) - /  . 
produced a result which' was very similar to the analysis 
of the ori^%ial A g g r e s s i o n ^ s c p r e s , F (2,.33) = 23.00, p 
< -.001. Results of pairwise cohtrasts ' among means -werh 
identical'.
Relationships Among PEI Subscale Scores (N = 2 81)
The int'ercorrelations-. of PEI subsca.le scores, based 
on all 281 boys for^k./hom scores - were', computed , are reported 
in Table. 12. All corre 1 ations te significant beyond
the'.. 01. level. Note that the -h\i g h e s t ; c or r e 1 at i on s obtai'ned 
were, the almost complete, correspondence between .the
. ' ' - - ' . X  ' , -Aggression and Aggression-Modif ied scor^eltr^ and the m.oderate- 
negative . relàtionship; be tween' Aggression and ' Lljceabl 11 ty 
s c o r e s . -  • ' -
Whe.n the corrélations between pairs of PEI subscale 
scores were adjusted (by caIculating- partial correlations) 
to' remove the. effect of 'thei remaining subscale sciyT-̂ g"̂  the^
relationship between Aggression and' Withdrawal, acorqs was- -
- . '■ ■ , ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  ' ■ /' 
virtually .eliminated. It would appear that the simplp
c o r'r e 1 a c i o n . between these two scores was an artifact of
the association qf both -variables' .with Likeabil.ity scores.' ,
Summary ■ , '  '
" As 'Was the case with the teacher- and self-rating -■
\




Inçercorrelatlons of Sub'scale Scores .on the' Pupil
E valuation Inventory (PEI)- . . .
Subsc a le ■ .. ■ .’’l . 2 ' ■ 3 
■ ’
■] . ■’ Aggress 1.on
2. . Wi t h drawa1 . • .33*(. 02) ■ -
3'. L 1 k e a b 1111 y -.67*(: .62)* -.48*(-.37)*
4. ' Aggression- , .98*' ■
• . .* • 
.29*, -.64*
Modified
No f e . N - 281. Pearson's r-. Partial c o r r e c t i o n s  (of 
•' . : ' .1 
two subscale scores with the third 'held constant) are in
parentheses. ■ • ' ' .
£ . 01 .
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measures, significant differences in peer ratings on t'he 
Withdrawal and Likeabllity subscales were found between 
clinical and control subjects, but not between the two’ 
clinical groups/ -The Aggression subscale, however, was 
the only measure. In this study which was able to.
• differentiate 'ç 1 i n i. ç a L aggressives from clinical 
nonaggresslve's . The construction of ah Aggression-Modified 
subscale to reflect a more,precise definition of aggressive 
behavior- did -not alter these findings. This c.an be
■ ■' ■ “■ . : ■- ■ ' r .explained by t.he almost perfect, c o r r e la t i o n between ■ . .
Aggression and Aggression -Modifj_ed ^ o r e s  , a not surpr 1 sing 
result s'ince the PEI subscales were.originally constructed 
by f-ac tor-ana 1 y t ic techniques which . niaximized the 
correlations among items-. 'A second interesting result 
from the correlational analysis .of a 1-1 -available PEI scores 
was thé fairly -strong inverse relationship between- Aggress.lon 
and Likeabllity scores.- - ,
Rél'at ions hip Among M e asures . -• ' - .- ' '
■Intercorrelations of all test score and subject 
characteristic data for the .36. subjects appear .In Table 
.13 . - . ' . . ' - ■ , ■ ■
TTtst;e 1 at-ions with the PEPSI .A ' '
PEPSI Total scores correlated highly with '.Presolution 
and P'Ost-solutlpn scores, 'as would be expected on the basis
152
J
of cheir overlapping item content.
Correlations of PEPSI scores v)i,t'h PPVT-R scores, SES,
- ' _ . s
and age were a 11 nonsignificant. One could speculate t.hat
the first two flndlhgs reflect the success of efforts by
the P E P S I 's-constructors to minimize the sensitivity of . '
the tes.t' to 'verbal intelligence and SES. ( /isher et al., ' 1
1972). The failure of PEPSI scores to correlate •. ' •
'significantly wi.th age ,'however , is inconsistent with 'both
•the design and 'initial performance of the "test (Asher et
al., 1972 ) and 'the pilot data reported earlier- 1 n . t h i s
thesis.,
PEPSI' scores a.l'sp failed to correlate .significantly 
' with 'most, pcores bn the peer, teacher, and self-report
behavioral measures . A marginally significant r was obtained 
between PEPSI Total .and PEI Withdrawal scores. - Similarly', 
Total and Presolu'tion score's correlated significantly with
' s' ' ' . ; .
only the 'Academic Di sability'scores of the SBCL, and 
P r e s o l u t i o n 'scores marginally with Total Disability scores. 
There were no sighifleant, co'rrelations between scores on 
.the PEPSI and • the ■ self-report CATS measure., ' ■ •
It is .difficult, however, to draw firm conclusions . . 
"f.rom the low correlations between PEPSI scores and other -
■ var.i.ables . , Such findings mAy also be explained by the 
restricted range , and skewed distributions of PEPSI .sco.tes ,
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C_o rr ela C io n s of Subject Char acteristlcs w ith Other 'Teat
Scores ' .
There were also relatively few significant correlations 
between scores oç .tests other than the'PEPSI and̂ - the subject 
characteristics of age, PPVT-R . sc or-e s , and SES, The only 
test scores correlating significantly with age were two 
CATS . s u b s c o r e s , Aggressiveness (positively) and 
Submissiveness ( n e g a t i v e l y ) . This finding will be discussed 
l a t e r . " • ■ ' .
.PEI Withdrawal and SBCL Academic Disability scorès ' 
correlated negatively with SES., A stronger positive 
r e l a t ionship was -found between- SES and PPVT-R scores. 
Significant ■ negative correlations were also-found between 
PPVT-R scores and the Low Need ‘Achievement apd 'Acade.mlc 
Disability sc.'ores of tl\e S B C L ‘ 
Correlations of Subscales Within Behavioral Rating Measures 
■ . ,As might .be expected, a -number of si.gnifleant . ■
'Correlations were found amc^ig subscale scores within the 
PEI, SBCL, and CATS. Intercbrrelations among the PEI ‘ . 
subscale scores indicated a. strongly negative relationship 
between Aggression and L i k e a b i l i t y  scores,-and a similar 
but, more moderate relationship--.between Withdrawal and - -
Likeabllity. .Aggression and Withdrawal were also po-sltivel-y 
related. This’ pattern of correlations ' paralleled the 
correlational analysis, reported above, of all available ,, 
PEI Scores) ■ ■ . '
1
. ■ ■ ■ ■ '  ■
■ . -
In the case ôf the SBCL, significant positive
correlations were found among a Imos c ‘ a 11 subsc a le. sc o'r e s .
. The intercorrelations obtained were similar to those 
• • reported by-Hiller (19.77). Of c o u r s e , these correlations 
, - can be explained to some extent, by common itertt-Tfcontent .
■ ■ Examination of correlations among CATE snbscale scores, .
■ reveals' a strong negative r e 1 a t l o n s h i p ;of Aggressiveness 
with- both Subinissiveness and Assertiveness scores, while 
As se ̂ t'ivene s s and Submissiveness 'did not correlate 
significantly. Deluty ( 1979') obtained - a very 'similar
■ pattern in his correlational analysis of CATS scores.. 
Corr e l ations Between Behavioral Rating Measures •
A number of interesting results emerge from the ■ .
correlations among- the three' behavioral rating measures.-
Teacher,(SBCL).and peer (PEI) ratings of aggressiveness ■ 
demonstrate strong agreement, providing .some evidence fçr. 
thé construct validity of each. A 'similar but. considerably 
weaker relationship'was found between these two measures 
and '-Aggression scores on the self-report CATS. This, may 
indie ate the opera t ip'n of - a social desirability set. in
■ responding to ."th'e C A T S , leading aggressive boys to
underreport an inclination bowgrd such behavior. This
possibility will be considered further in.the Discussion-
section; ' { ' ' . ' • ... ' . •
. . . : - . ■ /  :
A close relat.i'onship was afso demonstrated among other
snbscale- scores on the PEI and -SBCL. The relationship
1 5 6
' was strongest in the c a s e ^ f  the po-^tive correlation of '
PEl Aggression and 'Wl thdr/lwa 1 scores with SBCL- Total 
D-isability ; ^and the_ n'ega tive relationship between PEI 
Likeabllity and Total Disability.’ These findings suggest 
• that pe e f  ratings using, the PEI are sensitive to differences 
. in. overa 11 level- of adjustment . . . .
Relationships among SBCL .and CATS snbscale scores, ' 
while- statistically significant, were fewer and of' lesser 
■m.agnitucte than -those between some PEI -and SBCL .subscores.
’ However the f indi-ngs-. of a significant -and .consistent 
negative relationship between Assertiveness scores on the '
' CATS a n d, several SBCL siibscale scofe^ suggestive of ' •
maladjustment (and with PEI Aggression scores) is cons'isterjt- 
.. with Deluty ' s (19811.) finding that ' Assertiveness s®(res ■ ■
. . were positively .associated wfth other indices’ of - 
■ 'a d an t i V ên e s s .- . - , ' ■ - ' ' _. . ; .
(' . . Evaluation of the Classification of Subjects '
-An - import ant 'consideration ' in i_nterpf,et-ing‘ the data
, from this research concerns- the manner in which"boys were
assigned to the three subject grcwups . ; Recall th^atT each ■'
'potential subject was referred s.,pecifically .'for ’inclusion . .- 
. . in either the clinical, aggressive off c l i n i c a l . noPaggressive. . =
../group at the discretion of the ""ref erra.l source-) .'Subjects'- . ' •' 
. ; ' accept.ed for the study were .placed only .in .th.e...group for '.
........- . . - ■ ■ '' 1.57 '
which they .had been refe.rred. It had origin'ally been ' ■
planned to-employ SBCL -and PEI scores as criterion tneasur.es 
.to verify the expected differences i n' pr'cble.ma t ic ■ ■ • 
aggressiveness among the three 'subject groups-, and to
■ ■ ‘ ‘ ' ' - - I• conf'ir-m that control children fell within normal' limits
■■on a d j us fment -r'el a.t ed - measures,-, 'however, it was. found ' '
to be impra.c t ic.a 1 to- screen subjects in this’, manner, due
to difficulties .in attaining th'e desired -samiile size within
the Lime available. As a result, it Was.necessary to assign
subjects to the three' groups only bn .the basis o'f referral.' ' .
information'.and the selection criteria listed in t the, . f
Procedures secti.oni We now consider data relevant .to a
' \  ' - /  '  / / / '  ' .  .
post-hoc evaluation of this method of su.bj get .select i on ' . '
• and classification'..' - :
' . First, -the comparisons, of-s.ubject groups' already
■ ̂ j^re,port ed ' suggest' tha t the "sampling strategy wa's' successful '_
-in obtaining a co,n.troi group whose mean scores'.ron ■ , '
ad justm e n t -related measures (PEI, SBCL, and CATS) 
consistently . demonstrated . a significantly higher level - ' ' ■
'. of adjustment th.an. tha't. of the .clinical' group's. .As we 11,- • -
" the 'c'linical ■ 'aggressives lobtained the most ''md;iadJus.ted ". ■■ ' ,
. scores on most mes sures . . H o w e v e r , the dif f.eren.ces between
.'. the clinica 1 aggressives and clinical nonaggressive.s were ‘ . •
' generally n.onsignific'ant resulting in a. l e s s.vthan optimal • .
' degree.'.of. .'discrimination ' b'etw.een .t.he "c 11 n i c a i  groups.
.. A second approach to the evaluation 'of the subject . j
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selection procedure was undertaken "to examine the. influence 
of different methods of defining and classifying su'bjecC.s 
upon the results of this research. Subjects' 'scores were- 
twice 'reclassified into three new groups (also designated 
■clinical aggr'es.sive, clinical nonaggressive,- and control), 
first oh- the basis of their I’KT Aggression' scores and sècortd 
■by their. SBCL Aggression scores.. Fbr each measure,' the 
12 highest Aggression scores were placed in the new clinical 
-aggressive group,.-the next 12 in--the clinical -nonaggressive
group, and the lowest 12 in the control group. The data 
- ■ 'A - -
were then reanalyzed for each reclassificatioh in the same
'manner as for.the original classification.
The results of this procedure are summarized in
Appendixes T arid U : In almost all.ca-çes,- there- was-
virtually no effect upi«-n the original results . The only
. exceptions occurred-with respect to the CATS scores, and
appear .to be of minor importance . ■ Although the.se . ' .
- - .0-
explofatory reclassifications are approximate and still ' ;
involve considerable overlap among subject groups, the. 
a n a l y s é s .suggest that the results of this research P r e  
not eas 11 {r attributable to the original method of . subject 
classif.ic^tion.:-.'■ - - . - . . '
' . Fina lly,'some , .indica t ion of the r'eliabil.i ty of the
original- subject .classification may be gained by 'examining' 
;the. .extent to which it was changed by the reclassification. 
On this' basis,- .it would appear that the classification •'
•of control subjects was .reasonably s t a b l e . Three-of\the "
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control subjects .were class.lfted into the clinical '
nonaggressive group on the basis of the PEI, and two by
the SBCL; an. average^of 21%. .Of the. clinical aggressive •
subjects, three were ;reclassifled into the clinical
nonaggressive group by the PEI and fiVe- by the ■SBCL, an
average of 3 3% of the original 'group. .This 'suggests' some
degree'of overlap between the t w o ’V.-l i niç a 1 groups. H'oweve.r,'
the fact that the aggressives were never reclassified as, • .
controls by. any criterion confirms their clear status as-
members of a clinical^ p o p u l a t i o n . Cli nical nonaggressive
subjects' were reclassified into the clinical aggressive
group three, .tipie's by the PEI and. four times by, the SBCL,
a n ‘ average of ' 33% of ' the original sample ". They were .
‘ r
reclassified into the control group three times by the ■
PEI and twice by the SBCL, an average of 21% of the original 
group. . This, suggests that the clinical nonqjggressl ves . 
wore more likely to.be considered as part of a-.clinical 
than a . nonclini.cal .-po-pulatio'n • .It also provides some • ■
.confirmation,of the expectatJ
possess'.a level ‘.of adjustment . . .
..a^'gr.ess’ives and the côntrols.
■ W  '
on that'this group would 
between .that of the clinical
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DISCUSSION
’ ' Pi o 0 1 e m - S o I v-1 n g Find ings
The principal objective, of this res'earôh was to extend 
previous i'nvestigatiens of the rel'ati.'onship between
cbgnit Iv'e - problem solving and behavioral adjustment .problems
i ' ■ ' ' . ’ 'in children-, with .specific attention to excessive ‘and
maladaptive aggression.. It was decided to,employ the PEPSI
as the main measure, fi.rst because it offered .an alternative
' ■meas.urement approach to the Interpersonal Cognitive Problem-
Solving measures relied upon by- most other ’ researchers .
Second, the PEPSI had 'been designed to a^.ess a wider range
of theoretical- problem-solving skills than .most other
measures-, using hypothetical- everyday, problem situations
. . .  . . » 
which were both socia I-' and, nonsoc ia 1 'in content.
In order to determine whether any obtained deficits
in problem-solving . ability were specifically rela.ted to'
■ ■■ ■ ■ /  - ‘ • ■ ' ' ,. aggressiveness'-', or sim.ply to. behavioral' problems in genera.l ,-
the problem-solving, ability of a -c.l.-i.nically■ j.dentlfied
sample of aggressive boys Was compared not only to that.
of.normal controls (the strategy employed in most, of the
previous research), ,b'Ut a l§o to that, .of 'a second clinical
sample of boys with , beha vio'r al problems of a less aggressive"
nature. It was hypothesized jthat 'the clinical aggressive
boys would pbtai.n' lower Total V e PSI -scores than clinical
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nona ggre ss I v e s -, whose scores would In turn be lower than 
thbse of the controls. The same pattern o f  d i f f e r e n c e s  
was predicted with respect to scopes on the Presolution 
subtest of the PEPSI. The Presolution score was assumed . • 
to be an index of abilities in c o g n i t i v e '(as opposed to 
a s s o c i a t i v e )  P r o c e s s i n g  w h i c h ,  it had been s.uggest.èd , ,was 
more specifically related to pr obi ejna t i c aggression.
Th.e results of this research failed to support "any 
o f -thèse hypotheses. On the basis of PEPSI scores (Tota.l, 
Presolution and Postsolution ) , the aggressive boys did 
not demonstrate à deficit -in 'their problem-solving ability 
relative-to controls. Eurtliermore , no.differences were . - 
found between .the aggressive boys and those whose behavior 
• problems n-;ere thought to be of a relativel.-y nonaggressive , 
nature. Despite the differences between the PEPSI and, ; 
other problem-solving measures in terms of coraprehensivenpss 
, and item .content , these findings are .consistent .with the 
negative results obtained, in several other, studies, reviewed 
above, of the r e 1 a.t ion ship between problem solving and 
behavioral adjustment. •' '
• ■ . - One possible conclusion, from these findings Is th-at
■problematic aggression and other -behavioral problems are 
unlikely to be explainable by cognitive . problem-solving 
deficits at least as. measured in t h i s •research and other 
■ . studies with similar, findings. The present results could 
also provide some .-basis, for .concluding that problem-solving'
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t:rà;i ni ng', su /h 'as th'at which has heen , de s.cribed in this 
thesis, cannot he, relied upon as a very promising approach 
for, the remediation or prevention of aggression or other 
behavioral dif f icuFt'ies .
Apwever, the conclusions .which can be. drawn 'fi-om thi's 
.study may be -limited to' some degree by the.measurement . 
strategy which was. used.. With specific.reference to tha 
PEPSI, it is possible that this.-mea s u r e , which was designed 
primarily for- educational rather' t-ha.n clinical . a p.p ] 1 c a 1 1 o n s , 
is not sen.slti've to differences in .adjustment. This is 
an esp.eciafly likely_ possibility' in view .of the considerable . 
difference between the clinical and control groups.in- •
• teacher- .and peer-related indices of adjustment . Further 
. research .would be needed to examine this question. -As 
well, the present finding^ suggested significant 
psychometric problems wibh respect to the Postsolution 
items", both' in themselves and.as a component o'f the T.otal 
PEPSI score. These items appeared .to'be too easy to • 
'discriminate among different .levels of ability. . ...
Furthermore,, while the present research represented 
an a11elnpt to extend the father limited range of. 
measurement, strategies employé# in previous research, the 
assessment of- problem-solving ability remained primarily.'- 
quantitative rather than qualitative. Quantitative measures 
such, as the PEPSI do not assess aspects ;o.f an individual's 
' characteristic approach 'to problems (e.g. , a reflective
■ - ' . V . 1.63 .
;or impulsive conceptual .tempo; .Kendall et al., 1.9R1), style 
of information process;! ng (Meichenbauin, Butler , & Gruson,
1981), or fl'exibility and persistence in solving proble.ms 
■(Butler. & Me ichenbaum ,• 19 81 ) . ' Such traits- may be of equal 
or- greater importance in mediating adjustment. Similarly,' 
quantitative measures do not yield information concerning 
the type or effectiveness of tÎÆ problem solutiorts 
characteristically chosen (Butler & M e i c h e n b a u m , 1981; 
.Kra.snor & R u b i n , 1981). w h i c h , if will be recalled, has
also been shown to be significantly related to adjustment.
A 'second, 'important., characteristic- of the PER'Sl. and 
.many other problem\-soIving measures is the "hypothetical- 
r ef lec’t ive " ' f orma t of their test items.. While measures ' 
employing this,, format are useful in exploring' c h i l d r e n ’ s' 
abilities to reflect on problem situations which are . 
presented to them, such skills represent only a small 
aspect of cognitive prOble.m solving, e spec la lly in complex 
social ‘Situations. (Coonèy & Sel.man, 19 78 ). 'Spontaneous . 
problem-solving .thinking, for example, is not assessed 
(Kendall et a 1 .., 1981).' Furthermore, such assessment 
methods ".pull. for.thinking ' s oc ia 1 beha yior " ■ ( Kr a snor & 
Rubin, 1981, p. 461), and not the less logical and more 
automatic "scripted'-' problem solving which as discussed - 
earlier, may often predominate in social problem situations
In view of the measurement issues just discudsed," 
the possibility .must be considered that further ‘extension
’ ■ • ’ . ■ ■ . ... 16 /i
and refinement o.f methods for assessing pr.oblem-s'olving 
■ability might reveal -relationships betwèep asp.ec ts bf 
problem solving and ^adjustment which could not be detected 
by t!;e assessment devices used .in previous, research or 
in the present s‘tu,dy|. ' .
O n e 'possible extension of probiem-solvlng assessment 
is related to the important distinction between an ' . 
i-ndl-vidua 1 s measured level of pr o.bl e-tn-s o 1 vi ng skills,
•and the ability or ;,-inc 1:1 na t-ion (i.e., set) to' actually , 
produce problem-solving thinking in -a problem situation 
(Cooney & 'Selman; 1,978 ; --But 1er & Meichenbaum, 1981; -Shure, 
■1982; Urbain &' K e n d a l l , 1:980; Walters & Peters, undated)'. 
Such a distinction corresponds to Camp's '(1977) discussion, 
■cited earlier; of production- and mediation deficiencies. 
Fl.avell (19 74) made a similar distinction in his • '
developmental' model of social inference between- having - 
a reasbning ability (the 'existence', component) and the , , ' 
tendency to us.e this ability (the 'need ' component).' .There 
is evidence that the ..ability 'to actually use existing- ■ 
problem-solving skills is more variab.lè, apd in some 
instances i'S a ç qui red later, than the skills th.emse.lves 
('Côoney & Selman, _19,7,8). ■ ' .
■ It might also be useful to,, approach the assessment 
of problem-^solvipg abili ty in terms' of a higher level, of 
cognitive functioning; namely, the metaco^n'itive processes 
by which the ind.ividu'al .monitors and .directs his or her
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own thought processes, Including problem solving (Butler 
&•M e i c h e n b a u m , 19 81). In fact, it has been s u g gested■that 
social.'competencW can be conceptual:! 7,ed as' "a problem­
solving process in which the.-probl em to .be solved is the
selection of.the most appropriate information-processing, 
style for the task demands" (Meichenbaum et a l . , 1981, 
p. 49). Examples of variables relevant to met ac og ni. t Ion 
include e x p e c t a n c i e s , self-perceptions and se 1 f-staternents, 
and.the manner in which the individual characteristically' 
.defines th.e problems he or she encount.ers (Butler & 
'Meichenbaum, 1981;’ Kendall.,et al., 1 9 81 ; ’ Me.'i chenba urn, et
al., 1981; 0-'Leary & Johnson, 19 7 9) .
It has .also been suggested, that the complexities of 
'.problem solving Can be better understood by clinicians 
and researchers through measures which are more ’
comprehensive, than th-ps-e'which , have been discussed to this 
point (O'Leary & Johu-son , 1979', Urbain- & Kendall; 1 980; 
W a l t e r s '& Peters, ' uh.d a t ed ) ■! But 1 e r ' and -Meichenbaum, (1981) 
.suggested examining problem solvi'n'g simu'ltaneou.s 1-y from 
a range of assessment perspectives : projective m.ea sures
such as the- MBPS, capabilities tests 'like the PEPSI, and - 
observational m e a s u r e s , -to - gain a comprehensive picture 
■of both the individual's problem-solving ability and the 
manner in which it is put to ,us.e. - Aè htrs been noted 
repeatedly in this t l S ^ i s , problem-solving resea rch has' 
moved very little in . the ^iitec t ion of,this 'degree -of
I .
;
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: . 'CQmpreh e n s i v e n e s s . Nevertheless, two measurement approaches 
which have been proposed suggest some potential in this 
regard . ' ■
The Social Problem-rSolving-Assessment'Nea sure (SPSAM; 
Elias-, Larçên, 'Zlotlow, & . Chin s k y , cited in Butler & 
M e i c h e h b a u m , . 1981 and Kraspdr- & Rubin,- 1981) is similar 
to other measures in that it requires children to resç'ond' . 
to hypothetical problem situations. However, the" test'"-,
"o'
items are .also designed to assess and interrelat'd a. variety 
. - ■. ■ ■ ' \ ̂ - ». . i • \ ■
ol aspects of 'prbbTe'la.-solving'. c.ognit^on ‘ including positivé-
» T' '' ' . - ' ' ' \
and negative' expectancies , performance under "stress, hnd
.the influence of various types of- o.utcoiue. The^ SPSAM-also
^  ' ' " ' ' 
examines these variables' in relation to different types
of-sproblem- sl.tnations . ' .
Krasnor and Rubin (1981). have proposed an ambitious
observ-ational 'method of problem-solving assessment which
,, gxamines problem-solving' competence in the c h i l d . s reai.- 
-11 fe environment. .Under this approach, actual 'problem- .
"So 1Vin,g behavior would be assessed thro'ugli' sequential 
analysis, 'with -particular attention t-p features ol the 
.-.- .task environment , strateg'y 'selection and implementation, '. 
the .effects, of .problem-solving behavior on the envii^onmenf, ,
and subsequent .adjustments in problem-solving strategy.
• Krasnor and-. Rubin suggested that once .sequences pf ..problem­
solving skills have been identified through such.an analysis, 
relationships qf fhese sequences to underlying cognitive
-
, processes might be interred
•%
' /  - Sociometric Findings *
Sbciometrlc- procedures have been shown "to. have many- • 
•advantages as measures ’of aggression and other social - 
' b e h a v i o r s O r  characteristics in children.' - They represent 
an efficie.nt means of obtaining data which are. based on 
the observations of a large number' of children, in more 
, situations and over a longer period'of time thart could 
be sampled by any researcher. As a result, they are 
potentially highly informative, reliable, and unbiase'd 
(Asher. & Hymel,- 19 81; L e d i n g h a m e t  a 1 .., 1 982 ). S o d  orné trie
data have in general b e e n  shown to remain stable over time 
(Asher 8 Hymel , ,1981; Kendall et al., 1981; 'P'ekarlk ét 
• al.,, 19 7 6 ) . Concurrent and predictive validity of ' 
sociomet'r.-ic. instruments have been convincingly 
demonstr a t G\d i.n, relation to other indices o f . beha viqra 1 
■. adjustment ..(Kendall et al.. , 1981 ; . Lan'dau et ah., -1984;
J-.ed i.nghàm et al., ■ 1982 Pekarik et al,, 1 976 ), especially 
when extremes of adjustment are being consider-ed (Kane •
. '& Lawler, 1978 ). So.ciometric measures have also been, found 
not,) to' be overly susceptible to examiner, scorer , or 
prosocial biases, or to -variations in c'lasSro.om composition 
(Eron et al . , 1971; Pekarik et al., '1976; Ru bin et a.i., '
1982). ^here have-been some indications as well of the
■16 8
potential ■ utility of sociometrics as diagnos tie, -and .outcome 
measures in treatment programs'(Mops & Greenwood, 1983;
Lefevre et al., 198^).
■' . . . .
It would appear that the. PEI offers further advantages
beyond those associated with peef\.s»ci^etrics ■ in general.
f. -----
Most sociometric instruments have' required very simple
Judgments or ratings by respondents; for example, whether . .
■ S .
..individuals are liked o.r disliked, or. desired as friends-
or workmates .- It has frequently been pointed o u t tji a t
such sociometric variables, while reliable and valid, have*
limited .descrip’t 1 ve, and analytic potential (Gordon, 1966;
Hops.&- Greenwood , 1983; Kane & Lawler,- 19 78; Kendall et
al.’, 1981; Pekarik et.al., 1976 ). Such simple .dimensio'n.s
•can also mask important conceptual distinctions. For
example,.‘it has been suggested that.the contrast .between
acceptance; and rejection is far more complicated than the
bipolar relationship implied ' by simple sociome.t.r-ic. measure s ,
and' that constructs such as likeability and friendship
or unpopularity and rejection have beep confounded ,( A s h e r '•
. & Hymel, 19 81; Landau et air", .1984). As a result,, it is
difficult to compare research results, across- studies .using
different sociometric measures (Kendall et all, 1981).
The Aggression, Withdrawal, and Likeability subscales ,of
the PEI, on the. other hand, provide estimates of behavioral
and social attributes which.are more complex and ecologically'
valid (Hops & Greenwood , 1983)', , add consequently of greater
j •16 9 , •
clinical and- research' interest . Furthermore, these scales 
are .able tp tap low-frequency but psy^c ho 1 og 1 c a 1 ly 
significant behaviors (sueh .as aggression) w h 1ch are often 
not accessible through simpler peer 'sdciometrlc measur'es , .
or by the direct observation of a'dult investigators (As|ier '
■ & H y m e l , 1 981 ).' . , ■ _ • '
•The disadvantages of' peer sociometrics are relatively, 
few-, .and many of'these c'an be moderated or remediate.d. ' .
Various biases-.can "affect sociometrfc spores, su'ch as 
"halo effects", in which, chilcirén. uncritically assign 
judgments to peers simply on the basis of i>;hom the y like 
.or'dislike (Asher & Hymel , 1,9.81; Eron e.t al .•/ 1971.; Kane 
& Law.ler., •1978)4 . .Friendship' biases have ,also been reported, 
but their ef'tect and importance, are. controversial (Kane 
& L a w l e r ,' 1 9 7 8 ). As noted in ’ the .Results section , b iases 
'•related to.the'sex of ' the rater and r a tee Have been 
reported in some"bases but not in others. * Biases resulting 
from missing data, and possible difficulties in -comparing 
sociometric scores across ,dif f etent.-sized ■'grO'ups , were 
also discussed-'^-earlier . Another potential p.robl,em is the 
diminishing importance of .the.çlassroom as a.social-group 
in modern schools (Hops & .Greenwood, 1 983 ). .
Ethica 1.c o n e e r n s 'rafght also be raised about•the 
possible consequenc.es of'asking children to make judgments, 
especially negatives 'ones , about, their peers (0 T/eary & . ' . 
Johnson, 1979). The only empirical investigation of this
'V* V
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■ qiie's'.tlon -was -reported by Hayv'ren- and -Hymel (1984-) . ' T^ey ,- 
-• found that: pre-school children ' s,r part iclpa tl'on in peer- ■
■ . - nomi nà t ion ' or rating-ôcqle sbc-ionietri.c-, tasks had no negative
■ ■ effèct upon .subséquent- interactions- with preferred-or" /  .
, , nonpref erred -peers. While th'èy , caUt.loned -t-hat the'situation
‘ could be di.fferènt with elementary-school-^age, populations, 
Asher '( 1983.)' pointed out that negative sociometric judgments 
made about nonpreferred ch.il dr en. in this,'age gro.up' .are 
prdbab.Yy- minor in' comparison to their day-to-'day trea.tnient '
.■ by peers.; H.e recommended .that, .any-potential difficulties '. .
■ /' • - be dealt with by such, precautions as e.mphasizing the ,
' cohf identiali.ty o,f . each, -child ' s responses , and avoiding. ■ .
. ' s bci ome t r i c testing -jusf before .dismissal of the .
■ .participants .for recess' or .lunch-' These practiced .were
adopted ' in the ■'presen t research'. .. .
. ' gociome't.tic -.measure^ , however, share one significant
, -, practical shortcoming . Procedhres f or. a'dmi.histr.ati.on- and . ' ■
.. ' •' . scoring arb .often complicated, time consuming, and e'xpensive..
. This is especially true of -relatively ^ o m p l e x  peer .;
, . asses'sment ..measures .sych- a.s..,lhe.-PEIIn' this 's.tudy, ' the
' .1-- \ V ' ' 'I'.' ' -y-' . ' : r '
'. '-< PEI. accounted for by far the . la.rgest, share.. of - time, and--.-- .' ■
s%expe,.ns,e during.data collection. In . addition to the .-
logistics of obtaining parental co'nsent. .and of. arrhnging
' .and .carrying ' out' classroom admin.istra'tion of ' the' PEI , ;.the .
: duplication .and assembly'.pf andwer booklets for each
' ' ' class.ropm ,rèqu ifed .2-.to ; 3' hours -.f ar the . i'nvest igator ' .; - '
, -if
- . ' : - . : . , ' " ; :. ' ' : 
•with secretarial 'ass.lstance'. Scoring :_of t'hrç completed 
answer booklets .was even m o r t i m e ,  . consuming , requiring 
from 3 ,to ‘ 6 hours for one scorer, depending'on the size ' f  
of .the,class. As a r'esnlt,' the present version of the 
PEI might: be impractical for many ' research (and most ■ '
clinical) application's. On'e suggestion for reducing ■ th'ls 
problem will be .made later in this section. ,
In the present -r-ese-a.rchthe Aggression subscaie of
the PEÏ was the only b e h a v i o r a 1 -rating measure which ' . ^
successfully discriminated t h e ■ clipica 1■a g g r e p s i ye and '- '
•clinical nonaggressive, groups from each.other as well as . 
from ■controls. ' This findin-g suggests that they -PEI,.is-,an 
.especially sensitive measure 6Ï c.lifiically sighi f leant 
interpersonal aggression . • While the Withdrawal ahd ■ ' ' .....
' L i k e a b i l i t y  scôrhs did . nbt .distinguish ' between the twO ■ . .
clinical groups, they revealed differences, betw.een c li’ni c a .l.ly ' '
"  ^  : ... ' ;'■ * -  ; ' /  \ ^ \  V ' X -identi.f ied.'bub j ect.s and those selected as. controls. .It . . ... ,
would thus ' appear. thabc..the Withdrawal; and . Likeabll i t y sc a 1 e s 
also measure peer . .péTcepti'ons which''are related to - ■ .“ .
y .  c ' c  ... . y . :  .
•adjustment . , . , , ■, . .'. • . .. », . , '/ :.. • • , ■
: ./The construction of an eight-item _Aggres..aion,-«>!odifled ’ ■
scale ■■to- reflect, a more' specific definition of aggression , ' .■
prbduc ed- findings whip hy were .yi r t u a 1 l.y^u d e n.t i c a 1. .to.' those,- "  , ' ■
■.' ' ■ ■ from the' original -Ag'gf è'^io'n ■ sc a le . . Furthermore , the - almost , .' ■
.■ perfect cor,re,lation-‘betwe.en bhé ' two, .v.'èrsions .of the ' ■ .■."''t . • .
Aggression score .(based on. a large .sample, of' elementary ■ • '
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school childr-en in regular classrooms) suggests that the 
■■Aggreosion-Modifled scale mig_ht.be substituted for the 
7 origina.l Aggression, scale with, little or no ihformation
' , ■ loss-; the- preservation of an adequate degree of , re 11 abi 111 y , 
•and a considerable r e d u c t i o n ,in the problematically 
'• . time-^consuming' admini.straition and scoring ' procedures for
the P.-EI.'. If. this were done, consideration might also be :
given, to the addition of a. few' m o r e '. pos.itively-toned , Items 
(either as' 'fillers' or as additions to the keabi lit y 
.. scale) to balance the - current p r e p o n d e r a n c e 'of items
. concerned ,wit\h negative behaviors. Such a modificatio.n
- , _ -V; ■ . . , /
might enhance, the."palatability" of thè PET to pupils,
teachers, hnd .parents, who ' f r'e,quantly-expre'ssed reservations
h . about tills aspect of the PET during the present research.
The'- correlatio'ns a m o n g . scores on the PEI subscales ■
■ , \ ■ are pf some' interest . . -The substantial ne.g'atxve
■ ■ r  . . ■■ ■
 ̂ . \ I
correlatloji between Aggression and Likeability suggests
..c that, . wh 11 eh &o'd é r a t e degrees . of aggression'might be .
. . . acceptable and' even adaptive in elementary 'school-age boys
■'••f' ( Delu t.y, l,'981a highly' aggressive boys are -likely to be •
.. .: • '■ ■■>. ■ t . ■ .1 . ,
. Regarded unfavorably by thei.r',- peer s . 1%  Wa 1 1 er ss (1979) also 
Y' . . ; ■ re'ported'-a high cottelation ( ■ 70̂ ) between peer ratings of , -
■ . ' .ag fef.essivene.s.s 'and objection; .' . " < ■ ■ ' ' .
Y - .
The finding that the 'significant' c o r r e l a t i o n ■between 
Aggre'ssion and .Withdrawa"!- score's (N = 281) 'was almost ■ •' - 
completely at tribut able » to 'the. .association of both scores  ̂-
■ . 1 7 3 -  -
with LiReab'l llty Is also o‘f interest in eva 1 ua 1 1 ng.'tHe 
PEI. This strong influence of the Likeability' factor may 
indicate,that the PEI is subject to some of the same "halo 
effects" which can bias scores on other peer- and teacher- 
rating measures . It, might be advisable to assess the- extent 
of, such a'n effect "in future research with the PEl, and 
to. consider adjusting Aggression and Withdrawal' scores . .
for the effect of Likeability". ,
The pattern of int.er"co,rrelatiGns between subscales ■ 
was quite consistent, whether computed for "all 281 scores 
obtained.or for the 36 subjects in the final sample In 
the latter case, however, the corr ela t i ons • were of a - """' ~
somewhat smaller magnitude', probably-a result of restricted"
V  ■ . ' ' ■ ■ ■ ■.sco.re ranges/and the predominantly clinical na Cure of.the 
sample. The correspondence between these, two sets of.-, 
correlations can.be rega.rded as further evidence for the 
r eliability of the.-PEI. ' . - -. '
While the- .intercorrel.atiohs- of the. subscales in .the 
- original 'PEI research (Pekarik e.t al,.., 1 976 ) were ■ '
superficially similar in direction and relative raa-ghitude 
to Che , present f indings ,'.the su.bscbres' correlated only. ./ '
.minimally with o'ne another.. It "is difficul.t- to account ■
■ ■■ ' ' ' ' . c \ /' ■
for this (jtiscrepancy, except to no,te that the Pekarik et: ■ .
-al. d-ata w e r e  based on pupils from Gra.des" 1 through 9 in 
predomina.ntly middle-class "areas. -,
" -■ . The relationships 'among scores on>.the' PEI 'and "the , - .
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■ , “ • teaçher-ratlng and sel f-r.al 1 ng .measures will be discussed
be l o w . - ' • ' -
■ ' . Teacher ' Rabings ' . '
- . '
. . . - As reported In Che,Results section, scores on' all
but 'two of the- adjustment-related SBC-L subscales (Anxiety 
and .Extraversipn) revealed significant, differences between 
■ . clinical and. control subjects- The ,'mean scopes for both
, ' ' clinical' groups on the ..Aggression-and Total Disability ' ‘
subscales were above the level, which-Miller (1977) suggested 
waS' indicative of possible .maladjustment.- As was' the case 
-with the PEI y these findings validate to s o m e 'degree the , 
•method by which clinical, and nohclinical subjects were 
-• - - - selected and ■ d-if f erentia'ted in this study-. . ' '
' . . In contrast to the PEI, however, .SBCL scores did. not 
discriminate be tween the two clinical groups. While 
c llnical - aggressive subjects peC ei.ved • some wha t-'mope 
't. . "ma lad j u sp ed " mb an ratings than clinical nonaggressives
bn most SBCL subscales, these differences' were ijoJ; .
• ■- ■ statistically significant.- .Moreover, the .high -Aggression
and. 1 b.w Anxiety scores - of not only the clin-icà 1 a g g r e s s i v e l y  
,but . also ttjte clinical nonaggres'sives were suggestive of 
” . problematic aggression. The' poss-ibility of ;’a negative
" ’ y "halo e f f e c t " ( suggested- earlier) and the relative 1 -'
' .insensitivity of the SBCL fo.r other than global ratings
' ' - . . " V . . ‘ ; , I ,
. - -- ■ /,. ■ ■■■
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(Kendall et al-., 1901) most be taken into account In"
■interpreting these findings. Never t he les ,s the s e re so 1 1 s’
. ' ' r ■ . . , ■
also call into question the success,of the sampling
* ' j
■.procedure in obtaining two clinical samples ^oi boys who 
'differed in their level of, problematic aggression.- 'fhis ■ 
issue'will be considered further bel.ow-.■
Self-Ratings '•     ■—  ̂ '1
. The utility o f  self-report measur.es such as the.'fiATS
depends largely upon the p u r p o s e ’ for uhich'the.y are
intended. It.has been pointed out that such measures should
not be relied upon as measures .of behavioral traits, such 
, ■ ' ■ ; ; " ' • ■ ' . 
as aggression, as t heir -scores can, be influenced by wh a t
the child vlew,s as their self-incpimi nat.i ng na,ture (Eron-
et al., ,1971)', hnd the -related .tendency to respond'not
in terms of oneself, .but in terms of-what is social.ly
desirable ( Ledihgham ._et ai., 1982,). In the present .research ,
• • V  . . , ■ . , ' . ‘ ■ -statements .Intended to minimise or counteract such effects 
were included in the instructions to subjects (see Append,ix
AH).^ ' ; :c \  t ' :, : : /  ̂ y - :
,N e v e r thèlé'sn, a c h i l d ’s self-reports or . - .
s'e 1 f,-des c r i p t i ’ons can in , t h e m s êlves he of .interest- to the 
clinician or, researcher . It 'has been suggested that because, 
the ■ individual'.has (access to' the -largest- range of. his or 
her, own behayiox.s-, ' s,plf-ra'tings may ac c u r a t e l y ’convey the
J.
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• consistency "Of behavl'pr across si.tna ti ens (-'Ledingham et 
a 1 . , ’1982) . Furthermore , self -r-ra tings can be'good •
Indications of ,chlldrei\ ' s ..characteristic self-s t a tem'ent s
and of misperceptions of discrepancies betwee.n the way.
\ \
i-
they see themselves-- and how they .ar'e- seen .by others (Bo.wer,' - 
1 9 8i-; C.artledge & M i l b u r n , ' 1980; 0 Leary, & Johnson, 1979 ).
In the present study', the self-report CATS- was, seen as \
-a means "to tap the preference's of subjects in the three' 
groups fo.r specific types of solutions in, problem situations'.
In this research, clinical aggressive subjects 
received higher CATS .-Aggre’ssiveness' scores than controls .
This \replicates a finding reported by Walters (1979), .who
' \-"’ -g, . -used a ' self-repôrt .measure similar to the CATS t o e o m p a r e  
.aggressive -and nonaggressive elementary-school-age boys.
This find.ing also ' lends further support to the conclusion 
from several other studies reported earlier, that ') .:
irrespective of quantitative differences in performance 
on p r o b l e m - s o l v i n g 'm e a s u r e s ,' the preference for behavioral 
solut-ioitis- o'f an A g g r e s s i v e  na't'ure may be ,an important, 
distinguishing feature of highly' aggressive, boys . • ,. ■
'Furthermore, as Walters suggested ,. such,, a behavioral.- 
pr'e.ferènce may be especially important with respect to .
the first behav.io'ral solution chosen b y , aggressive boys - 
-in. problem . situations : ■. . - ... .
- It is interesting' Vo consider the signi-'fleant 
correlations, of age with CATS' Àggressiveness: scores ' - ' ' '
\ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ . . • .17 7
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(positive) and Submissivpness scores' (negative), in relation 
• to the possible operation of a prosocial response bias.
, It is- improbable that these correlations represent 
developmental changes in behavior,.especially in the case 
of aggression whi ch is generally regarded as decreasing 
with age'(Hartup, 1974). One might' instead speculate that 
.these, finding s.reflect age-related .Changes in c h i l d r e n ’s 
(at least,boys ) 'willingness to report their own aggressive 
<^id submissive response 'tendencies . Under this - _
interpre'tat.ion'j there may be' an increased - willingness i n ’ 
older boys to report themselves as aggressive, as wel]. . 
as a réluctance to attribute submissive behavior to 
themselves. ■ It might also be -sugges t e.d ' t ha t such age- ■ ■ 
re.late’d changes may be more pr onounc éd. ■ in the case of • 
children with-behyiviot''- p r o b l e m s , who comprised two th.irds 
of the 36 subjects' upon, whom the correlations were based .. .-
A related p o s s i b i l i t y , especially in light of the impulse 
control problems .so often, noted' in aggressive boys and- -. 
others' .with behavioral problems. Is that -such c'h'lldren 
.are leès susceptible ' than others to -the .'acquisition of 
a çro.sbcia.I rating set.. With regard to the absence of 
a - significant correlation between age and. CATS Assertiveness
scor­es, it is possible tha't there is a uni.form bias' tow.ard^ ■ y . ' ' - .. . /
-V s elf-report ed , a s ser 11 ven.e.s s regard.less of age, perh'aps 
‘ also a result' of its perqei.ved social d e s i r a b i l i t y . ''' , • 
Research, ppto the existenpe : and extent of response biases" 
related to social 'desirability in the 'CATS is needed to
\  .
fiully evaluate the.se possibilities . . ‘ ‘ '
\', The present results also., corroborate several findings, 
reported by Deluty, the origins tor %of. the CATS. First, 
the\obtained pattern of correlations among CATS subscale ■ ■
\ ' - ' > , ' - V '
s c o r e s , ,mo'st notably-.the strong/negative relationship of - 
Aggressiveness with both Assertiveness and Submrssi'veness 
scores; was Similar in the present .study and th e . or igi. na 1. 
^CATS research’ (Deluty, 1979 ).' Second,, the greater' '
As set11 veness scores of the contro'ls , ' rela tive t:.o"both 
.groups of c l i n ica1-subject8, support Deluty's (1981a) 
conclusion that Assertiveness scores are associated with'
: behavioral adjustment:^ The significant correlations, 
reported earlie.r, of 'CATS Assertiveness with PEI Aggression 
and several. SBCL .scores also support-this conclusion.
Finally the lack of adjustment-related differences between 
groups,' and of 'corre''latioris with other indices of . '
adjustment, on the ■ Submissiveness ■ subscale was a.Iso 
consistent with Deluty s (1981aj results. As suggested , 
■above', this .finding mlght"a.lso be related to, the operation . 
of, a response, bias based on the perceived social 
undesirability .of the Submissivene’ss items .-
As was the case .with .the .S.BCL, CATS .shores .did not 
differentiate between .the .clinical "aggressive. and c l i n i c a l ’ ■ 
nbnag^resè.i.ye groups: Again; the :lmplicat.ions"o'frlsl\,is
finding - will; be-., dis'cussed below,. . ■■ • ■ .
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Comparison' of Behavioral Rating H e a s n r e s '■
..Taken tog.ether, the d.at'a from, the three behavioral 
•ratn.og measures provide a number of Indications of .the.tr ;• 
similarities, differences, and relative m e r i t s . . . . ■
Furthermore, the present results are -remarkably consistent ■ 
with those of previqu^- research.
As noted earlier, the substantial agreement between* 
pe.er (PEI) and teacher (SBCL) ratings of aggrpsslon can' 
be 'regarded as evidence for- the construct validlty of - each.
■ Such peer-tea cher agreement, both in terms o.f aggression.
.and along varions otlîer . dimensions (e.g., popularity,
’ ' - ■ ■ • V ■ ■ ■ ' , I . ■rejection), h a s ' been .reported by à ‘number of researchers . 
(Eron et al., 1 9 7l\- Glenwlck, 19 76; LaGreca, 19,81; Landau ' 
,et. a 1 . , 1984; Ollen'dick*, 1981; Pekarik et -al., 1 976; Roff., • .
Se.11s, & .Golden, 197.2). Wh lie impressive , however ,' thi.s-
a-greeinent has not b.een total, and it -c'annot- be concluded ' 
that.the two sources -of. data are Interchange a b 1)̂  . .Kendall
' ';■ ' ' - /  ': . '. ' ~ ' yf : '  ̂' -et al;: ( 1981 ) ' suggested on the basis of past hociqmc-trie'
research • findings that agreement between peer and, teacher, 
assessments in individual cases is affected considerably *
.by the t e a c h e r ’s, biases. . In genetai, the. congruence between
peer and teacher ratings is greatest' with'r.espec't to
children at the extremes-,in rating ' scores . Similarly., 
Ledingham ..e.t al ( 1982 ) demonstrated . tha t the agreement ’ 
between peer and teacher ratings is a function of tbe type
I
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of behavior rated, and is greatest with'behaviors snch 
as aggression, which are publicly pbservabl-e and have high 
perceptual impact (see also Bower, 19 81): - While they 
' suggested on this basis that the .type of behavioral rating 
■jneasure' used (peer vs. t'ea'chèr) may be a relatdvely , •
, unimportant issue when assessing acting-out b e h a v i o r s ,
• this was' c'learly not .the case in the present research.
Only the peer-nomination measure was successful in making
< . -
the problematically fl.ne distinction between 'two clinical
'samples- of boys presumed 1 6  display different types of 
behavioral probl.bms . A similar finding was reported by  ̂
Ledingham et a 1 19 8 2 ) . Peer'" ratings on the PEI, bp t -
not teacher ratings or s e l f - r a t i n g s , were able to 
discriminate .between aggressive and aggressive-withdrawn 
c-hildren from. Grades 1, 4, and 7 .
As noted in the.Results section, thb high correlations 
between subscale scores on the PEI and SBCL Total Dis'ability 
scores suggest that the PEI is sensit'i.ve to differences'
■ .in general behavioral adjustment. - ' ' . '
Thus the'present findings suggest -seyeral advantages 
of peer ratings over teacher ratings as discriminators , . . 
of behavioral adjustment. Other reseaVl^ers have 'reached-.• 
the same conclusion. Landau et al . (190%) found that a' ;
teacher-ranking procedure was .less comprehensive than a* .. 
.peer measure -fn. explaining social behavior variance' in 
■kindergarten boys. They sugtgested- t h a t , ' while. teacheK.
\  . ' 1 8 1
ratings might offer advantages from economical and ethical 
points-of view, important -Information may be -lost if peer 
perceptions are not evaluated - Similar conclusions' with 
iespec.t to elementary schohl children were 'reached' by 'Bower 
(1981), CoVen, Peder’son, Babigia'n, I z z o , and 'Trost ( 1 973 ),. 
'■Ollendick (19 8%) and- Rolf |l9'72).
The present study also i found a greater degree of'- 
corres'pondei\ce between Aggrc 
the SBCL, than between ‘eithe
ssion scoTçS on, the'PEI and 
r of these-measures and the
Aggressiveness score -on the self-report CATS. A number 
of. Other studies have'.also found that .various types of 
se.lf-ratings ■ did no t- c or r'e la t e as'well as t e a c h e r r a 11 n g s 
•with peer, ratings (Eran et  ̂1. , 19'71 ; Ledingham et a 1 -  
.19 8 2'; Pekarik e t al .•, 1976), and a 11 r ibu ted this finding ■
. to.a prosocial rating bias in self-report measures. -Such 
findings support the view that the principal value of 
self-report i'ns tTument s lies not in their equivalence, to , 
■teacher- or peer-rating' measufess but in thefr potential, 
for contrasting the' self-perceptions of individuals’ with . 
.the observations of others.- • \
.’Limitations' of the Pres.ent Research ' ' , ■
'• The principal ,U.'m 11a t ion of the presen t research 
concerns the intention to Compare aggressive, boys not ' only 
to- controls, but also to boys with behavior 'problems of
' \ , - ' ' Ï82 '
• ■ ' ' ■ '‘ - —a ' nonaggregsJrve natur.e. . Unf ortuna tely , -the degree of
. over'lap in several charact.eristics of the clinical
aggressive and clinical nonaggressive groups' int'erfered , ■
■ wiih tliiai objective. Although it had been expected that
'the - clinical aggressive group would 6e_ demonstrably more •
■ ' , aggressive and less well adjusted than the clinical-
nonaggressive' grq.up, comparisons of teacher and peer racings.
revealed 'no statistically significant differences along
these 'dimensions- Examination of the illustrative
descriptions of subjects.from the two clinical groups (see
Method section)' also 'suggests that- similarities existed
; in some of the behavioral problems exhibited by members ■' ■
of the t-.wo groups., .Furthermore, -both, the cii.ni.cal T
.aggressi-ves-and the clinical nonaggressives obtained a
combination of tea'cher-rating scores considered ’ to ,be
, characteristic ' of problematically aggre'ssive children.
Thus if is-.-acknowledged that -the group .designation.
of "clinical nonaggressive" may be somewhat m i s l e a d i n g . -
As could probably be .'sxpe'c.ted in most samples o.f boys with
behavioral (a s' opposed to-emotional or " int.ernalitipg-', - , ■
problems), there was evidence, of'considerable aggressiveness
/ . ■ in the clinicAl "nonaggressive" group,'. Similarly, ”tHè
\ -boys in this grou'p could not be regarded as comparable'
, ■ . ^ in the degree or quality of their nonaggressivenes.s tb-
. the c.ontrols.,, whose scores- on a l l ’measure.s, of aggression
were much' lower and . generally within ndrtnal .limits,-’
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The finding- of common fealurés between the two clinical
'groups is explainable largely by the sampling procedure'
• which, was employed. As mentioned earlier, it had Inlt'ial ly
been planned to select subject's .for the two clinical groups ‘
on the joint, basis of. clinical referral ..and stores on the
•PKI and SBCL. However, it was soon apparent t lia b this
approach, while desirable, w.as not practical. Sp’eci f 1 caVl y , ■
the ^unexpéc t eclly slow rate and lim'ited number of Subject
referrals, especially 'for the clinical --nonaggressives,
.-'made the use of such stringent selection criteria impossible.
While objective cr-i t'eria for s.ubject selection were used
-as much as possible" (See.Method section/and Appendixes
.M and S), the somewhat subjective judgments of referring
clinicians , and -to a lesser degree -parents , were of
necessity a maj.or determinant, of sub j eq t selection and
c la ss if ic a t ion-.. ■ This probably' contributed to the lacV
of distinction between the two 'clinical, subj e c t  g-ronps'. , .
:As ' Strayer (1T84) suggested, -for example, referral Judgments'.
\ \  - -- , ■ ■. - - ' ■ . ■ 
of aggression can be based as much on the!intensity and
character of aggressive b e h a v i o r . as on its frequency.-.
'■ ■ If' tha.s occurred in the present st.udy,' some boÿs,-who, W'epo 
only occasionally, but dramat lea,j..ly,, aggressive -ma'y haVe 
'-'been included in-the clinically . aggressive group ,. along 
with more chronically aggressive children. S i m i l a r l y , , i - 
. t h e . .si gni f ica'n t ’-a gg-res si vene s s of other children may havè 
been less readily .obs.ervhble, 'or masked by other probie.ras,' ,
"■ ' ' . : :■ ' I '■/ .
, \
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re 3111 L i ng in their referral and classification as clinical
•nonaggxesslve subjects. '
Although the desired degree of discrimination het we^rP''-^ 
' . - : - ‘  ̂the c linic a I . gr cups ' wa s not apparent in t h ,6 . p r e s c ij t" sample .
there are indications that the basis for ant-ici pa t ing these
-differences was fundamentally sound. The higher mean scores
for the clinical aggresolves on several' indices of
aggress on and maladjustment were remarkably consistent,
although not statistically significant. As bell, the
■exploratory reclassificati.on of' subjects - by PEI and .SBCL.
scores 'suggested that the cl^'lnical aggressive.s were more
■clearly members of a problematically aggressive peculation
than were the clinical nonaggressives. With regard to
.the control subjects, there was stronger e v i d e nc e f r cm
all measures and from the exploratory reclassification
that these subjects were representative of children without
evident behavioral .problems.
Thus the research strategy of obtaining 'pwo distinct
• ; . -, \
groups of behaviorally maladjusted children for comparison
to controls and to each .other, while not completely 
successful in the present r e s e a r c h , appears 'to have 'some 
value. Further efforts at this ty pe of research^ may be 
more effective if additional measure s are taken to minimize 
overlap between the two clinical'groups. More stringent, . 
multiple selection criteria are the most obvious precaution;, 
although such an app.roach requires the availability o.f
/
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a large pool of potential subjei^ts.' As wa s found In 
conductin’̂  this research, the reliance on busy professionals 
tfoth to keep In mind the investigator's request- for subjects 
and to actually .consider and refer subjects from their 
Caseloads, presents problems in this regard. On the other 
'hand, the simpler and more commonly adopted a I t e r n a t i v e '
' of'sampl ing from normal school' populations with sociometrics 
or behavioral checklists pre s e n t .y'a n o t jTbsr ,d 1 f emma , since
It limits the generalizations wl1 ich can be) made to clinical
populations (see Asarnow .& C a ^ a n , 1 985; ,Butler, 1.97 9;
■ . . ■ ■ ■ /' ' 
sc lone, 1981). |
Some other methodological'issues may be noted with
respect to -the present study and others similar t.o it.
■First, \ihile correlational studies such as this may be
useful 'in examining the association be tween pr.obl em-sol vi ng,
ability and behavioral adjustment problems, a different
research approach .(e.g., experimental or training studies )
is'necessary to determine' whether, a causal relationship-
, exists. ' , . ' .
■ , ■. ' ' ' : . . . 
Furthermore , it must be pointed out that the '"known ■
groups " approach, of this research and many .of the other
correlational studies reviewed in this thesis presents .
interpretation problems.. As Butler a nd Me ic he nbaum , ( 1 9 81)
observed : . " . ■ '
The " k n o w n ■g r o u p s " strategy makes the assumption t h a t ' 
the critical factor on which.the groups "dlffer--and 
which accounts for d i f f erences • i n ' the- social problem-
\
- , ' . ' ' ■ ; 
salving dependent varlable--is the variable pf
'theoretical Interest, namely social a d j u s t m e n t .
However, problems of interpretation are presented ;
by the'fact that psychopa thologic.a 1 and normal
populations 'de a r l y  differ on a -great manyVvarlables r
other than social adjustment . . . that may also influence
performance on measures of. social protein-sp Ivl ng
■cognition. (p. 212)
They suggested that thé comparaLfve study of . subject groups
■' ' . - ' ' - ■
drawn from l a r g e , fairly homogeneous populatlôns, but
differing in the level of adjustment or ps yc lie pa t ho 1 og y , 
might reduce some of these difficulties . However ;' they 
also pointed out that even this approach offer 1 I 1 1 1 e 
in terms of understanding the individual differences (such 
as subtle' difference's in test responding) which may account' 
for some children's deficits in pr ob 1 em-s o'l v i ng . per f or ma nc e .
■ ■ C o n c l u s i o n s
 ̂ The research reported in this thesis did riot provide
evidence to support the hypothesized relationships betyec'n
1 .
problem-solving ability and clinically identified
aggressiveness o r o t h e r  behavior problems. These findings
* * *are consistent with the results of much of the recent
•research which was reviewed earlier. Efforts to replicate 
.studies., indicative o.f such a relation ship have not met 
. with cons/is tent success, and the results of .even the most
jcomprehensive training programs have been d i s c p p o i n t i n g .
While the -search for cognitive problem-solvi ng 
mediators of aggression has had limited success , I it . d-oes •'
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■ not follow that '.the Importance of such fa\tors can he ruled 
cut-in the' production and regulation of aggresslve^^^&e^vior. 
Despite the . increased research activity in the area during 
the past several years, there, has been relatively 1 h t _ t . - 
progress in terms of the variety 'and elaboration of th'e ' 
research approaches which have been taken. Vhlie- there 
is an increasing recognition that social behavior, including 
aggression, is the product(of a complex interplay among ■ 
cognitive professes cind structures, the environment, and 
overt behavior (Mei.chenbaum et al . , 1981), much of the 
research to date has- relied' upon -relatively simple models 
and measures of pr^Obl em-solving ability. While the use' 
of the PEPSI in this study was an effort to make some 
improvement in this- regaid, it now seems necessary to move, 
even farther beyond simple problem-solVing measures if 
more is to be learned .about*' the role' of cognitive problem
solving in mediating behavio.r 'and adjustment . Some'
■ ; -  ' . ■ ' 
promising developments, with respec-t to more comprehensive
.problem-solving measures were ' reported i'n the-previous
, section. In addition, it would appear that efforts.should
also be made to construct measures" which are more r e a-iTl s t i c
and ecologically valid than 'those which 'rely on the child's
response to hypothetical .problem situations'., , .
-
''A number of positive findings regarding other aspects, 
of problem solving have been reported with sufficient 
frequency to suggest potential for further, research.,.-
■ ■-
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First, the a b i M t y  to d,elay impulsive responding long enough. 
' ■ - • ■ . ' ■ ' ' ' 
to engage in adaptive problem solving has been shown to .
be an important fact o.r in adjustment (e.g., Douglas, 1 972;'
Walters, 1979). Further research ■ into the del erml naTit s
' ' ■ ■ . and facilitators of impulse control in social problem.
situations would be useful. It? Jias been suggested that.
-TT-/' ' ' ' 'the development of a specTi r ic a 1 ly Social-cognitive measure, 
of i.mpulse control would greatly benefit such research 
(Walters & Peters, undated).
Second, it has be'en suggested that the ability o.r
. ' ■ ■ . . f
i'nc 1 ina t ion , t o actually use one's exis ting problem-solvt ng
skills in social ■ problem situations (i.e., the- presence
or absence of 'production' deficits) may be'as important 
: ■ ^ . . 
a consideration as the existence 'or comprehension of the’
skills themselves. While this possibility has been
convincingly proposed and ha's received some empirical
support (CoOney & S e l m a n , ' 1978 Fl.avelh-, 1974; Walters ,
1979), further research is needed to explore and validate
this p r q p o s i. t i o n . ' ' ■
Third,-there is evidence that a significant
distinguishing feature of-problematically aggressive "boys
is their fundamental preference for- m p r e .aggressive
- , ■■■■ V " '
behavioral .solutions in 'peer problem situations. The s e l f  - ■ 
report findings .of the pfesent study provide further support 
for this possibility. ' Such a difference in behavioral 
preference may be -especially 'important ,in view of .the
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,, limited research findings with respect to cognitive problem :
solving and b e h a v i o r . In the absence of identified aspects* 
of problem-solving ability which mediate aggressive . ■ 
behaviorJ it might be useful to'consider these behavioral 
preferenc'es as a..."final common pathway" which is of 'major 
practical importance in understanding and remediating 
■ . ■maladaptive a g g r e s s i o n . An important area of enquiry in
this regard concerns the nature of attitudinal differences 
which may exist between aggxessives and others toward 
specific fyp'es of behavior (Asarhow & Callan, 1 9 8 5 ; , De 1 u t y ,
y 7":' '.. 1983)7 ' y:..........   ' "  ' "T. 7" yi y  -.- y
' - f*Further research would also 'be useful in the areas <
of me t'a cog ni tive variables, and their relation to aggression
and social c o m p e t e n c e , and the distinction; between automatic’
( 'scripted') and deliberate, reflective problem solving 
.in'social s it u a.t lo ns . An important quest ioti--wi th respect
to the latter area would be the Circumstances whic'h lead'
' the Individual to place what is-üsuallÿ automatic social
behavior under the consciops c o h t r o 1 of his or her cognitive
problem-solving .eff.orts (Meichehbaum c t al., 1981).
It .should also be recognized that aggression can be
emotionally as well as cognitively mediated (Fraczek, -
1 979 ). -While such - affective processes are beyond the scope-
.of this thesis, they are an important consideration in
understanding and modifying aggressive behavior. ' , ''.
,0 ' One qf the secondary purposes of this study wps to
, . . ■ 1 9 0 .
contribute, to further evaluation of the -as à measure ’
of problem^’solving ,ablli tÿ . The. p H  eft study conducted 
with the . PEPSI replicated the findings- of-''its constructors 
(Asher et al., 1972) with respect to its 'sensitivity to 
increases in grade le'vel and its reasonable freedom from 
socioeconomic bias. On the other hand, the principal study 
• suggested possible .problems related '.to the Ipw difficulty 
leve.I of the Post solution (Solving Problems ITT) Items. 
Consideration might be g-iven to t hé . mod i f ic a t i on or omission 
of this -por.tion of the PEPSI. T.he findings of this stu d y  
also suggest that the PEPSI may be. a measure whose .use 
is more appropriate for edue at ional rather than clinical 
applications.
Several o t h e r .findings from this research arc of 
interest in terms of the assessment and measurement of 
aggression . and other problem behaviors . The Pupil 
" Evaluation Inventory was found to be a more sensitive 
measure of. aggression than' the other b’ehavtor'a l-,,ra t i ng 
measures which were .employed. ' The PEI Aggression subscale 
alone, was able fo distinguish two clinical samples of boys 
assumed .to differ in their, level of a g g r e s s i o n ’. T.he PET. 
also carries the .important advantage of a capability to 
estimate more specific and psychologically significant 
.behavior.al characteristics . ( Aggr e.s s i oh , Withdrawa.l , and 
Likeability) than most other sociometric measures. However, 
efforts to elicit such fine, judgments from elementary school
J p-
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children are not wi.thout their own difficulties. Secondary 
analysis of the correlations among PEI. subscAAe. scores 
suggested that the PEI Is hot,immui\e to "halo effects" 
resulting from the. infly-ërice of the . perceived likea'bil i.ty 
of ■ individual peers. /The possih J lity ..of such a bias in
PEI scores ■ should be qonsi.dered when, using this measure .
Finally, while the PElVis a promising research instrument',
. \
consideration might be given to 'reducing the time required 
for administration 'and siorbng . A reduction in the number • 
of Aggression Items, as was done in this research through 
the derivation' of thé Aggression-Modified scale, is one 
poss'ibility in this regard.
A high level of agreement was found in this research, 
«between the ratings of teachers and peers . It is' • 
suggested,- however, that teacher-rating scales such as 
• the S13CL. are best, used as general screening measures, with 
c'a ref 111 attention to the possible influence of teacher ' 
biases in each case. ' ■ .
Se'lf-report measures appear,to be .usefui, primarily 
as indica'tors of self-perceptions and behavioral, preferences, 
and for comparisons of s e 1 f-perceptions with the- judgments 
of others, As noted e a r l i e r , the present findings .using . 
thé self-report CATS are especially, interesting, as they 
provide further evidence of differences in .basic behavioral 
preference between aggressive’'and nonaggressive boys. " 
However, the nature and ektent of prosoci.al response biases'
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in self-réport measures requires further i nv.e s t f ga t i on .
It i's apparent from the foregoing discussion that 
the clinical potential ôf a problem-solving view-of ; ,
aggression remains largely Unsubs t an t i a t ed... A Clear
, ■ ' ' ' ' - • 
relationship between problem-solving ability and aggression
h'a s . not . been established, and preventive .and treatment
programs based on a problem-solving model have produced
disappointing results. ' However,, we are /still left with
.the question of how best to deal wi.th children who are
brought to the attention of clinicians because of their
aggressive behavior. Some tentative.suggestions can be
made on the basis of the present findings and the results
of other research reported here.
• ' From the standpoint ’of c oghi t ive pr'o'c esse s , there ,
is some justification for suggesting, as did Walters and 
Peters - (undated ) , that an emphasis on th.c assessment and 
treatment of ''comprehension" deficits (i.e., in measured 
levels' of specific, problera-solvin'g abil.itiesj mây be - , , ■
/ ■ ■ . J ' ' . ■ A
somewhat misdirected, unless clearly indicated in individual 
cases. As suggested earlier', there'- a b j t o  be clearer 
evidence for the importance of.impu.lse control, and possibly '
■the predisposition to implement existing, problem-solving - , '
skills,, in the regulation of aggressive behavior.- If this 
is' the. case,- it would be useful for treatment efforts to. 
emphasize the improvement of the aggressive child s 
abilities, in impulse control (see, for. example, Melchenbaum,
193
197 7 and D o u g l a s , 1972) and his or her "initial orientation" 
to actively and consciously engage in cognitive problem 
. solving (Cooney & Selmah, 1978). . . • . .
Of' more direct potential relevance to clinical 
interventions with aggressive children is the frequent 
finding that aggressive boys can be distinguished largely
on the basis of their preference for .aggressive .behavioral
'
solutions in problem'situations. It might be helpful, 
as De luty ( 19 8 3 ) suggested, for treatment efforts to focus- 
on .the overly positive attitude-s which aggressive children 
may hold toward aggress.i've response alternatives ,' and on_,"^ 
the cognitive-behavioral modification of these response 
t.endencyi'es This suggestion' raises an interesting parallel 
.with the treatment of alcoholism, where much of the emphasis 
is on critical behavioral and cognitive "choic e.-point s 
such as the decision to take a first drink ’when under 
stress. Such c o g n i t i v e - ' b e h a o r a  1 therapeutic approaches 
as the "Turtle" .program ■( Schneider & Robin, 1975, cited, 
in Cartledge h Milbjirn, 1980) or stress-innociila tion -
training (M e l c h e n b a u m , 19 7 7) might also be useful in helping'
the child -establish behavioral predispositions» other than 
aggression. .It might also be. productive to employ more, 
conventional behavior therapy to improve social skills 
(-01 lend ic k . & Cerny, 1981),'to elicit--and reinforce prosocial 
responses or lessen aggressive be.havior through negative 
reinforcement, and to ensure that effective 'responses .
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continue to be generated if an initial attempt to solve 
a problem is unsuccessful (Parke & Slaby, 1983; Patt.erson 
et al., 1967; Richard & Podge, 19820 : .
To conclude, the results of this study'and much of
the recent .'research have given rather little indication.
of the role of problem-solving ability, at least as it
has been defined and measured, a .s' a mediator of aggressive
■ ■
behavior. 11 appear.s that if further problem-solving 
research in this area is to be. more 1 nform a t 1v e ,'1t must 
move farther in the direction of- more comprehensive models 
and measures of problem-solving ability w h 1ch more ; 
■accurately represent the manner in which problems are solved 
in real-life, especially social, situations. •
'. Until' more is known about t'he role of problem-solving 
ability in the productio.n and regulation of aggressive 
behavior, there is little reason to expect problem-solving 
training to be an especially effective preventive or 
treatment modality. .On the basis' of the conclusions which 
■have been proposed' in this thesis, it may be that , ■
interventions' which target overt behavior, or cognitive ■ 
processes which appear to be relatively closely related 
'to overt behavior (e.g.,' impulsé control, attitudes toward 
specific, types of behavior ) , may have more potential for 
dealing with the problem of m a ladapt ively aggressive 
behavior in chi.ldren.
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FOOTNOTES ' . . ,
'.'Sex differences in aggression, 'with aggressive
behavior much more prevalent in males Ch^n in females,
have also been v>ell document ed (Fcs.hbach, 1970"*,. HartUp,
1974; -Kir schenbanm & Ordman, 1984; Tef kowi t z e t " a 1 . 19.7 7 ;
Parke & Slaby, 1 983; Richard & Dodge, 1982; Semler , E-ron,
Myerson, & W i l l i a m s , 1967);
2 ' ■ ‘ ■ Similar findings had also, been ’reported by Rubin,
D a n i e l s - B e i r n e s s , and Hayvren (1982). Among kindergarten-
Children ( b.u t /n>lr'.pr eschoo 1er s ) , sociometric rejection
correlated negati v e l y  with the number of relevant strategies
■given, and 'positively with the proportion of aggressive
problem solutions g i v e n , on a modified .version of the PIPS.
3 "■ -.A critical significance level Of .02 was adopted
for each comparison. This .was determined by dividing the 
de-sired level of .05 for all three comparisons ' by the 
number of comparisons (P. W. D. D o d d , personal communication, 
November, 1983). , '
4 , ) '•If the pairwise comparison of Total and Presolution
scores are. made by performing separate t tests between • *
schools at each grade level, with a critical significance 
level of .05 for each c o m p a r i s o n ,'the results are the same 
as for the procedure outlined in footnote 3, except that 
the difference.between the Grade 2 Presolution means becomes
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significant. That is, the, results.from these pafrwlse 
■ ■ comparisons ■ gre them the same for both... Prvsh'olviLioh'a-nd
J.Total scores.
It was decided to employ Grade 3 as the-lower limit 
for grade level rather than Grade 2 hs anticipated at the
\ ' ' ' ' ' - / ' ttime of çhe pilot study, to 4'^irther limit developmental . ' , ■
variation and the associated difficulties in Interpreting
tfhe research' data. ' .
6 ■ ■ ■The exclusion'categories were determined partly
• through, an informal review of all referrals and inifial
visits' to the Halifax Branch of ACGC d u r i n g ' 1982. ' '
7 - . . ' '. A* partial exception was one boy who had been selected 
and tested as a con.frol subject before it .was learned that 
'he; had been excused from the cJ.ass during the administration 
,pf the PEI. As it was not practical .to -select another '
control subject from the same classroom, this subject s 
scores, were retained. H i /  own. PEI booklet., however, was 
not scored. There Is evidence that sociometric ratings ' •
of absent children- tend to be lower than thé., ratings of '
those who are present (Eron et a 1. , 1971). 'However,.this 
boy was present for at. least part of- the 'PEI administration.
•As well, the frequency with which-he was nomlpated by his 
classmates across all Items.did"hot differ significantly 
from the classroom mean (-z -= -0.27, p = .39)', suggesting 
"that his absence did 'not appreciably affect his "visibility'.
■ . ■ . . 197.
The reel ̂ ss-if ication of subjects .by ;PEI Aggress! on . ■ .. . . -
scores resulted in a marginally nonsignificant ratio
in the .analysis of CATS Aggressiveness and Assertiveness
scores. The Same 'analysis had been significant under .the
■original classl fica tion . ̂ 'The originally nonsignificant.' ■
'
F from the analysis of. CATS Submissiveness .scores became
' : . _ ■ : 
significant when subjects were, reclassified by SBCL
A g g r e s s i o n ■s c o r e s . Pairwise contrasts between group means
r e m a 1n e d •n o n s i g n i f i c a n t . . ■ ■
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fetral Sources of Potential Subjects-
s ' " .
Final Sample • Excluded


















tho_t_e.- ÇA - Clinical Aggressive; CNA = Clinical
'
Nonaggressive ; CO = Control.
According to- referral source .of corresponding clinical 
subject, Referred as prospective subjects.but not Included 
•in the "final sample.
Table B-1
• 71 h 
APPENDIX B
Re a sons for Ex c lus! o.n from Final Santp] e o Ho y s R c f e rj; c ri 
as Potential Subjects '. '
Reasons fqr Rxc1usioi\
— :   ̂ . -
Problems judged primarily 
emotional
Insufficient information 
Not on cyirrent' caseload 
Moved
Over 13 years
Problems judged primarily 
learning related .
bPPVT-R Score  ̂ W5
Not present for 'PRI 
Further subjects not needed 
Parental consent -‘denied
APast mental h e a 1 1h ' contact 
Physical disability
CA CNA CO
Note . All ent'ries are frequencies of occurrence, according 
to the group for which potential subjects werq considered, ̂r\   ^  1 _ I *-■   1  L. ̂   ̂  ̂̂ 1 ̂  ̂  ADoes not' inplude potential control subject
alternates but not required, 
testing




Purdue Element a r y_ _Pj- o blem-SoIving Inventory -
Sample Items
Presolution Items . .
Item 1 /, (Subtask 3:' Aski'ng questions about the problem)
.•Two boys are sitting on a bench In a corne.r of their 
classroom/ A third boy is' standing near the bench. •' All 
. three boys-are laughing. A.fourth boy is leaving the, 
room. He is, crying. The teacher looks angry. Four - 
book§ are in a pile on the floor near the laughing boys. 
Which question' would be the best one for you to ask if 
you wanted to find out what the pr.pblem .is’
• . A. Were the 3 hoys mean, to the small boy?
B. Are the books interesting?
■ C. Can' they get a drink?
Item 25 '(Subtask 7: Identifying relevant aspects of the
, problem situation) . '
Two boys and a barking dog are in a. room. One boy
is carrying"a stack of books from one' side of the room
to put into a bookcase on the other side of the room.
There a're three shelves in the,, bookcase, but no bne shelf 
' i s  high enough for all the books. The .-bookcase is. almost
as" high as the ceilin’g. There is a box on the floor
in the middle of the room. ■ The second boy is reading . ■
at a table in a corner close, by. What should the boy-
think about before he gets to the bookcase? Pick the 
.most important from these three. . • ',
. A. H.ow many boôks are. on the shelves?
B. Who p'ut t.he bookcase ' where it is?
C. Where will he set the books when he gets to the 
shelf?- ■ ■ . ’ ■ ' \ ■
Postsolution Items ' " ' . .
Item 34 (Subtask 12.: ' S.e.l.ecting the most unusual solution ' 
among several, possible solutions.) '
The chain oh one .side of a swing .fs.‘broken into two 
pieces. .Four -children are looking at the damage. They 
' wish to swing. What is the most unusual or' different 
way for them to do this?
216
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A .
C .
They can. fix 
of t h e ■ c.ha 1 n 
They can fix 
chain with' a
the .old swing 
t o g e’t h e r wi t. h 
the old swing 
new o n e .
by tyihg the 
a s t r i. n g , 
by replacing




make a new swing by tying one chain to
Item A 4 (Siibtask 9 : Seeing implications of some action)
There- is .a cabinet with three ' shelves . There are 
boxes and other tilings on the shelves. More boxes 'arc ' •
to be put in the cabinet. There is' very little -space
on either the top 'or bottom shelf. Several heavy paint '. 
cans are on Che middle shelf. This shelf is sagging. , •
What might happen when more boxes are put Into the middle 
shelf of the. cabinet? .
A. The. cabinet might fa 11 o v e r .
B. The shelf might brcakj^-und'e'r the load.
C ; The boxes might not Æ t  .
Mote . Verbal descriptions of items from Piscione (1981, 
pp. 204-210). In the-, present r e s e a r c h , items were presented 
using- a si i'de-t ape format. The Purdue Elementary Problem- 
Solving. -.Inventory is available 'from the Gifted, Education 
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■ •APPENDIX D
Children's Action Tendency Seale -
Test Items and Record Fdrm ■ ' ■
I. You're playing a game with your friends. ..You try your 
very bes'C but you. keep making -mistakes. Your friends 
start teasing you and callJTig yoU names. -What would 
you do? • ■ . • ,
(Ag) a. Punch the kid who's teasing me the most'. or
(Su) b. Quit the game and come ho.ine . '
(As) ‘a. ■ Tell them to' stop because they wouldn't like it , 
if I did it to the#. or 
b. Punch the kid w h o ’s teasing m e ’ the m o s t . ■
a. Quit' the game and come home. '
b . Tell them to stop because they woaildn't like it ,
it I did it to them.
2. You'and a friend are playing in your house. .Your friend 
"makes a big mess, but your parents blame you and punish 
.you. What would you do?
(As) a. Ask my friend, to help me clean up the ‘mess'. 'or_
(Ag) b. Refuse to talk to or listen to my parents the next
day. ■ .
(Su), a. -Clean up the mess . oj:
b. " A s k  my friend, to help me clean.up the mess. ,
a. Re fuse.to talk to or listen to my parents the next
day.. or. ■ ' .
• .b . Clean up - the mess.
. You're standing in 'line' for "a -drink of water. A kid 
■your age and size walks over and just shaves you out
0 f line What would you do?
(Ag) a . Push the kid back out 0 f line . 'or
(As) b . Tell ■ them , "You've no ri-ght to do t ha t
(Su) a . I ' d go to the end of the l i n e . • or
b . Pu s.h the kid back' out of line .
a . Tell t h e m , " Y o u ' v e  no ri.ght to do that
b. I ' d go to the end of the line.
a Question 3 has been omitted from the 30- item
or
( D e l u t y , 1979).
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5. You lend a' Eriend your favorite book. A-few days- later 
it is returned, but some of the.pqges are torn and the 
cover -.is dfrty and bent on t of shape. What, would you do?
(As) "'a . . Ask my friend, "How did it happen?"
(Ag) b. Call t.he kid names.
(Su) a . ■ Ignore it . or • .
b. Ask my friend,- "How did it happen?."
a. Call 'the' kid names. or ■ ■
- b. Ignore it. - -
r /
5. You're coming out of school. ' A kid. who is sma.ll.er and 
younger than you arc'throws a snowball right, at your 
head . ..What would you do? ' '
CAg) a . heat the kid up.' or '.
(Su) b . ,1 gnor e it.
(As) , a . .Tell the . kid that throwlng
very dangerous . or
b . Beat the kid up.
a . Ignore it. or ,
b . Tel 1 
very
the .kid that 
d a n g e r o u s .
throw!ng
7. You see .some kids' play.lng a game. . You walk o v e r ’ and
ask if. you can join. They tell you that you can't play 
with them because you're not good, enough. What would 
you do? - ' , .
(As) a. Ask them, to give.me a chancu-' or ■ ' ' '•
(.Su ) b . ' Walk away, feeling hurt. ' ' ...
(Ag) a. Interfere with their game so that they won't be 
able to play. ojr . ' '
b. .Ask them to give me a chance..
a; Walk away., feeling hurt . 0£
b. Interfere with their game so that they won't be'. . 
able, to play.- . ' - .
' ' . ' ' 2Ï9
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8. You're watching a rpally terrific Show on television.
■ In the. middle of the s h o w , ’your parents tell you that 
it's time for bed and turn off the T.V. What would 
you do? ■ _
( Ag )' a. Scream at them', " I don't want to!"  ̂or
(Su) b . Start crying.
(As) a . Promise to go to bed early tomorrow night, if they
let. me'stay up late tonight'-. ojr ' '
b. Scream'at t h e m , "I don't want to!"
li' '
a. Start, crying. err
b.‘. Promise to go. t ^  bed early tomorrow night, if they
let' me stay up late tonight.
9., You're .having lunch,at the cafeteria. Your friend has 
a big bag of,delicious chocolates for dessert. You 
ask if you can have just one, but your friend says; 
"No." What would you do? • • ' ' .
(As) a. 'Offer to trade .something of mine for. the chocolate.
or ■ • - -
(Ag) b. Call .th'e kid mean and selfish.. • . , •
(Su) a. Forget about it and continue eating my lunch. or
b .. Offer to trade something of'mine foi t lie chocolate.
a . '.Call the ki.d mean and selfish. oj* 
b. Forget about it and continue eating my. lunch .
10. A kid in your class brags tha't they're much smarter
than you. However, you know for s-ure that the kid is. 
wrong and that really you're smarter, dihat'would you 
do? ' , ,
(Ag) a ■■ ■ Tell the. kid,to shut up. ojr . ■ ■
(As.) . b. *' Suggest that we ask each other questions to find 
■ - out who i.s smarter. ' ■ ’■ '■ •
(Su) a. 'Ignore the kid and just walk away. or .
b. ■ Tell the kid to shut' up. '
, a. Suggest .that we ask .each other questions' to find 
out who i s' smarter. '
. .. b . . Ignore the kid and just walk away. . . '
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b- ■ ■IJ . .You-and another kid are piaying a game. - The winner
of the game will win a really nice prize. You try very
hard , but lose by jvist one point. What would .you do?
(Ag) a. Te 1.1 the kid that they cheated. or_ .
(As) b. Practice, so I ’ll win the next time.
(Su) a . Go.home and cry. err .
b. Tell tlie kid that they cheated."
,a.' Practice, so I 11 win the next time. or
b . ■ Go home and c r y . • -
^Questions 12 and 13 have been omitted from the 30-item 
version, (Deluty, 1 9 79 )."
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■ Pup 1.1 Eva lu cl I: i-'On Inventory - Test: Items
Mark Lbe names of Chose boys' who : " '
;i . arc taller than mo'st (filler item f or i 1 l.u s t r a C i o n )
2. help others (Like)
'"5 '-3. can't, sit still (Agg)
■ • A., try to get other people into t-rouble ( Agg ; Agg-Mocl)
5. are too shy to make friends (With)
6. whose feelings .a.re too easily hurt ( W i t h ) ""s
7. act stuck-up and Chink they are better..than everybody 
else (Agg) , , , • ■ •
8. play Che clown and get' others to laugh (Agg)
9.. start a fight over nothing (Agg; Agg-Mod)
10, never seem to be having a good time (With)
11. are upset when called .upon to answer questions in. 
cla ss (Wi t h ) - ■
• 12. tell other**,children what to do (Agg)
T . 13. are usually chosen 'last to join in group activities
(With) - ,
1 A . are liked by everyone (Like) . ‘ ■
15. always mess around and get into trouble (Agg)
16, make fun of people (Agg; Agg-Mod)
.17.'.have very few friends (With)
18. do strange things (Agg)
19. are your best friends (Like).
20. bother people when they are trying to work (Agg;
■y-'- Agg-Mod ) ‘ •
21. get mad when they don't get their own way. (Agg)
22. don't pay -actention to the teacher (Agg)
23. are rude to'the teacher (Agg; Agg-Mod)
'2-A . arc unhappy or sad (With)
'25. are -especially nice (Like) t . -
2 6. act like- a baby (Agg ) .- .
■ 27. are mean .arid .cruel to othe’.r children (Agg; Agg-Mod) '
28. often' don't want to play '(With). .
29. give dirty looks (Agg; Agg-Mod)
30. want to show off in front of the d a b s  .(Agg)
■ ' . ■ 31.. say they can beat everybody up (Agg; Agg-Mod)
3 2. aren't noticed -much (With)
33. exaggerate and make up stories (Agg)
• ■ '34 . complain, nothing, makes them ha'ppy (Agg)
35. always seem tp underst.and things ( Like )
Note . Abbreviations in parentheses .following each item 
refer to the subscale score to which the item applies.
Agg Aggression ; With «= Withdrawal; Like = Likeability;
■ ' Agg-Mod = Aggre'ssion-Modif l e d . ■ '
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School Behavior Checklist - Sub s c a l_e s ̂ a n d Sa mjp^e _Ij: c m s
Sub s c ale ■ . . n
Low Need Achievement: 28 
(LNA) '
Ag g res s i o n . (AGG)
A n x i e t y - (ANX)
3 6
18





"S a m p le Items
60. School, perfor.mance :1s 
• ■ far below capabilities 
52. ."Drags feèt" when




5. Starts fighting over 
nothing 
Is St VI b b o I n
'Is afraid of m à k 1ng' 
mis t. a k e s
Prefers to be alone 
and play alone
9. Reading ability at leapt 
one grade below age 
expectation 
6 3. Seems dull; slow Vo 
catch on
32.'. Does not forget things 
which anger her/him- 
71. Never sticks up for
self when picked .on by 
.other children
3 5. Likes an audience all' 
the time 
80. Seems d.s happy as most 
- children
Number of items in svibsc-àle .
, - 223
''j- • • ■ ■
■ ■ -APPF.NDTX G '
Instructions Co Subjects - Purdue Elementary 
Ptoblem - S blving Inve ntory
We're going to do something a little different now, ■ 
and I think.you'II find it fun. This isn't something you 
have to do.
I'm going to show you some pictures on this screen. . 
Things will be happening in thé pictures, and the man on 
the tape, wi 1 1 ask questions about them.
The questions, .aren't about schoolwork, but about 
everyday things. Soraefq u e stions are for younger children 
and will seem ve-ry easy; others are for older k-ids and 
are kind of hard. Nobody gets every question right.
For every qu-es't.ion, there will be some boxes .in the 
answer book. (Experimenter poynts' out boxes to child.) 
After you've' listened .to the whole .question, I want you 
to mark an X in the box you think .has the right answer 
in i t . ̂  ■ • '
I'll start the tape n o w . Watch the screen and "listen 
carefully to the man on the tape. ' He'll tell yon what 
to do. ^
If you don.'t understand what to do or^thin^ you're 
on' the wrong page, tell me and I'll help you. ’
Any. questions? , ,
/.^For group admini.st,ration (pilot study); "One of the boxes 
has the right answer in it, and that's the one you mark 
wi th.. a h X . " .
b ' '- For group administration, (pilot study), -the following 
. was inserted : . - - ■ ' ' ' ' .
. ' It's really important to do your own work". That means.
not showing your answers or looking at other children's. . 
 ̂ If you know the answer, don't say it out' loud'. Just
! mark it in your book. '
/"For group administration (pilot study): "Raise your hand
■"and we'll help you."' , -
d ■ -
For group administration . (pilot study): "Remember to
do your own work, and don't call out' the a n s w e r s ."
«y ' . ■
I  ■
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' Tnstr u c 1 1 ons to Subjects - - Children's Ac t ion' 
Tendency Sc à 1e '
We're going to read some very short stories together, 
and T .want you to imagine' that you are in the stories.
I'll ask you some questions- to 11 nd out what you would 
do If the things in the stories were happening to you.
It's, very important to. tell me what you really , wouId do, 
not what you think you sjiquld do. ■ Nobody else but me' will 
know what you a n s w e r e d . ' ' -
N o t e . If,the child does not choose one of the paired 
responses :
- Repeat .ttem as needed. • ' ' .
- Say "Go ahead and choose wh.at you would do."
Sa.y "Remember these are all make-bel..i eve stories
and nobody but. me wi'l 1 know your answer. Please
t 'choose what yqu would do." . ■ -
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,Tn8t-.r.uctlons to Subjects - -Pupil Eva]„uat:ion Inventory
■ ' ■‘We're going' to. do something a little different todày.
I would like.^ou 'to help me find .out what kirids of. things' 
.boys do at different ageS and ih different grades. To 
do.that, I am going, to -ask the, whole .class .to. play a game 
using these special 'books . This- isn''t something you have" 
to d o . ' ■ ' .. ' ' ' ■ .
' ' . /  '
(Experimenter' hands out. answer booklfets,- and asks .
the children to place their names On their booklets.)
Watch while I .show you .how these books work . ,
the name of' every boy ±fi the class, i-.s at the top of the 
page. Along the side here are some sentences th'at will" 
fit some boys but won't fit. others.. .I'll read, them out 
loud one by one while you follow along in your books..
After I've' read each sentence, I want you to look around 
the. .class .at all of the boys and put a big X under the, 
name of every boy who fits what we've just read. It's' 
really important to do your own work'. That means not ' 
calling your answers out loud, or showing them to other 
chi I d r e n , or copying them.' ■ . '
■ ■ Let's do the first one to'gether. ifou c.an use the 
piece of green c a r d b o a r d .to cover up the.questions you 
haven't done yet so you don't. ge.t mixed up.
( Experimenter •.demonstrates use of booklet with Ttem 
1 and responds.to any question.s or .difficulties.) ' ■■
.Now you fe ready to do some yourself. If you have 
any questions raise, your hand and we will help. you . 'Wh,en
we ' V e fini shed , I '11. take the books.with me . ' fJobody but 
me will' know what your answers were. Please remember to 
do your own work and don't call» your .answe r s out loud.
(Experimenter administers -test procédure.. When 
procedure is completed,' have children turn .t'heir answer 
b o o k l e t s , over .before they are collected.) ■'. . -.
•’Thank you for doing ■ this with me. I. will be seeing 
one or two of you(on your own on another day to t r y 'some 
other thir/gs .' '
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Pupil Evaluàcion Inventory - Scoring Pr ocedure
■ I f or 'Answer B o oklet s / .
For each classroom:
1. List all boys* from the class, who' were .not prese.nt or .did
not participate/in the tPFI . Enter the, name of 'each
remaining boy in à separate column on each page of t.he
■ " ;Scoring Form'.** ' ,
2. For .each answer booklet:
a . MarP.-out the. columns under the names of the. boys' 
listed in 1 . above. Scores will not be comput-ed 
for. these '.boys. . . ■ .
b. Mark out the co.lumn under, the name of the boy whose
■ booklet is being scored' (self-ratings are not ■.counted).
c. For each subscale,, record the number o f noml na t .1. ons
( Xs ) 'received by each boy on the' items which apply to 
that subscale. (The Scoring Form separates items by 
■subsGale.) Enter these as tallies under, each boy's 
name- on the ' Scoring Fo'rra. Thi s c a n  be done by tape- 
recording the contents of 'each row and entering the' 
tallies foi all booklets when the recording :i s played 
back (one scorer), or reading-row contents, to.a second
■ scorer who enters the tallies on the Scoring For'm,
3. After- all answer booklet s have been entered': .
■• a.' For each - s u b s c a l e t o t a l  the number of tall-.ies I n ' ,
each- column, and 'enter the total in the row. marked
..'"Total Received'.' on the Scoring Form-.
b. To compute the subscale score for each boy, divide the
■ Total R e c e i v e d . b y ■the product of (the number of raters
- '1) and (the numb.'e.r of items on t.he subscale). This
: ' -yields the proportion of .possible" nomi na t ions.' 
received', eiccluding se 1 f-r a t i'ngs . '
c.' Convert subscale scores to z scores', ■ ba.sed on the
■ ’classroom mean and standard, deviation.
* I f scores are being, computed for boys, only, **The Scoring 
Form was arranged -as ah item-by-p'eer matritt similar to
the PEI answer booklet. Items were grouped on separate 
pages by subscale...' Spaces and prompts for scoring • 
calculations i-zere ' incorporated . ','■ - -
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Memorandum to Subject kef erra] .Sources
-TO: Professional Staff-, Spe'c ial ■ Services Department
Halifax District School B o a r d ^ ’
FROM: David Cox - .
RF, : ■ Subjects for- Children's .Problem -Solving Study ( 1-983-
■ ■ 1984 -School Y.ear) ■ . . -
DATE: September 15, 1983
I am writing to request your assistance in locating  ̂
subjects for a study of cognitive problem solving a.b:ility 
1 n .elementary school children.. Specifically, I am 
Interested in -two groups of boys. The first would be . 
comprised of those who are referred' and seen, because- of. 
repeated-problematic aggressive behavior. The second grodp 
would i.nclude b.oys- seen fpr behavioral problems of a 
nonaggressive nature; .
This study is being conducted dy(\ring the- 19,83 school 
year; as.my Masters research in the/Applied Psychology ;
program at Saint Mary's University. Its purpose is. to 
test.the proposition that problematically-.aggressi ve • .
children differ from children with :no behavior problems, 
as wall as from those wi.th nooaggressive behavior problems, 
in the type and effectiveness ’of the cognitive problem 
solving- -skills and strategies they employ :
The assistance 1 am requesting from .you would involve - 
t(ie . identification and referral of boy s me. e t i ng . t he criteria 
for inclusion in the study (sfeetbelow) and the procurement 
of preliminary verbal- consent from parents., principals, 
and teachers for their participation. You would also be 
asked to provide some basic information concerning the 
child in a brief questionnaire. I would' assume all -further 
responsibility' for. Obtaining written consents, and arranging 
and .carrying out the testing. Of course, any c o n t i n u i n g  
support and advice you are able to offer in carrying out 
the research would be most appreciated. ' .
Once the ndces-sary writ'ten consents have been obtained, 
a peer’-nominatlon sociometric measure would be administered 
to.'the- entire classroom of the referred child, who would 
not be- singled out in any way. This procedure involves 
asking that each child consider gome descriptions of 
behavior, and choose, confidentially which of his/her male • '
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classmates each description fits l he most' closely. The 
referred child would then be tested using three measures: 
the Peabody Picture' Vocabulary Test - -Revised, the Purdue 
-Elementary Problem Solving Inventory, and the Children's 
Action Tendency Scale. For half the children referred, 
two other hoys in the class who do not demonstrate 
persistent behavioral, emotional, learning or,peer problems 
would be selected.and tested as part of the . "control " group., 
of the study. The teacher would be asked to- complete a 
standardized behavior check list on all boys tested 
individually. .Though referral of subjects can begin in 
September, 1983, no testing will take plac.e before November.
I am- interested in boys who meet the following -crileria 
. , (See Method section of this thesis for c r f t e r I a )
These criteria are reproduced, on a ’separate sheet
a Lt ached, to retain as a quick reference..'
1 hope to receive referrals for shbjects as early 
in) the school year as possible, unt-il a, sample of 12 boys 
has been tested for each of the' throe, groiips.
* • ■
'I thank you in advance for your ass i,-g tance with ihls 
■project
" ’ ■ S i n c e r e l y  y o u r s ,
David Cox , M .S .W .
N o t e . Wording varied according to referring organization 
(See notes a and b below).to reflect, slight differences 
in referral, and researcii procedures. ’
^or Halifax County and, Bedford Distritt School- Board
^or Halifax and Sackville' Branches, .Atlantic Ciilld ' . 
Guidance Centre ■ - - • ■
' . b
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Memorandum to Principal and Teacher
9- CHILDREN'S PROBLEM SOLVING. STU^Y
TO: Principal and Teacher . . .  .
't
FROM : David Cox , '■
RE: Research Procedure
As a member, of the Special Services Department or 
myself has already mentioned to, you, a pupil in your school 
has been selected to p.artlcipate in a research study 
concerning the problem solving abi.lity of elementary school 
boys. I am writing to outline the nature' o'f this- study 
' and to request your assistance in carrying it out. . The 
study'is.part of my Masters Thesis research in Psychology 
at Saint Mary's University. . .
De-fore beginning the study, I would nee'd a list of 
all children in the classroom of the s.elec ted. .chi ld 
Including birthdates. -This iiiay already have been obtained 
from you. . -
The research procedure would first .involve the 
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n •of a peer-rating -sociometric measure to - 
the entire classroom of the child, chosen for the' study, 
talcing care not to single him out in. any way. Parental.- 
consent forms for participation -in th'fs- procedure would . ' -
be sent home with each child. When these have been returned 
to the School, a mutually agreeable .date and time, will 
be arranged to administer the procedure. My .preference 
would be the first or earliest possible period in the 
morning. I would contact, the School or parent on the 
morning of the .testing, to verify that the’ selected child 
. Is present. Administration w o u l d . probably take on'e'-hour 
■ or l.ées, and .the teacher's presence and assistance would - 
-be appreciated. The procedure involves asking that'each 
child consider some descriptions of behavior', and -to choose 
Confidentially which of his/her male classmates each 
description fits the' most closely.- ,-
In some instances, on the basis of the sociometric 
procedure and in' consultation with tire classroom teacher,
I-will next select two boys from the class who are close' 
in age to, the selected child, and who do not -appear -to 
have learning, behavioral, or emotional problems. I will 
obtain p.arental consent by mail' and/or telephone contact
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for the  ̂  ̂ p articipation of t hesc children. One or
both o f ■ Che^e c h i i d r e n , as well as the originally selected 
child, will, be seen individually at school and admini s iercd. 
three, 'tests: • n vocabulary test , a problem solving inventory 
which follows a si i de - 1 a pe . f orma.t , and a test in w.hich 
the child 'indicates his most, likely response in a .peer 
problem s,ituation. '.Total testing time for each ch 1.1 d '"wou 1 d 
be approximately 60 minutes. The teacher will be asked, 
to complete a .standardized b.eha'vior check list on tl'ic . 
children, pested individually'-. - , ' -
Summary ' . ' '
I have summarized for easier, reference the aspects 
of this research for whi ch 1 am requesting your assistance:
1. Providing a class list, including birthdates, for
the classroom of the selected child. '- ' ‘
2. Sending parental consent forms home with the child 
for the classroom sociometric measure, and adv i sing 
me when all consent forms have been returned to '
- . the School . ' , '
.3. Making available a time for the classroum
sociometric procedure and, if possible, the presence 
of the teacher during its ad m'i ni s t ra t i oh .
c ■/i-. The teacher,'s assistance in choosing boys fr'om 
the class to match the selected child, -and in 
completing behavioral- check lists on -all children 
tested individually,. . . ' '
5. Providing a time' and space for ijuliviclual t-esl.ing 
o n o n e later date.
This study' is being carefully planned to minimize, 
•disruption of School routine. When the 'study is, completed, 
I will provide,a .summary of the.,'resu 11s., which it is 
anticipated will have educational implications 'of interest 
to y o u . . , ■' • ' . , •
• Your questions and com.ments ■ are encpuragè.d . I can ■ 
be qiontacted at 122-1611. ' Thank you in advance for your
h e 1 .
Sincerely y o u r s ,




Ref.erral and Information Form
CHILDREN'S PROBLEM SOLVING. STUDY 






Child's Name: School :





Date of Birth: . _____ _________ _
Race : Caucasian| | Other [ | • ' ■
(If other, cancel referral)
Have yon spoken to the parent about -this child's 
participation? . '
Has the p^renTxindicated willingness for ^
child to participate? (If Yes, a consent 
form will be)sent to the parent)
Have you spoken d6 the school principal- about 
this child's .participation? •
school/principal willing to permit 
ffietric and individual testing?
CHILD'S PROBLEM ■
1. Aggression - Repeated, Problematic,' ■
Interpersonal ' ' ' \  '
2. Other .Behavioral-Problems (e.g., disrup­
tiveness, noncompliance, stealing)
• Specify: - ______ _______
Ye; NoRegular Class 
(If Special Class, cancel 
referral)
No




Yfes No Don ' t Know
232
Problem of an Emotional .more than a
fiehav:ioral Nature (e.g. fears, anxiety, 
depression, etc.) .
Specify: ■ __________________ ____ ^  _
APPEND.!X M (cont.inned) 
lYe”*
k. Significant l.earning Problems 
.Specify: j_______________ ■
'.S. Behavioral Problems Primarily Related to 
Learning Problems
Specify:. __________________:___________
6. Limited Intellectual Ability 
■ ’
■7 . Neurological or Physic.al Impairment• 
S p e c ^ : . ________  '________








9: Parents or School out of Control of Child's
Behavior in Many or Most Areas'
■ Sped fy :   j__________-_______ ' ____
10. Child referred because of Enuresis
(Bed-yetting) ■ , . ■
11. ‘Child referred becausé of Encopresis
(Soiling)
INTERVENTION
Has thé child had contact with: .
Atlantic Child Gvfidance Centre
IWK Hospital. . '
- Psychiatry
. ■ - Psychology . '
- , - Neurology '
'Other Mental Health or Counselling Service |Ye 















Don ' t 
Know ■
Don ' t 
Know
Dc )ri ' I 
Know








Don ' t 
Know








Comments and Additional information
Please' feel free to contact me (office: 422-1611) if you have any
questions or cominents'. Thank you for your help.
David Cox, M.S.W.'
\PLEASE llETU.RiJ COMPLETED FORM AS SOON AS POSSIBLE:
^An affirmative response to this item was originally : - 
intended to'be an indication for exclusion-of the potenti.al 
subject from the final sample'. However, this'item was 
removed from consideration shortly after beginning the 
study because it could not be.adequately clarified or 
defined. . ' .
■Y\ ' ' . 'Izaa.k. Walton Kj.ll.am Hospital for Children, Halifax, N.S.
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. ' A P P E N D I X  N,
u c t j o n s' t o Raters - P u p 11 K v a X vi a t to n v
Inventory - A g g r e ssion-Modified Scale
J n 11 c 19 8 4
Dear StaCf Member: • . . ■ ■
I am vrlting to request/your assistance in 'making 
some modifications to the Pupil Evaluation Inventory -( P K l ) , 
a .pe er'-noiii i na t i o n soc i ome t r i c measure 1 -have been using 
in my M.Sc. research this year.
For each it'em on the PEI, children are asked to 
consider a behavioral descri pt ion ' and indicate tliose boys 
in their class whom the description, fits. The measure 
yields a number of subscale scores for each bqy in the 
c l a s s . ' ' ‘ ' ■ ■ -
The items- listed below form the Aggres-sion subscale . 
Howver , using all of those, items’ results in an Aggression 
score which reflects a fairly broad definition of aggression 
I w_ish to devise a modified Aggression score containing-. 
only chose items which correspond to the following 
definition of ’aggressive behavior.s, :
Aggressive behaviors are defined as intenti.onal 
physical and verbal responses that are directed 
toward an object or anothdr person and that have 
the capacity to damage-or-’i nj ure .
.Please consider the f o l l o w i n g ,items and place a.check 
mark, beside the numbe.rs.,pf. tlio-se which you consider to 
be consistent with the above definition.
3. can t sit still.
• 4. try to get o.ther people int'o trouble
•7. a c c ' stuck-up and Chink they are better than
..everyone else . . . .  - ’ . ’,
• . 8. play the clown and get others to laugh
9. start a fight over nothing-
: /  ^
. ' ’ ■ APPENDIX N (continued)
12-. tell, other children what to do
15. always mess around and get into trouble.
16. m a k e f u n o f. (1 e 0 p J e .
18. do strange things
.20. bother people when they are trying to work
21. get 'mad when they d o n ’t get their way
2.2- don't pay attention to the teacher'
2 3. are rude to the teacher
26. ac t 1 ike a . b a b y ■ .
27. are mean and cruel to other children
29. give dirty looks
‘3Ô. wan L ' t o ■ sh o.w off in front, of' the class
.3,1. say t h e y  can beat everybody '-up .
3 3.' exaggerate and make up.stories
3'6 . complain, nothing makes t hem. happy
, 1 hope you will. give, this task your earliest possible 
cons i. derat i. on . ' Thank you in advance for' your help..
S I. n c e r e 1 y ,
David Cox
. 2 3 6
Al’PENlHX 0 
Parent Con sen t __Fo rm_ - P i lot St n ci y
Dear Parent or Guardian:
In the near future,-I shall be conducting a short study 
in yquf child's classroom. The purpose of the study .Is 
to discover how children understand and solve problems 
they are likely to.encounter in real life.
Children will be asked to answer questions about 
cartoon drawings of everyday problem situations. The 
ca.rtoons are not upsetting, and no personal or family 
information.is obtained. Your, child's answers will'not 
be- re'le-ase.d to- anyone, and will, be, used, only to obtain 
class averages. ■ -
1 am conducting this study under tIre direction Of 
the Psychology .Department , of Saint Mary's University.
The School Board and ■ Pr Inci-pa 1 have approved .the study.
I hope you will consent to your child's taking part 
-in this study. You hav.e the right to refuse consent or 
request further information. If you have any questions, 
-please fee 1. free,-to contact me at my office 22-1611) .
Please have your child return this form to his/her 
'teacher as soon as possible. Thank you for considering 
this request , '
S i n c.e rely- yours.
Da Vi d Co'x , M . S . W .
Name of Child
T DO give permission for my child's participation: __
'I DO NOT givé 'permission .for my child's participation
Signature, of parent or guardian:  __;______ ___ ________
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Parent:" Consent Form - Pupj ]. Evaluation Inventory •
° . . , ■ ■
■ • CHILDREN'S PROBLTîM -SOLVING STUDY '
Parent Consent Form 
Dear Parent or Guardian:
In the near future, I shall be conducting a sliOrt
study -In your child's classrooia. The purpose of this study
Is to discover how children observe .each other's beliavior.' ■'
It i s  part of a .study.of child's problem solving which
I am conducting in the Psychology Department of Saint Mary's 
Univer.s'it'y. The School Board and Principal have also 
approved th.is study. ■ .
If your child participates in thé study,' he/she will, 
be asked to consider some descriptions'of children's 
behaviors and to confidentially choose which of hi.a 
classmates they fit the most closely. - -
T hope -you. will consent to your, child's taking pdrt 
in this study with his/her classmates. Your.child w'ill. 
be unable to par ticii pa t'e if you do not give your consent.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact 
me ( 22-1 6 11 ) . I. will provide a summar'y of the results- . 
of the study when it is completed
Please have your child return the lower part of this 
form to his/her teacher as soon as possible. Thank you 
for considering this request. '
. ' Sincerely yours,
. ■ ’David Cox, M . ,S . W . '
    _(_Det_a_c_h__an_d _Rec_u_r_n _t_G_.S_c_h_o_o 1 w_l_th__y_o_u_r__ Chi_l_d_)_..
Name of Child : , ' ' ■ - ,
I DO give permission Tor my child's participation':
I DO NOT give permission for my child's participation; 




' „ " . APP.RNDIX Q ^
Consent: Form - Clinical Ag g r e s sive anc^ 
Clinical N.on'aggresslve Subjects .
. ■ ' c h i l d r e n 's p r o b l e m  s o l v i n g  STUDY ■
Parent Consent-Form 
Dear P a r e n C ■ or'^Guard 1 an :
Recently, . (Name) of • (Referral Source)
contacted you concerning your child's participation In 
a -brief, research s,tudy at school.' _ I am writing- to ash 
for .your written -permission for your child to lake part.
The p . u t h e  study Is -tp learn how some children 
solve f e - pr obÏNïms . • I am conducting t h e study in •
• the Ps^fhology Department of Saint M a r y ’s University.
The School Board and Principal have also approved the study
If your child participates, he -will first he-a.skcd 
(along with- the rest of the class) to consider some, 
descriptions of child's behaviors and to -confidentially 
choose which of his classmates they fit-' t h e most closely. 
Your child will not be singled out in any way. .1 wi i 1 
contact- you. or. the scho.o'l on the day' of the study to' make 
sure he -is'present. Your child's teacher-wi 11 be asked 
to complete.' a -confidential check list o f hi s . behav io r .
rNative.) . wi'l 1 be given a '-qucs 11 o nna i r e
concerning his/her work with- your chiid . . It will not ask 
questions about confidential family matters.
' I will then see your child and one or 'more of, his 
schoolmates one q t a time; and give up to three tests.,
Xhe first is a sh'ort y,^cabul,ary. test . In the second he 
.an'swers 'questions abput cartoon slides of everyday 
situations. In'the third, your chi 1d ■c h o o s e s • how he would- 
react, in social problem situations. The .testi.ng takes 
approximately, 90 minutest All information will be kept
c.o.rapletely -confidential.- -• ,
I hope you will consent to your child's taking 
part in this study, (le'will be unable to participate if 
you do not give your consent,. If you have any questions 
please feel free to contact me ('4 22-1611) . I will provide 
•'a summary of the results of the study when it is completed.
K' .
2 3 9
■■ , '■ APPENDIX Q (continued)
Please return the lower part _'of this .form, in the 
enclosed 'envelope,as soon as, possible. If you are giving, 
y o up consent, .please complete the attached questionnaire 
and return-It at the same time. Thank you for'considering 
this request. . ' , ' ' .
Sincerely, ;
David C o x , M .S .W .
■Please n o t e : Your '.child will- soon be bringing another
consent form home for the part of th.e resea"-'"^ -i
done with his whole class . The only .reason
.—. .—. y. V™. J  X* ■>— V\ TÏ1 f—t Y T 'i 4~
p
ng
a l o p a n i 
search which J
_____ __ 8  for sendin
a second form home with him is- so that he is treated .the 
same,as the other children in his class, who will be 
bringing home the same form. Though you have already-gl'vc 
all the consent . necessary, by signing the attached form,
I would suggest signing „the second form and retdrning it 
to.school so he is ' '''
— Ov.i'—. w i i  v-4 j. w  1. w  11VJ, •ji. t
not .singled out in any way
(Detach.and Return in the'Stamped Envelope Provided)
Name of Child :
I DO give permission -fçr .my-child ' s p a r t i c i pation:' y
I DO NOT give permission for -my child'^s.-participation :
Signature parent or guardian: .
■7-J
- . _ . . ' 24 0
' ' , , ■ ■ , APPENDIX -R
Parent Consent Form C o n t r ol Subjects 
. -CHILDREN'S PROBLEM SOLVING STUDY ' '
Parent Consent Form •;
. . .  .  ' . . - ■ -
Dear Parent or Giiardian; • . -
• • ,
As, you w H l  recall, you recently allowed your child
to participate with his .classmates in a short s t u d y . ' I' 
am now inviting a few boys from the c l a s s ,- Inclydlng your 
child, to par ticipa t e "in the final part of the. study.- 
Its' purpose is to learn more.about how chi ldren, solve real 
life problems. ' - '
Your.-child was selected .because he is close in age- 
to another-child already involved. If he par t .i c ipat e s , 
his teacher wll.l. be asked to complete a confidential check 
.list of his behavior.. I.will then see him individually 
•and give up. to three tests. The first is a short vocabulary 
test . t -In the .second, he answc s questions about cartoon - 
slid'es of everyday, situations. In the ..third, your child 
chooses how he -would react in social problem situations.
The testing takè's approximately 90 minutes. Al.I '.1 nforma 1,1 on 
will be kept completely c o n f i d e n t i a l .
1 hope- you. will consent to your child'-s taking part 
in. this .’s t u d y . He will be ynable to participate if you 
do not -give your consent. If you have any 'questions, please 
f.eel free to 'contact m’ê ' (422-1611).' 1 -will provide a "summary 
of the results of th.e study when it 'is completed.
■ Please re turn- the - lower par t --of this form in the 
enclbfe-ed - enve-lope*^as sqon-as possible. If you ‘are gi vi ng 
your consent, pleas.e complete- the attached questionnaire . 
and return it at the same time. Thank you for' oonsidering 
this request- ■ ' ■ ■ . ' ” ' ' . '
- ■ . ' . Sincerely yours,
. ' liavid C o x , M . S'". W .
■ - (.Detach and -Return in the -Stamped Envelope Prov.i ded)
NamW. of ' c h l l d c  , . . - -
^ -:— :— '— — :   ------------
1 bo give permission for my child's participation : ______
I- DO NOT give permissi.op .f or niy .child's pa r t i d  pa t f.o.n :
Signature of patent or gua.r-dian:c .
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CHILDREN'S PROBLEM SOLVING STUDY 
'Parent Questionnaire 
CONFiDENTIAT,










Ha's your child- ever obtained help fob a behavior, emotional, 
.. or learning problem from: ^
- The' School-LSystem (e.g. School'-
Psy ch o l og i s t , Social Worker, Guidance 
. - Counsellor",' Resource Teacher, etc.)?
- A C h i l d r e n 's 'Hospital ar other 
Medical Service (e.g. Neurologist, 
Psychiatrist, Psychologist, Pediati 
Social Worker, etc.)?
- The Atlantic Child Guidance Centre
- Other Counselling or Mental Health 
Service not covered above






Ye 8 N 0
If you answered [Yesj to any of the'above, what was the 
.type .of p r o b l e m , the age of your child at the time 
and the type of h e l p r e c e ived ? ■ (T.his i n ^ r m a t i o n .  
would be helpful for t.his research, but you are free 
not to,answer if you prefer). ' ' -
TH-AJNK YOU F0(1 YOUR COOPERATION. . , ' \
Please return this q u e s t i o n n a i.re in the stamped envelope
provided :
•' Da vid Cox , M ■ S . W ,
' - ' ' . ' 2 4 2
APPENDIX T
.Table T^l' . .
an Test Scores and SubjepC C h a ra c_t é j _t j c s - S ii b j e.c I ;;
Re.classlfled by Pupil Evaluation Inventory ( P E I ) a_n_d S c h o o l-
Behavior C h e c k list (SBCL) A ggre s s i o n Scores '
Reclassified by PET ■ Reclassified, by SBCl. • '
CA CNA CO \ CA- CNA CO
PEPSi Tot .35 . 9 3 7 . 4 .37 .1 3 6 . 0 ;36 . 9 37 .5
PEPSI Pre -1 7.. 3 17. 8 .1-7. 9 17.. 2- 17;:8 ■ 1 8 . 1
PEPSI Post 18....6 ■ 19'.. 7 1 9 . 2 18.. 8 .1 9 . 2 ' 1 9 . 4
CATS Agg _ 7 . 3 '■ 5 . 9 . - 3 .. 2 8 ,. 6 ' ■ -4 ,. 8 • 3 .. 0
C A T A , s  s 14 . 5 5.: 9 ■'l 7 . 0 , 1 4 . 4 .15 . 6 1 7 . 4
CATS Sub 8 ., 2 .8 . 2 9 .8 7 . 0 9 . 6 9 ., 6
Age . 126., 2 129 . 3 127,, 5 . 132 . 9 .7 128.
PPVT-R 101 ,.2 10 2 . 3 100,.3 . 103 . 3 . 10 2 ..p ■ 106 . 5
SES. 4 3 . 2 . 4 6.. 8 50.. 9 4 6 /!' . '̂7.. 0 4 7 . 8
N o t e ■ CA F Clinical Aggressive; CNA - Clinical 
Nonaggressive ; CO =' Control-. PEPSI TotV Pre , and Post"
= Purdue Elementary Problem-Solving. Inventory : Total, 
Presolut'ion , and .Postsolu.tioni scores , rejspec t ivelj CATS 
Agg, Ass, and Sub '= Chi Idr efl'l s Action lyndency Scale: 
Aggressiveness, Assertiveness, and Sub-wO.ssiveness scores, 
respectively. Age in months: PPVT-R = Peabody’ Picture .
Vocabulary Test-Revised. S E y  = Socioeconomic status 
n - 12. , ■ , ■
I
ï 2/i 3
- ■ . ■ ■ . . ; ■ APPENDIX'U
Tabfh U-1 . ' • • • •  • ■ ■ ■ •
m m a r y o f  Analysis of V a r 1 a nc e Ijnd e-i~ Alte-rna te Me thods 
of Subject Classificatlon ■ • ;.
Clafeslflcatlon method
Original ' PET : SBCL
. ’.(Referral) ' Scores Scores
PEPSI Total .45 . .1■ 01. . 93
PEPSI ,Presolut.l on ■■ .76 I . 5 5 ■ 76
PEPSI. Postsolution - . 08 . 31 .4 2'
'CATS Aggressiveness 6 ,.86** 3 . 2 4 6 ,.93**
■CATS ’Assertiveness .54** 3:.21 5 . 1 2 *
CATS Submissive ness 2 ,■7 7, • ’ 1.■39. ’ ’3 .80*
Age'- . 1 ,.07 ’i 11' 1 .59V
PPVT-R 1 .1 8 ■ 1): 34 .46
SES ' . - 2 ., 2.7 ] ., 09 .05
Note ■ All entries are F ratios. One-factor analyses of 
variance with three levels-: Clinical- Aggressive, Clinical 
Nonaggressive, and Control, Degrees of freedom: 2 a n d -
33. • PEPSI = Purdue Elementary Problem-Solving Inventory. 
CATS ■- Children ' s Action Tendency Sca'le . ' PPVT-R =-• Peabody 
Picture Vocabiil.ary Te s t-Re vi éed . SES = Socioeconomic. , 
status. ‘ ' ,
* * *
£ < , . 0 5  £ < .0]
